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Executive summary

- The present report is an exploratory investigation of whether contributory parties other than criminals and private individuals may have legal duties to help combat cybercrime. The scope is limited to four jurisdictions (The Netherlands, U.S.A., Brazil, and Czech Republic) and three specific topics of cybercrime: security of hardware and software, ransomware, and DDoS attacks. The focus is on a legal analysis, preceded by a brief factual description, and closing with tentative suggestions for improvement.
- The causes and incidence of the three topics of cybercrime discussed in this research are tied up with global networks of communication, whereby purely local national government intervention may be insufficient to effectively fight cybercrime. In the relevant literature it is generally suggested that public-private partnerships would be required for combating cybercrime.
- The approach of duties of care and diligence is a regulatory mechanism in which the focus is on private action with public encouragement. It relies on fostering practices that develop their own implicit standards and culture.
- Specific parties such as Internet Service Providers (ISPs), software vendors, and businesses that are the victim of cybercrime are, in principle, well positioned to take actions against cybercrime. Albeit significant effort is taken by many companies, these efforts as a whole do not appear to have sufficient effect. The existing standards for action appear to be insufficiently specific. In addition, particular companies within these categories may do less than is possible, due to several causes.
  - ISPs in general have no legal duty to act to take preventive actions against cybercrime. They are generally exempt from liability as long as they remain passive to the content they transmit. Voluntary action by ISPs is to some extent discouraged by legal principles such as the rights to privacy and freedom of expression and the principle of net neutrality. The Netherlands has relatively detailed administrative rules regarding ISPs, compared to other jurisdictions.
  - Software vendors may have a limited duty to provide secure software, but their actual liability is insignificant as the result of limitation clauses. An exception is Brazil, which does have a form of product liability for software. Vendors have economic disincentives (a premium on being first to market with new functionality, and lack of user discrimination towards software security) against spending more effort for increasing software security. There is no administrative supervision for the software sector in general.
  - Businesses have, to some extent, a legal duty to prevent security breaches and unavailability of service through DDoS attacks. Customers have limited remedies to businesses that breach their obligations. Further action by businesses may find obstacles in a lack of security awareness or sense of urgency, limits to perceived benefits of additional security efforts, and lack of expertise.
- It should be noted that notification duties in case of security breaches have given rise to cyber insurance, whereby insurance companies check business security and may mediate in providing expert security services before and after a breach. This has a beneficial effect on security of businesses with little need for public enforcement.

- Enforcement of duties of care and diligence to prevent cybercrime has limited effect, due particularly to limitation clauses for damage, problems of proof of causality, and legal costs for instigating court procedures. Collective action appears to be the most effective instrument. Public enforcement is of limited value for these duties of care and diligence, as criminal intent is absent and administrative rules are generally rather abstract.

- There are few international norms, and these are not universally adopted. In particular, as regards secure software development there is not standard that is proven to be effective to prevent all vulnerabilities. Development of standards is hampered by a lack of information exchange.

- Insofar as it is found desirable that parties in general become more active, there are several suggestions for improvement. This would provide a level playing field by forcing less responsible companies to spend as much effort as responsible companies already do, and furthermore providing companies that desire more security with additional means to actually obtain and enforce such security. Improvement may be found by removing or clarifying legal limitations to act, providing or supporting additional incentives to act, facilitating communication on secure practices, supporting investigation of security vulnerabilities, with a focus on widely used standard software. This should be accomplished by a variety of public and private means.

- Ultimately this might lead to a conception and culture of what may be called Corporate Digital Responsibility.
Possibilities for improvement

• Given the existing obstacles to effecting duties of care and diligence to prevent or counteract cybercrime, the following several measures may be effective and feasible. These measures would presumably be more effective in combination, although such measures cannot completely prevent cybercrime. Whether to actually follow a suggestion depends on political and economic considerations which are outside the scope of this report. One should take care not to discourage companies who already do take responsibility, and rather focus on companies who are clearly negligent. Hence the stronger measures, listed after the weaker measures, should only be considered as an option last resort.

• It should be pointed out that these measures should generally be taken internationally or at least regionally (for example in the whole European Union) in order to be effective.

• With respect to ISPs:
  - Clarify exceptions to principles of privacy and net neutrality in a way that allows ISPs a sufficient measure of discretionary freedom to decide on actions to detect and combat cybercrime, including analysing data, filtering traffic, and limiting or closing Internet access of infected computers and other ISPs, while respecting these principles.
  - Provide ISP immunity for efforts to remove potential cybercrime-related content, coupled with additional incentives to take such efforts.
  - Encourage economic incentives for ISPs to focus on secure services, such as government procurement standards for ISP services, mandatory security audits of the businesses that hire ISPs (thereby requiring these to contract for secure services

• With respect to software vendors:
  - Incentivise ‘bounty programs’ (with practices of responsible disclosure) for widely used mass-market software, funded by the companies where vulnerabilities were found.
  - Incentivise security services for free software (see below for businesses).
  - Effect mandatory security standards (including security by design) for all government procurement of software (and other IT services).
  - Institute mandatory disclosure obligations or notification duties regarding the security standards used in development, the security effort taken, and/or any discovery of vulnerabilities.
  - Establish supervisory agencies for enforcing security standards for widely used mass-market software, possibly with fines for gross negligence in preventing vulnerabilities.
  - Impose mandatory liability for serious security defects in widely used mass-market software, and limit exemptions for pure economic damages, or provide a right to return of insecure software. This is only a measure of last resort.
• With respect to *businesses*:
  - Develop and/or promote security best practices for businesses.
  - Support or require security audits (as a requirement for government procured goods and services, or possibly for certain sectors).
  - Take regulatory measures (such as information duties about clauses that limit liability in case of breach of contract) to strengthen the position of businesses towards negligent software vendors or IT service providers.
  - Stimulate or require publication of measures taken to ensure security, such as a security service that checks for vulnerabilities and develops patches. This applies in particular to free software (including open source software) where such service is not commonly contracted for by businesses.
  - For specific regulated sectors involving vital services: impose fixed or liquidated damages in case of unavailability of service through DDoS attacks or privacy violations through a security breach, possibly limited to cases of gross negligence only.

• Because of the limited scope of this report, these suggestions focus only on three groups of actors. It should not be overlooked that private individuals and the government should also increase their activity towards combating cybercrime, besides possible efforts taken by the actors discussed herein. The government may for example increase its efforts at prosecution of criminals, and may lead by example by voluntarily adopting the suggestions regarding businesses.
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1. Introduction

Cybercrime has become a worldwide problem. As computers are everywhere, from large Internet servers to tiny smart watches, the opportunities for abuse are enormous. The increasing dependence of society on the availability of secure computing power makes it imperative that the threat of cybercrime can be contained. Considerable effort has been and is being expended to combat viruses, computer hacking and fraud. Simultaneously, new forms of cybercrime appear: DDoS-attacks, ransomware, identity theft. It seems extraordinarily difficult to keep up with the ingenuity of criminals.

The focus of prevention of cybercrime is usually on the criminals and on the victims, as these are the parties that are directly concerned with the cybercrime and thereby in the best position to take action to avoid the crime. However, it is often remarked that other parties may also be in the position to take action. The question is: are they obliged to do so? And are there legislative or other regulatory proposals that might improve matters? That is what this report aims to answer.

This is in line with modern insights in regulation and governance which recognise that combating undesirable behaviour may depend on a combination of diverse forms of regulation and enforcement, whereby public and private law would work in tandem. While this diminishes the coordinating role of the traditional law enforcement, it is expected to increase effectiveness. However, an analysis from such a variety of perspectives is difficult to complete, in particular as each perspective may have its own vocabulary and approach.

In this report, we use the unifying conceptual tool of ‘duties of care and diligence’. This concept, originating from Dutch law, provides a unifying framework for describing the variety of preventive obligations that may rest on the parties involved in the occurrence and possible prevention of cybercrime. With the aid of this concept we will investigate three topics of cybercrime: ransomware, DDoS-attacks, and security of software and hardware. We will first analyse these aspects on their own to determine the opportunities for prevention, as such opportunities are a necessary precondition of the occurrence of a ‘duty of care and diligence’.

The structure of this report is as follows. Chapter 2 draws the boundaries of the research, and defines the roles of the central actors discussed in this report. Chapter 3 is a conceptual description and justification of the use of the concept of ‘duties of care and diligence’. Chapter 4 provides a factual and technical overview of the problem of cybercrime, with particular attention to the three topics under consideration here. It will culmi-
nate in a list of relevant actors and the possible actions against cybercrime that they might take. Again the question is: are they obliged to take such actions?

Chapter 5 will investigate this question. An analysis of the law in four jurisdictions will provide a provisional answer as to which legal obligations rest on the most important actors that could contribute to the prevention of cybercrime. Following this, chapter 6 examines whether any existing obligations are actually enforced. In chapter 7 we will discuss international norms relevant to the prevention of cybercrime.

The outcome of chapters 5 and 7 is that existing legal duties of care and diligence for preventing cybercrime are limited and that enforcement may prove difficult. Simply imposing higher standards in a specific statute is not a sufficient solution, given the inadequacy of current standards. To supplement this analysis, Chapter 8 discusses some alternate strategies to improve compliance with more extensive duties of care and diligence. These provide inspiration for some provisional suggestions that might improve compliance.

Chapter 9 sums up the conclusions drawn from the research.
2. Scope of the research

2.1. Limitations of the research

To start, a few remarks on the scope of the research are necessary. Although the title of this report may seem to promise a wide scope, the actual research is more limited. The reasons for this limitation are primarily practical: cybercrime is such a multifaceted problem that an analysis of all possible aspects of cybercrime would be hard to combine with a multi-jurisdictional analysis of the legal side. Therefore a selection of three important topics and four jurisdictions was necessary. However when analysing these topics it will be necessary to also discuss two central factors in cybercrime (malware and botnets), which are also influential for many other forms of cybercrime. Thereby the relevance of this research is broader than the selected three topics would suggest.

The focus of the present research is on legal analysis. We will, however, provide a provisional factual analysis of the three selected topics of cybercrime. This analysis is fairly general and does not go into technical detail. It does not pretend completeness.

We will not address issues of competing or uncertain jurisdiction. Although this is an important practical problem, the present research focuses on what kinds of duties of care and diligence can be found, thereby giving ground for a discussion as to whether a certain amount of harmonisation might be desirable or whether specific legal measures might be effective.

In this research we will not discuss the duties of the principal offenders or criminals. It is quite clear that the principal agents act in an unlawful manner; the question here is rather whether anything can be done besides prosecuting the principal offenders. Furthermore, there are already numerous reports on cybercriminals.

We will also not investigate the legal obligations of private individuals. Obligations for private individuals may easily run into principled objections and fundamental rights. Private individuals cannot generally be held to a high level of expertise or be required to invest large amounts of time and money in order to operate fully secure computer systems. We will only examine their role in the incidence and the prevention of cybercrime, insofar as relevant to the present research.

Finally, we will not discuss the role of governments as principal actors. Mostly governments are in the same position as businesses, sometimes also as software vendors and/or ISPs, and their responsibilities are covered with the analysis for these categories. The role of governments in other respects, in particular as relates to the complicated issue of Internet governance, lies outside the scope of this research, as the primarily responsible actors for the Internet architecture are at best indirectly accountable to a few specific governments. As regards cyberespionage, this involves either acts allowed under specific state laws, or prohibited acts in which case the actors fall under the category of cybercriminals, which – as explained above – is explicitly required to be left out of this report. We will discuss only normal governance measures available to states to improve cybersecurity.
2.2. Four jurisdictions

The request for this research required four kinds of jurisdictions to be covered: the Netherlands, a common law jurisdiction such as England and Wales or the U.S.A., a middle-European country, and one of the BRIC countries. These groups are somewhat representative of the world-wide state of affairs. Next to the Netherlands, the following other three jurisdictions have been chosen.

• The United States of America. As the primary developer of the software and hardware which is used around the world, and the originator of the Internet, the present research would not be complete without covering the U.S.A. Given the fact that the U.S.A. consists of 50 States which each have their own laws, complementary to federal law, the description of U.S. law is necessarily limited and only will cover the basics, without claiming completeness. We will, however, consider particularly the laws of the state of California, as many influential and widely used software products and services are produced by companies residing in California. Ultimately the differences between state laws can be glossed over for the point of view taken here, as will become clear later on.

• Brazil. Brazil is a BRIC country with a developed legal system (influenced by Portugal), with relevant new developments regarding cybercrime.

• Czech Republic. The Czech Republic is representative of many middle-European countries in having a recent codification, influenced by European Union regulation, and a different institutional culture regarding legal interpretation and enforcement.

Taken together these jurisdictions give a fair indication of the global state of affairs as regards the subject of this research.
3. Duties of care and diligence as a general legal concept

3.1. Introduction
As requested in the invitation to tender, the report focuses on the concept of ‘zorgplichten’, translated as ‘duties of care and diligence’. As this is originally a concept from Dutch law, this paragraph will briefly explain what it entails, what its advantages are, and that it can be applied to other jurisdictions.5

3.2. ‘Zorgplicht’ as a legal concept in Dutch law
One of the more recent developments in Dutch law is the rise of the concept of ‘zorgplicht’, literally meaning ‘duty of care’.6 Following art. 1383 of the French Code Civil, Dutch private law recognised the tort of negligence in the form of a liability for faults consisting of ‘onzorgvuldigheid’ (negligence).7 Everyone is required to act with the ‘zorgvuldigheid’, the carefulness or diligence that is required in normal social dealings. This amounts to a ‘zorgvuldigheidsplicht’ (duty of diligence). Since the 1980’s doctrine and case law increasingly use the shorter but also apparently more demanding word ‘zorgplicht’ (duty of care), which seems to require not only diligence but also active care. Legally speaking, the ‘zorgplicht’ not only requires passive caution to avoid a tortious action on the basis of negligence, but may also necessitate more active behaviour to protect others against harm, even if the primary cause of the harm lies elsewhere. One might draw an analogy with the rise of ‘positive obligations’ under the European Convention on Human Rights.

These ‘duties of care’ extend beyond tort law. In Dutch law this extension comprises the duty of contracting parties to observe the care of a reasonable contracting party.8 This is somewhat analogous to the general notion of ‘diligence’ as being required in service contracts in English law, or the general ‘diligence’ required of contracting parties in Romanistic legal systems.9 Hence the ‘zorgplicht’ forms a bridge between contract law and tort law: it encompasses both diligence and care. ‘Zorgplichten’ were discussed in Dutch public law as well. Open norms formulated as imposing a duty of care were hoped to allow sufficient flexibility to keep up with social changes, while satisfying the principle of legality.10 Such duties of care are similar to what in other jurisdictions is called goalbased regulati-

---

5 A similar application for comparative research can be found in Van Eijk 2010.
7 See art. 1402 of the Dutch Civil Code of 1838. This was for a while interpreted restrictively (HR 10 June 1910, W. 9038 (Zutphense juffrouw)), after which the Supreme Court extended the liability on the basis of art. 1401 to include liability for acting against “de zorgvuldigheid, welke in het maatschappelijk verkeer betaamt ten aanzien van eens anders persoon of goed.” (HR 31 January 1919, W. 10365 (Lindenbaum/ Cohen)).
8 A general obligation based on the duty of good faith and fair dealing.
‘Zorgplicht’ thus runs from tort law to contract law and from private law to public law, providing a unified concept to refer to what is expected of individuals. But what does such a ‘zorgplicht’ entail?

In its most basic form a ‘zorgplicht’ is formulated as a duty for a person to observe or provide care for another person or object. This care is usually defined as the care that is required in the given concrete circumstances. A conceptual analysis of the notion of care goes as follows. At the basis is a moral, socially recognised duty to care for others. Such a duty need not always lead to legally enforceable obligations: only for part of those duties it does. However, it can build on pre-existing knowledge and experience in social practices, which give indications as to the actual content of such a duty. An example is the duty of a parent to care for his or her child. This duty cannot and should not be fully explicated in detailed rules. Such care is provided without having to consult strict legal requirements and demands. There are nonetheless some legal sanctions in case of gross violation of this moral duty (such as abandonment).

The advantage of such a duty of care is that it formulates directly, without any possibility of misconstruction, the actual goal of the duty, namely the promotion and protection of the interests of the object of care. The subject of the duty has to follow his judgement in order to determine what this care actually requires in specific circumstances. No further specification is necessary at the level of the rule. This does not preclude a further elaboration of the general duty to care in detailed specific obligations and duties, either in statute law, precedent, or private regulation. It should, however, be noted that the primary basis of ‘zorgplicht’ is not specifically legal but rather social and moral: individuals recognise in specific contexts a non-legal obligation to act in the interests of certain others.

This pre-legal understanding of ‘zorgplichten’ makes it possible to use these duties in a broader governance analysis, wherein the traditional legal enforcement instruments of liability and criminal prosecution can be supplemented with other measures, such as private regulation.13

A common criticism of such duties is that they are a denaturation of what is required of the legislator, namely to clearly specify what behaviour is required or forbidden. Experiences in Dutch law indicate that duties of care may provide an appropriate level of flexibility and certainty, provided that there is sufficient knowledge and/or prior experience in

---

12 Tjong Tjin Tai 2007a: Ch. 2, Ch. 4-6, s. 8.4, and Tjong Tjin Tai 2011, following a partly ethical conceptual analysis based in the ethics of care (Carol Gilligan, Joan Tronto, among others).
13 This approach bears some similarities to theoretical frameworks in which state governance is explicitly conceived in interaction with an independently norm-creating and enforcing civil society, such as the work of Amitai Etzioni. The current approach, however, is agnostic as to particular social-political philosophies and does not claim to cover the whole field of governance and society.
social practice to allow the subjects to determine what the norm actually requires. It may therefore function as a useful umbrella term under which to capture a variety of behaviour that would be difficult to formulate under a more specific norm, while also stimulating the *habitus* (attitude, character) that would be required from a good citizen. The uncertainty following from such a ‘zorgplicht’ is not larger than in other relatively open norms, such as ‘reckless behaviour’.

This does not mean that ‘zorgplichten’ are a panacea. One should not expect too much by simply imposing ‘zorgplichten’ where no clear practice or moral duty exists. Furthermore, one should avoid ‘caring overload’: by imposing too many duties of care, the carer may find it impossible to meet all these duties. Taking care needs to be feasible. There needs to be some assurance or indication that the duties recognised in law can actually be followed in practice. Consequently, such duties should normally be recognised only for limited cases and objects, whereby a person can know in a specific situations whose interests he has to take into account. In particular conflicting duties of care may give rise to complications in practice.

### 3.2. Duties of care and diligence in other jurisdictions

The ‘zorgplicht’ as a unified combination of ‘duty of care’, professional diligence, and public goal-directed regulation is particular of Dutch law and not found in other jurisdictions. Nonetheless, this concept can be used as an analytic tool, provided it is realised that other jurisdictions usually apply these three distinct concepts separately. A brief analysis supports the viability of this approach.

With regard to tort law, in particular the tort of negligence, comparative research in European jurisdictions supports that most legal systems recognise that individuals are required to observe appropriate care towards the interests of others. The most important divergence here is whether positive duties of care are recognised, in particular whether liability for pure omissions exists. Other jurisdictions mostly follow either the common law approach to negligence, or a civil law approach such as the French or German system.

---


15 Although a connection between contractual obligations and tort law may be recognised as well, for example in the complicated French discussion regarding Cc 6 October 2006, case 05-13.255 (available at <https://www.courdecassation.fr/jurisprudence/assemblee-pleniere/22/arret-n-9364.html>, on which Viney 2008: nr. 215-3) that recognised that a third party to a contract may claim a tort on the basis of violation of a contractual obligation.

16 Van Dam 2013: nr. 805, and Von Bar 2009: art. 3:102 and commentary, which has been adopted in the European art. VI.-3:102 Draft Common Frame of Reference.

17 In most civil law countries this is recognised, while common law countries are much less inclined to accept liability for pure omissions. See Smits 2000, Kortmann 2005, Van Dam 2013: nr. 1701-1703.
With regard to contract law, again most European systems assume to a certain extent that parties have to perform with due care and skill or using professional diligence.\textsuperscript{18} In civil law countries this is often discussed in connection with the notion of good faith and fair dealing,\textsuperscript{19} although this notion is not universally recognised.\textsuperscript{20} Outside of Europe, again most jurisdictions adopt the more formal common law approach, or the civil law approach wherein the care of a good debtor is as a matter of course recognised.

In chapter 5 we will show that all jurisdictions studied here do recognise such duties of care in tort and duties of diligence in contract law. This follows the general contours of what has been described here as duties of care and diligence. The exact extent of these obligations may differ, but the general thrust — in that some care must be shown towards another’s interests — is widely accepted. Even if no unified concept is recognised, we can use a unified concept at least for research purposes in order to categorise and systematise the findings in various jurisdictions. In order to avoid having to use the Dutch word ‘zorgplicht’, and to avoid misunderstandings with using the literal translation of ‘duty of care’\textsuperscript{21} (given the specific meaning this has in English tort law), we use the broader phrase ‘duties of care and diligence’.

3.3. Duties of care and diligence as an analytic framework
Given the effort it takes to make the concept of ‘duties of care and diligence’ understood in a global context one might wonder why we use this as the basis of the present analysis. The answer is that it has several advantages.\textsuperscript{22}

First of all, the general ethical and social background of the concepts of care and diligence provides a focus first on what is to be done, i.e. the actions or measures that we would like or expect. Only after that we may address the questions of possible remedies or enforcement. In law there is a tendency to focus on whether one has a ground for action in court, whereby one abstracts from what actions or measures would be useful. In the present report we explicitly want to discuss possible beneficial actions in general and only then investigate whether these actions are mandatory under the law of various jurisdictions and if so, whether they are enforced.

Secondly, the concept of duties of care and diligence is not necessarily limited to one subdivision of law. It may be applied equally to private and public law. It is, therefore, eminently suitable for a more encompassing governance-based view in which various legal

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{18} Tjong Tjin Tai 2015 for service contracts, with some indications as to general contract law.
\item \textsuperscript{19} Cf. art. I.-1:103 Draft Common Frame of Reference.
\item \textsuperscript{20} See the comparative work Zimmermann & Whittaker 2000.
\item \textsuperscript{21} In Van Eijck 2010 ‘duty of care’ could be used as the report was concerned with extra-contractual obligations.
\item \textsuperscript{22} Cf. Tjong Tjin Tai 2011.
\end{itemize}
remedies and actions are considered as independent interacting elements that may have the desired social effects. Furthermore, as the concept is not purely legal, it may easily take into account non-legal norms as well.

Third, the concept of duties of care and diligence focuses on the person or object on whose behalf one acts. The discussion on which obligations are part of such duties thereby does not lose sight of whether the obligatory actions actually benefit the object of the assumed care.

Fourth, duties of care and diligence are typically not laid down in advance in abstracto. Rather, the precise obligations that flow from these duties by necessity must be determined in the specific circumstances of the case, with a view to the object of care. This provides an inherent flexibility to adapt to changing circumstances, in particular to new threats such as cybercrime. Insofar as positive law does not provide clear indications as to which obligations exist to combat cybercrime, duties of care and diligence may provide a provisional albeit weak justification for assuming certain obligations.

Fifth, duties of care and diligence are suitable for a networked environment where events involve many parties all of whom are, theoretically, in a position to prevent the event from occurring. When discussing notions of responsibility and liability there is a tendency to focus on the primary agent, leaving the possibility of other agents to take preventative action out of consideration. One should distinguish between the responsibility of the primary agent and the lesser responsibilities of others (as can be done by distinguishing between primary care and subsidiary care). However, duties of care and diligence may overlap: the fact that one person can and should primarily take preventive action does not mean that another person who is in the position to do something has no duties at all. An analysis along these lines may provide a more complete preventive structure than one built on strictly separate and exclusive individual responsibilities. Care and diligence allow for shared responsibility, while postponing the issue of ultimate liability.

Regardless of these advantages, we should clarify at the outset that duties of care and diligence may function well only in a specific regulatory context. Such duties assume a positive, willing attitude of the parties concerned. This attitude justifies the necessary trust and faith in the actions of parties: even where there are different opinions of what would be the best action, this does not mean that alternative opinions are completely wrong. Duties of care and diligence are not maximising, merely satisficing: a sufficient level of care is enough. Even where parties intend the best result, outside observers should not find fault if this ideal is not arrived at. Incidentally, it follows that duties of care and diligence are no guarantee that nothing ever goes wrong. Only where a party acted decidedly below a sufficient level of care can we come to the judgement that there has not been a real effort

23 Cf. Tjong Tjin Tai 2011.
to provide good care. Hence legal liability is a sanction only for fairly extreme shortfalls in care. Given the presumed trust in parties, we should assume the existence of a thriving caring practice, in which standards of good care can arise. Such a practice requires communication between others in similar situations, in order that people can benefit from each other’s experiences.

Such an ideal caring practice may not always exist. It is possible, in the absence of the necessary willing attitude, to add external incentives such as liability or reputational damage. Such incentives may lead to establishing safety rules or hiring compliance officers, which may positively influence a corporate culture. Even then, duties of care and diligence require a hands-off approach or attitude of forbearance, where guidance is mostly provided through incidental supervisory interference or court intervention, without detailed government regulation. Too detailed regulation signals that parties bear no responsibility for developing good practices, and may lead to an attitude of doing no more than the rules proscribe. This undercuts the benefits of duties of care and diligence, in particular the possibility of rapid incorporation of localised experience and expertise, tailored to individual relationships. Centralised standard setting will unavoidably be too general and too late.

3.4. Conclusion

Duties of care and diligence may therefore, if applied correctly, constitute an effective and efficient form of governance. The question is if this concept may help to address the problem of cybercrime: where and how can we break the chain of events that leads to cybercrime?
4. Causes and manifestations of cybercrime

4.1. Introduction
Cybercrime has become an important threat to the security and safety of Internet usage.24 The risk of becoming a victim of cybercrime has obliged individuals and corporations to take many safety measures that would otherwise have been unnecessary, while the consequences of cybercrime activity can be enormous, both in terms of individual loss of money, privacy and confidence as in terms of corporate losses and state damage. There appears to be a race between increasingly sophisticated criminals and those who try to prevent cybercrime, and it is not at all clear that the latter group is in the lead.

In order to keep the present report manageable the focus will be on three topics. First of all, we concentrate on two specific forms of cybercrime: ransomware and DDoS attacks. These are topical and representative of a number of related forms of cybercrime. We will further pay particular attention to one specific element of the causal chain that leads to cybercrime: the lack of security of hardware and/or software.

A proper description of these three topics, however, also requires an investigation of two central elements in the causal chain to these forms of cybercrime: malware and botnets. The advantage of also investigating these two phenomena is that many other forms of cybercrime also require the presence and control of malware and/or botnets. The present analysis is therefore also relevant for these other forms of cybercrime.25

We begin with a case example to illustrate how cybercrime may spread, and which actors may be involved (s. 4.2). This is followed by an introduction of the main actors relevant to the current research, and the manner in which these will be referred to (s. 4.3). In order to keep the research manageable, some simplifications are made. Sections 4.4 through 4.6 contain an analysis of factual causes and contributing factors to the topics of cybercrime. The analysis is divided into three parts: primary causes of infection (s. 4.4), malware and botnets, being central factors and crimes (s. 4.5), and two specific forms of cybercrime, ransomware and DDoS attacks (s. 4.6). In section 4.7 we summarize the list of relevant actors and possible preventive actions they might take. We will end with a conclusion (s. 4.8).

4.2. A case example
To introduce the problems that are the focus of this report, we will first discuss a case example.
Ann receives an e-mail on her computer, which appears to be sent by her bank. The e-mail

25 However, it remains possible that for a specific form of cybercrime there exist other preventive measures than those discussed here, as such measures rely on features particular for this form of cybercrime. Hence even if malware is necessary for such a cybercrime, this report may ignore such other precautions even if they would be feasible.
warns her of a security problem and urges her to look for further information at the Internet address provided by a link in the e-mail. She clicks on the link, which opens her Internet browser. However, the browser refuses to open the address, instead warning her that the address has been suspected of containing malware. Thus warned, she recognises that the e-mail is in fact a forgery.

Ann continues browsing for information, and comes across a general discussion forum which also shows ads at the top of the page. Without knowing it, this ad contains a script that makes use of a vulnerability in her software.\textsuperscript{26} Although she has regularly updated her software, the vulnerability used was not patched yet. Through the execution of the script a malware program is installed on her computer. Although her computer is supplied with an anti-virus program, the program does not detect the malware because it is a new form of malware which has not yet been recognised by the security community.

The malware executes automatically at start-up of the computer and is unobtrusive, so Ann doesn’t notice anything in her computer’s behaviour. The malware occasionally communicates through her Internet connection to the criminal who is behind the malware. This communication passes through the firewall installed on Ann’s computer. Originally the firewall was configured to be much stricter in monitoring suspicious traffic, but that interfered with some legitimate programs that Ann used. She therefore asked a befriended computer expert to change the settings to a less strict (and thereby less secure) level.

The malware monitors Ann’s Internet behaviour, investigates the data on her computer, copies and transmits her e-mail address book, Internet login names and passwords to the criminal and occasionally sends out spam. The malware could also have deleted data, but that might have alerted Ann that there is something amiss, hence the criminal at present refrains from such actions. Deleting data would have been a serious loss to Ann as she doesn’t keep consistent backups.

The criminal behind the malware has been successful in infecting thousands of user computers, both private computers and computers used in businesses. He has thereby formed a so-called botnet: a large network of ‘bots’, programs that are fully under his control and command (see s. 4.6.3). Besides using the botnet for further infections, the ‘botnet herder’, as such a criminal is sometimes called, rents out the botnet for criminal purposes. He is paid occasionally to send spam e-mails.

Ann’s Internet Service Provider (ISP) is by now aware of the existence of the kind of malware that has infected Ann’s computer. The security officer of the ISP considers whether malware infections could be determined through an investigation of the origin of a recent flood of spam mail. However, he decides against it. First of all, the origin may be masked by

\textsuperscript{26} This might be in the browser, or in a browser extension or plugin such as Flash player. For the example it doesn’t matter where exactly the vulnerability is located.
Internet proxies which hide the actual sender of mail. Hence an examination of the received e-mails may not work. Secondly, to determine whether a client of the ISP sends spam requires in-depth examination of private Internet traffic. Such ‘deep packet inspection’ may be considered to violate privacy. An examination of the emails that are being sent out is therefore not a viable option either. Thirdly, even if the actual senders are identified, it may be too complicated for them to clean their computers from the malware. Even though the ISP contract contains a clause allowing the ISP to cut off the Internet connection for ‘infected’ computers, it would be bad publicity if they would actually take such action on a large scale. As a result, the ISP refrains from this effort.

One day the bot herder is asked to perform a DDoS attack\(^27\) on the website of a large multinational company. He instructs all the ‘bots’ in the botnet to send Internet communication requests to the attacked website. The immense volume of requests leads to overload of the servers, because of which the website becomes unreachable. Ann’s computer plays a tiny role in the attack, sending out hundreds of requests per minute, being one of thousands of similar computers doing so.

The multinational being attacked is aware of the attack but finds it difficult to take appropriate measures, as the DDoS requests are not easy to distinguish from legitimate requests. The ISPs through which the communication requests of the botnet passes help the police and a private security service provider in trying to detect the botnet herder. However, the forensic investigation takes much longer than the attack lasts.

Only several weeks later some Internet news websites mention an arrest made of the individual suspected of being the botnet herder. Ann happens to surf to such a website but quickly scrolls over this news item, as this doesn’t interest her.

4.3. Actors involved in the prevention of cybercrime
As the example already shows, there are numerous parties or actors involved in the prevention of cybercrime. The various roles they fulfil may differ, and these roles may have different names in various contexts. In order to avoid misunderstandings and in order to keep the discussion manageable, we will operate with a limited set of actors and roles. In this paragraph we will explain which actors are investigated primarily and why this selection makes sense.

There are three actors that are central to our analysis:

- **Internet service providers** (ISPs). This refers to businesses or non-profit organisations that provide specific services central to the operation of the Internet. In particular, ISPs are understood to encompass hosting providers (which host websites and make the content available through the Internet), access providers

\(^27\) See s. 4.6.3.
(who provide end users Internet access), as well as other content and service providers such as search engines (e.g. Google), trading platforms (such as eBay), social media (e.g. Twitter, Facebook). These organisations store and transmit Internet traffic and thereby are in a position to notice what is occurring, and to block undesirable content. The ISP may, simply put, have a responsibility for Internet traffic.

- **Software vendors.** By this we mean individuals or organisations which develop and publicise mass-market software (possibly besides other IT products). Examples are companies such as Microsoft, Apple, Google, Adobe, Namco, Sony, Symantec. The software vendor is meant to denote the party or parties responsible for the quality of mass-market software.

- **Businesses.** With this simple term we mean businesses other than the previous two categories: companies who have a business in a different market, are active on the Internet and use software purely as a means to facilitate their core business. A more precise name would be ‘non-software, non-Internet businesses’, but that would be unwieldy. With businesses we mean to identify the organisations responsible for security and availability of their own IT.

By focusing on these three actors and the roles they fulfil we cover the most important areas where duties of care and diligence to prevent cybercrime may exist. This follows the practice in earlier reports on cybercrime. Although ‘pure’ types or roles may not always exist, this is a justified approach for descriptive and analytic purposes. An organisation which does not strictly fall under a single role can be analysed as fulfilling several of these roles in different contexts. For example, Google is an ISP (as operating a search engine), a software vendor (by developing and making public the Android mobile OS and the Chrome browser), and a business (where it provides other services and products that may be marketed and need their own security). An ISP may become the victim of a software

---

28 As is recognised in EU case law, see s. 5.2.2.3.
29 Extensively on the role of ISPs in preventing cybercrime: Peterson, Segal & Eonas 2014, also Lichtman & Posner 2004 and 2006, see further references in s. 5.3.2.4.
30 This can be by direct sale or by making it freely available for download, or through intermediaries.
31 Which mainly is a hardware company but also sells software such as OS X and related programs.
32 Which is mainly an IT service provider, but also creates and makes available software such as the Android OS for mobile phones.
33 We will occasionally look at sector-specific rules, but mostly will discuss businesses in general.
34 In effect we operate with ‘ideal types’ following the sociologist Max Weber.
vulnerability in the same way as a general business. It would not make sense to create specific categories for such organisations fulfilling multiple roles, since an investigation of each of the separate roles also covers (as far as this research is concerned) the organisation as a whole.

To support this position, we will first devote some additional remarks to the concept of ‘software vendor’. Subsequently we will justify the choice for not separately discussing IT service providers.

Our reason for working with a concept of ‘software vendor’ is to target the entity that is responsible as a matter of law, on the basis of contract or tort, for the quality of the mass-market software made available to the public. Given the complex environment in which software is produced and marketed it is next to impossible to provide a precise and complete workable definition. Software may, for example, be developed inhouse, but usually is also developed with the help of freelance programmers or external IT developers. Software may be marketed and made available through the use of a variety of marketing channels, such as App stores and other intermediaries, including software distributors and stores (physical or Internet-based), in which case the store is legally speaking the vendor.

However, ‘vendor’ appears preferable to ‘developer’ as ‘developer’ is associated more with the individual developers than the responsible integrating company. The analogy is rather with ‘manufacturer’ in for example the automobile industry, but ‘software manufacturer’ is not a common term. With ‘vendor’ we follow the usage in other reports. ‘Software company’ might be considered as an alternative, however, this may lead to confusion as it may also be used to denote an IT service provider who does not create mass-market software.

Although the term ‘vendor’ suggests that the software is sold, this is not a requirement for the definition used here. We specifically want to include open source software and other software made available for free (freeware).

We focus on mass-market software rather than bespoke or tailor-made software, because the former is a structural cause of mass infections of computers. Moreover, if the

---

35 For example a vulnerability (the Shellshock bug) in the Bash shell on Unix systems, used on many web-servers, could be exploited with a carefully crafted http-request, see http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2014-7169 and http://www.wired.com/2014/09/hackers-already-using-shellshock-bug-create-botnets-ddos-attacks/

36 Note also that the companies used as illustration are not the actual legal entities, as specific software may very well be marketed or developed by a subsidiary, which may even be different in various jurisdictions.

37 The Apple App Store, Google Play store.

38 For example Steam (for computer games), Sourceforge (for open source software), Softonic.

39 Such as the OECD 2008 report.
quality of software development of mass-market software is raised, this may be expected to have beneficial effects as to the development of bespoke software. There are measures to improve the security of mass-market software, such as bounty programs, which are more costly and less effective for bespoke software (as these would at best result in finding single vulnerabilities with the individual business using this software).

We do not specifically address Software as a Service (SaaS), as that is only a specific way in which software is made available to a business. If a security breach is made possible by a vulnerability in software made available as a service, it doesn’t matter that the software was used in a specific contractual and organisational constellation. The same analysis as to the existence of vulnerabilities (in the code or in the configuration) applies as when the software would reside on a computer of the principal.

Furthermore, software may also be sold as part of hardware. The term ‘software vendor’ is agnostic to the way in which software is provided, even though the seller of hardware which includes software will not be called a software vendor in practice.

We do not discuss IT service providers as a separate type of actor. Many individuals and organisations provide IT services to others, usually on a commercial basis. These services may encompass software development, communication services, security services, outsourcing, support and maintenance. Business and software companies may hire IT service providers for a variety of reasons, i.e. to develop bespoke software or to help in configuring mass-market software such as SAP.

Our primary reason for not considering IT service providers as a separate type of actor is that the relevant parts of their contribution are covered by the organisations that hire them (the principals): ISPs, software vendors, and businesses. The IT service provider is hired to fulfil a specific task. Insofar as the IT service provider thereby would have a specific responsibility towards third parties, this is one that the principal would have had himself. Hence by discussing the role of the principals, we also cover any responsibility of independent IT service providers to third parties. Furthermore, an IT service provider can only take actions that the principal could also take himself. Many large organisations have an internal IT department, which performs the same function an external IT service provider would otherwise fulfil. Conversely, a company could outsource its IT to an external service provider. These differences in organisation do not matter for the broad legal analysis required here.

40 For example Samsung may deliver mobile phones with software installed (both third party and proprietary Samsung software).
One complication is that in some cases the principal might no longer be liable after 'outsourcing' his responsibility. This leads to the complicated issue of liability for independent auxiliaries and the related (common law) topic of 'non-delegable duties'. However, the focus on duties of care and diligence can abstract from this legal issue: if we can establish whether the principal would have such a duty, that is sufficient, regardless of whether the principal might on occasion be relieved of liability by transferring the responsibility to the service provider.

A second point where this distinction could be relevant is when discussing a solution to improve the level of expertise of IT service providers in general. We will touch on that possibility briefly (s. 8.3). It should be noted that in this regard we distinguish between IT service providers as the organisations that contractually agree to provide services, or the individual professionals within those organisations who actually perform the services. In the analogous situation of lawyers, which in many countries is a strongly regulated profession, the rules of professional ethics and the requirements for professional education are aimed principally at the individuals, and only to a lesser extent at the organisations by which they are employed. Therefore, professionalization of the IT sector would involve educating IT professionals, irrespective of whether they are employed by businesses or by independent IT service providers. This therefore supports the argument that there is no need for considering IT service providers as a separate actor.

A third point of note is that IT service providers may develop bespoke software or configure mass-market software on behalf of a business, and in the course of this activity may make errors that leave the system open for unlawful intrusion. Although this may lead to security breaches, we can consider these as falling under the heading of 'user security awareness' (s. 4.4.2): these are not structural failings that call for a general solution, but rather incidents that may be abused and can be countered by improving security awareness – in this case the awareness of the IT service provider hired by the business. The same errors could be committed by an internal IT department, which would then clearly be the responsibility of the business. If personal data of customers has been leaked, the business cannot disclaim responsibility by pointing out that the IT service provider made the actual error. Note that a business can, if necessary, sue the external service provider to recover costs or losses incurred because of its negligence (such as the damages resulting from liability for the security breach towards the consumer).

4.4. Primary causes of security breaches

4.4.1. Introduction
As mentioned above, cybercrime is a multifaceted phenomenon which takes on many forms. However, some features are common to the spread of cybercrime. We will discuss
two parts of the causal chain that leads to cybercrime: lack of security awareness on the side of the user, and lack of software security. These are the principal causes of malware infection,\footnote{See on malware s. 4.3.2. Cf. OECD 2008: 12, on the causes (‘propagation vectors’) of malware infection.} by allowing security breaches through vulnerabilities in the system.\footnote{See also Pinkney 2002.}

4.4.2. Lack of user security awareness

Many forms of cybercrime involve a security breach of a computer. Such a security breach may be caused without any user contribution, because software contains a bug (or exploit) that allows a criminal unauthorised access to the computer (see s. 4.4.3). However, a security breach may also occur because the user has neglected to take sufficient security measures, or has involuntarily or deliberately overridden existing security measures.\footnote{See also Chong 2013c.} To illustrate the importance of even minimal security measures: if no firewall is installed, a computer can become infected within minutes after being connected to the Internet.\footnote{Mueller 2006. An open Internet connection can be abused by sending communication requests that exploit bugs in the computer software, through which malware may be installed without any active use of the Internet by the computer user.}

As is well known, security of computers with Internet connectivity may be improved by installing anti-virus software, firewalls, and specific security measures that nowadays become more common in software (such as explicit user permission for execution of downloaded programs and warnings for websites known to contain malware). In practice, though, there is a high number of computer users that do not adhere to best practices in security. This may be due to any of a number of causes.

The cause may be simply a lack of computer literacy: a user may not actually know about such security measures, or may lack the knowledge to install or use such software.
A user may be security aware, but may lack the money, time, or energy to actually take the appropriate measures. If the user has formally taken such measures, he may have installed them incorrectly, for example by forgetting to configure a firewall with the right settings so it is inoperable or to have it run automatically at start up of the computer. He may forget to update the software. These mistakes can be illustrated by an analogy with the off-line world: a home owner may not know that he should have a lock on his door, he may lack the money to have a lock installed, or he may forget to actually lock the door.

Furthermore the user may bypass or override the default security measures. When inserting a USB-stick a user may choose to stop the virus scanner because it takes too long. A user may choose to open a Word document received in an e-mail attachment with macros allowed. This creates security risks, but these risks may be acceptable if the document is from a trusted source. However, it is possible that the source is compromised: the mail may be infected with malware from a friend’s computer. A user may receive genuine-looking e-mail containing hyperlinks, which may infect his computer if he clicks on the link. A user may, while web surfing, come across websites that contain malware, which may exploit bugs in his web browser whereby his computer may be infected without his knowledge. Furthermore, a website may open a pop-up window that looks as if genuine software asks for a security update: if the user believes that this is a genuine requests he may subsequently download and execute malware. These examples are more sophisticated and may easily fool a gullible or unsuspicious user, as well as a suspicious user with insufficient computer expertise (to distinguish real update requests from fake ones). In the earlier analogy this is like a person who opens the door for an unknown individual, or opens the door for someone who looks like a police agent, or opens the door for someone who looks like a friend.

Another category of cases are those where users deliberately find and execute software from non-official sources. This may be perfectly legitimate and safe, for example with well-known open source software like the Linux operating system. It may also be of uncertain safety, as when downloading software from an individual developer without a track record. It may also be rather risky, as when downloading software found at websites that offer illegal copies of commercial software. Similarly, a user may choose to deliberately bypass

---

45 Or also forget to change the default password, which used to be a common mistake with private WiFi routers.
46 This may be as part of the website itself, or be present in an advertisement displayed on the website (which often is outside the control of the website owner).
47 This is an example of ‘drive-by download’, which is a known infection method of malware, see http://arstechnica.com/security/2004/11/malware/5/
48 These copies may have been deliberately infected with malware and placed at such websites in order to spread malware.
the security features of his hardware/software combination in order to allow download and execution of pirated copies of games or other software.\footnote{Called ‘jailbreaking’; it involves installing a tailormade operating system on the device. Cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IOS_jailbreaking. This may have perfectly legitimate reasons, but is also used to circumvent the prohibitions on illegal software.}

Finally there are non-technical ways in which security breaches may occur. Social engineering is one primary way:\footnote{Luo and Liao 2007: 199.} a hacker uses his knowledge of social interaction to guess passwords, or to convince a user (through computer-mediated communication) to give his passwords or otherwise provide access to his computer. This is usually done by posing as an authoritative person (police, bank officer, IT support etc.).

Proper computer education may limit the risks associated with such actions and attempts by instilling a general suspicion that makes the user double-check things with independent sources, avoid malicious hyperlinks by going directly to the official website of the institution or vendor, and keep his password secret no matter how trustworthy another person seems. Raising user security awareness has been advocated frequently.\footnote{For example OECD 2008: 52, ENISA 2011: 124. Barnes 2004: 328-329 even advocates small penalties for users that fail to take appropriate steps (albeit realising the enforcement problems involved). A related measure is to assume contributory negligence (for failing to take appropriate measures) in cases where users claim damage because of cybercrime. As this is not the subject of this research, we will not discuss the desirability of user penalties.}

Raising user security awareness is not a general solution, as correct installation and use of required security measures may well be too complicated for most individuals.\footnote{This is not meant to be derogatory towards lay users. The fact is that for example properly installing, configuring and using a firewall ideally requires extensive knowledge about technical details (for knowing which channels to block in principle and to allow in principle, knowing what it means when program X wants to use channel Y) which cannot be required from common users.} Another option would be to disallow unlicensed buying, installing and Internet use of computers by individuals.\footnote{Thereby applying restrictions in spread and use as are common for example with medicinal drugs, of which the sale and distribution is in the hands of professional groups, or with automobiles, of which installation and repair is mostly (but not completely) in the hands of tightly organised distribution chains.} However, this option is undesirable (if not politically impossible to realise), as it is contrary to a basic right to Internet connectivity.\footnote{See s. 7.4.} It must therefore be regarded as an unavoidable fact that large numbers of computers are insufficiently secure, even in the absence of software vulnerabilities.

Although we do not focus on private users, the above analysis is relevant as it lists actions that businesses may take to enhance the security of their IT. The argument that lay users lack the expertise for taking proper security measures does not hold for business users, who in the course of their business may be required to have or hire the requisite expertise. Without repeating the detailed actions mentioned before, we can conclude the following.
Businesses can take a variety of preventive actions to prevent infections by malware and other security breaches. This requires significant effort and expertise, and has to be kept up to date.

4.4.3. Security of hardware and software

A second major contributing factor to security breaches is the existence of vulnerabilities in software. This involves both commercial software, such as the software used for creating and running websites (in particular webserver and Content Management System (CMS) software), as well as consumer software used to access the Internet (in particular web browsers and plugins).

Vulnerabilities in the software may be due to mistakes in the programming. Examples are a lack of input bounds checking (too large inputs may lead to a so-called buffer overflow, whereby the input overwrites program data and thereby may reach parts of the system that should not be reached) and SQL injection or script injection bugs (data input is interpreted as SQL or script code, thereby allowing the criminal to execute his own code on the targeted computer).

Such vulnerabilities are often called bugs. ‘Bug’ could be defined as that software behaves incorrectly, which would mean that correct software would not contain any bugs. However, bugs are usually also meant to refer to software that behaves in unintended ways, which may be the case even if the software strictly follows the specifications (i.e. behaves formally correct). Bugs may relate to the desired primary functionality, but the existence of a vulnerability is also one kind of bug, to wit a security bug. Hereafter we will speak of both vulnerabilities and bugs, whereby the context should make clear whether we mean bugs in general or security bugs (vulnerabilities).

Software vendors desire to avoid bugs. The effort to avoid bugs can be qualified as greater diligence in developing software. However, it is difficult to explicate what such diligence actually requires in practice, not only because it is not fully clear which efforts can actually reduce the number of bugs, but also because there are disincentives at work. Generally speaking the problem of the widespread existence of insecure software seems to be due to the following.

As is generally acknowledged, most modern software is highly complex and of mas-

---

55 We describe general trends in the software industry, while acknowledging the existence of significant efforts by many companies. Furthermore, the following text does not aim at description of a single jurisdiction, but rather at the global software industry.

56 Or the converse, that the attacker may request an overly large output string, as was the case in the HeartBleed bug (see below).

57 See also Warner & Sloan 2012 and the New Republic article series by Chong (2013a-2013d), and OECD 2009: 109-122, particularly 116-121.
sive size. Software is hardly ever created from scratch, and almost never in machine code or assembly language. This means that software is developed by building on previous programs: by compilers and interpreters that translate high-level programs into local machine instructions, and by using building blocks created by other developers, which may be called ‘libraries’, ‘API’s’, and so on. Even if we only look at the software code that is completely created by a company in-house, the total source code may easily encompass millions of lines of code. The sheer size of software makes it practically impossible to guarantee the correctness of the software and the absence of bugs.\textsuperscript{58} It should be noted that, depending on the definitions used, correctness and bug-free are not identical. Correct software may be seen as software that provides the correct output with the correct input (functionally correct), while bug-free software does not exhibit undesirable side-effects. Correct software may therefore contain bugs.\textsuperscript{59}

The presence of bugs that lead to security breaches is undesirable for the software industry. Software developers naturally wish to avoid bugs. However, in practice there is a strong drive to be first to release a product on the market:\textsuperscript{60} it is better to market a relatively buggy program but be the first program of its kind that consumers buy, than market a bug-free program that consumers will not buy because they already have a similar product. Although consumers complain of buggy software, these complaints are usually aimed primarily at errors in the principal functionality. Hence testing may focus too much on functionality and too little on security.\textsuperscript{61}

Could a change in methodologies provide a solution? There have been numerous efforts at creating software development methodologies that prove the correctness of programs. The computer language Ada was designed to allow only correct programming. However, in practice it is found that such methodologies and languages are too restrictive.

\textsuperscript{58} This may be partly due to an insufficient attitude, partly to human fallibility. It has been estimated that (even) experienced software engineers normally inject 100 or more defects per 1000 lines of source code (James E. Bednar, available at http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/teaching/courses/seoc2/2004_2005/slides/quality.pdf, referring to W.S. Humphrey, A Discipline for Software Engineering, Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley 2002). W.S. Humphrey also pointed to the importance of attitude to reduce this number (http://www.sei.cmu.edu/library/abstracts/news-at-sei/wattsnew20043.cfm). See also http://www.sei.cmu.edu/library/abstracts/news-at-sei/wattsmar99.cfm about the difficulty of actually removing bugs (or defects, as Humphrey prefers) by testing.

\textsuperscript{59} An example may be a program that does calculate mathematical sums correctly, but which, when confronted with a specific, mathematically meaningless sequence, may allow the user super-user access to the computer.


\textsuperscript{61} For example the use of alpha testers and beta testers for game software detects primarily errors while playing and will not uncover security flaws.
Programmers prefer less secure but easier to handle languages like C and its derivatives like C++ and C#, Java, Python, SQL, Visual Basic, and languages particular to Internet software such as PHP, Javascript, and Ruby. Even insofar as functionally correct (and bug-free) programming is indeed humanly possible, the demands of software development economics are hard to combine with following the rigour and strictness that theoretically would be required, as that would demand excessive investments of people, time and money. The popularity of Agile development methods (which allow rapid delivery of functionality through iterative development)\(^6^2\) may further increase the trend towards functionality at the expense of security.

That does not mean that no methodology is used at all, or that methodologies are never used in practice. The widespread use of object-oriented programming languages and type checking is in itself an improvement over functional programming or the even older practice of code with GOTOS.\(^6^3\) Another example is the rise of 'security by design', whereby systems are from the ground up designed for being secure. Proper methodologies should at least reduce the number of bugs. One aspect of methodology is the use of a testing phase. However, testing may often aim at functionality, rather than security: tests may focus on whether the software does what it should do in the circumstances for which it is designed.\(^6^4\) Test are not always examining whether the software is robust against attempts to break the software.

It appears therefore that regardless of the correctness of software, software development might be improved from the point of view of cybersecurity by methodically looking at the prevention of vulnerabilities. Standards may be set to look for common errors, such as buffer errors, incorrect link administration, and script injection. Insofar as human testing of program behaviour is insufficient, the source code may be inspected (code inspection). This can be done by human inspection, or with the aid of automated code review tools that could detect certain kinds of errors in the source code for common development languages.\(^6^5\) Most vulnerabilities seem to derive from specific, wellknown types of errors.\(^6^6\)

---

62 Creating a demo system that is improved in each iteration to add functionality and remove bugs; the disadvantage is that this is geared towards providing functionality, while as such having little regard for security, except if specific security tests are added to the process.

63 However, the theoretically strict demands of type checking and object oriented programming are in practice often relaxed in order to enhance ease of programming and therefore programmer productivity.

64 For example the ISO/IEC 9126 seems to be aimed primarily at functionality and concomitant requirements not at robustness, even though arguably robustness might be made part of functionality.

65 A quick search for automated code review provides numerous examples. See also the overview in Gary McGraw, 'Automated Code Review Tools for Security', Computer 2008, p. 92-95 (with references to further literature). See also s. 6.6.3.

66 It should however be noted that it may be impossible to automatically detect all or even most actual vulnerabilities, as these may take very different forms. Recognising all possible forms may be so complicated that a tool would take an inordinate amount of time to process a reasonable sized piece of source code.
In the industry one can find numerous examples of secure coding practices\textsuperscript{67} or secure coding standards.\textsuperscript{68} However, these standards have clearly been unable on their own to eradicate all vulnerabilities,\textsuperscript{69} which shows that they are either inadequate on their own, or not implemented correctly. Simply adopting a standard that is claimed to promote secure development doesn’t make the software secure, just as adopting a code that bank officials are to act ethical doesn’t ensure that they actually comply with the code. Standards may be too vague, miss out new kinds of vulnerabilities, or may be difficult in other ways to apply in practice in an effective manner.\textsuperscript{70} Besides standards, the attitude of developers would have to include awareness of and attention to security.\textsuperscript{71} There is not a single, industry-wide, set of generally accepted standards that gives clear, easily applicable and effective rules to avoid vulnerabilities.\textsuperscript{72} Development of such standards is furthermore hindered because companies do not generally publicly make clear what actually caused specific vulnerabilities and how this could have been prevented.\textsuperscript{73}

This is not to say that companies are not doing what they can. On the contrary, many companies are already devoting significant resources to improving security. Microsoft, for example, has for years been promoting standards and policies in company and with outside contractors aimed at increasing software security.\textsuperscript{74} Assumedly these policies have also been discussed and implemented within the company, allowing internal learning


\textsuperscript{69} As proven by the numerous vulnerabilities still found.

\textsuperscript{70} Simply verbally adopting a practice is not sufficient; the practice should actually be followed at all times, which may be hard due to human forgetfulness, time pressures, simple oversights and errors. Hence the standard or practice has to be embedded in the whole organisation, as for example appears to be the aim of ISO/IEC 27001, ISO/IEC 27014 (regarding governance of information security), ISO/IEC 27018 (regarding protection of personally identifiable information), and ISO/IEC 27034 (application security), or (to name a random example) http://www.bsimm.com/online/.

\textsuperscript{71} As for example advocated by Watts S. Humphrey (PSP: A Self-Improvement Process for Software Engineers, Boston: Addison-Wesley 2005).

\textsuperscript{72} In regulated sectors such as the medical or legal sector there are some widely accepted, clear, relatively specific guidelines (such as informed consent, prohibition of conflict of interest) which at least provide some concrete guidance. Admittedly such guidelines again do not manage to fully prevent professional errors or crimes.

\textsuperscript{73} There may of course be good reasons for not doing so, such as protection of trade secrets. We only point out the lack of such discussion. See also s. 8.3 on the relevance of communication.

processes. Furthermore, Microsoft adopted a program for sharing knowledge and best practices regarding security.\(^75\) Similar analysis can be made of many other large software vendors. However, it should be noted that even such extensive efforts do not yet manage to completely eradicate all vulnerabilities.\(^76\) One can either conclude that these extensive efforts are still insufficient and more should be done (in which case the question is whether additional measures and/or incentive are required, which will be discussed in the remainder of this report), or that the present level of vulnerabilities are a fact of life which is to be accepted.\(^77\) In the latter case, of course, the following recommendations can be disregarded with respect to the companies who actually do take such a level of effort.

Furthermore, the existence of companies that spend much effort to produce secure software does not negate the existence of companies that may be lacking in such efforts. For those companies the remainder of the report, discussing further incentives, is still relevant.

Vulnerabilities are not by their very nature impossible to discover. Indeed, the fact that such bugs are exploited by criminals proves that they are discoverable, only it is often criminals who first discover them. This shows the truth of the economic analysis in the OECD 2008 report: criminals have strong commercial incentives to look for vulnerabilities, while software companies don not; hence it is criminals who usually find (and abuse) vulnerabilities. A possible solution is to change the economic analysis: provide incentives for companies and individuals to find bugs and notify the software company.\(^78\) Several companies offer so-called bug bounty programs, which pay a fee for anyone who first reports a bug, particularly bugs that are vulnerabilities that may lead to exploits.\(^79\) A bounty program may also be more general and apply to bugs in software by other vendors: an


\(^{76}\) See the National Vulnerability Database, which contains numerous examples of vulnerabilities of most if not all major software vendors.

\(^{77}\) We feel that in fact the truth is somewhere in between: further efforts may be possible, but also at some point may become prohibitively costly, while furthermore there will always be some vulnerabilities given the complications of software development at a large scale.

\(^{78}\) For example ENISA 2011: 123 and Barnes 2004, advocating (among other recommendations) mandatory bounty programs.

\(^{79}\) See generally https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bug_bounty_program, referring for example to Google’s Vulnerability Reward Program: https://www.google.com/about/appsecurity/reward-program/. The Google program has been so successful that all the ‘easy’ bugs had been found, thereby discouraging researchers to look for deeper hidden bugs. Therefore Google has started offering Vulnerability Research Grants: http://googleonlinesecurity.blogspot.com/2015/01/security-reward-programs-year-in-review.html.
example is the Google project Zero.\textsuperscript{80} Among the legal solutions discussed, which we will return to in s. 5.3.2.3 and 8.3, are imposing a stricter liability regime,\textsuperscript{81} ‘lemon laws’ for software,\textsuperscript{82} or a statutory obligation to follow best practices.\textsuperscript{83}

It should be noted that imposing higher standards on corporations that develop software commercially is not a complete solution. Software like the free Apache webserver, that is used by more than half the webservers worldwide, is open source software,\textsuperscript{84} which means that it is provided for free and developed mostly\textsuperscript{85} on a non-commercial basis, often by volunteers. Although it has famously been defended that open-source software is less prone to errors as ‘with enough eyes, all bugs are shallow’,\textsuperscript{86} this has not prevented the presence of undetected exploits in open-source software. An infamous example is the HeartBleed bug in the OpenSSL software library.\textsuperscript{87} The bug consisted of a simple missing bounds check, which allowed an individual to retrieve parts of the contents of RAM memory of the OpenSSL server which might contain passwords and other important data.\textsuperscript{88} This example also shows that open source is not a panacea for preventing exploits.

Furthermore, certain vulnerabilities may be the result of configuration errors rather than a bug in the software itself. An example is a WiFi router for which the user has forgotten to change the default password, which makes it easy to hack.\textsuperscript{89} Strictly speaking the cause of such vulnerabilities is the lack of security awareness on the side of the user. However, one might (depending on the precise circumstances) argue that the software vendor should have taken additional measures to prevent or discourage such configuration errors. Examples are forcing the user to change the default password, urging the user to use a secure default setting and allowing less secure settings only for expert users, providing configuration ‘wizards’ that guide the user through the configuration process. It may

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{80} See http://googleonlinesecurity.blogspot.nl/2014/07/announcing-project-zero.html. However, the disclosure of bugs invokes criticism by companies who claim that they have been given insufficient time to patch the bug, see http://blogs.technet.com/b/msrc/archive/2015/01/11/a-call-for-better-coordinated-vulnerability-disclosure.aspx.
  \item \textsuperscript{81} Chong 2013d, also below, s. 5.3.2.3.
  \item \textsuperscript{82} I.e. laws that allow users to return software (and be refunded) that is defective, see Barnes 2004.
  \item \textsuperscript{83} Warner & Sloan 2012.
  \item \textsuperscript{84} On which see Rosen 2005, Frazer 2009.
  \item \textsuperscript{85} It is possible that a commercial company developed an improvement for open-source software that they needed for their own commercial purposes, and then made the improvement available for everyone.
  \item \textsuperscript{87} See www.heartbleed.com and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heartbleed. The bug was disclosed in April 2014.
  \item \textsuperscript{88} There were allegations that the bug was introduced deliberately. Although in this instance there is little proof of intent, it is possible that in the future criminals will attempt to follow this path in order to create exploits.
  \item \textsuperscript{89} This is part of the software which controls the router, hence is a software issue.
\end{itemize}
be argued that a software vendor *should* depending on the circumstances use such practices for the configuration process. Whether there is a legal obligation to do so is discussed in chapter 5.

We have up to now only discussed software vendors. Do *hardware manufacturers* also contribute to the rise of malware? The first impressions seem to be negative, in the sense that the contribution by hardware is inextricably linked to effects that we, as a society, find desirable. The connectivity and raw computing power that contributes to the spread malware are also the factors that make the Internet and its facilities so useful. No-one wants to abolish that. There are possibilities in making connectivity more secure, but these are mostly built in communication protocols that are formulated first in software. Insofar as these protocols are also hard-coded in hardware, the improvement of these protocols is not a particular issue for hardware manufacturers. We will therefore in the remainder of this report disregard hardware as such.

### 4.4.4. Conclusion

The main causes of security breaches are software errors (vulnerabilities) and a lack of security awareness of the user.\(^{90}\) Consequentially, even perfect software cannot prevent security breaches as software cannot fully prohibit deliberate unsecure user actions, except by completely disallowing users such control over their device. However, even then a user may choose to remove these security measures by ‘jailbreaking’ the device.

Businesses that use IT are in a position to adopt secure practices, as they can obtain the expertise (by training, hiring IT employees or external IT service providers). This could lead to a reduction of security breaches. An increased diligence towards secure IT would improve security.

Software vendors may as a group, notwithstanding individual companies’ significant efforts, take more extensive action to prevent or detect vulnerabilities: increased diligence would improve general security. However, there is a lack of generally accepted effective standards and it is unclear whether the standards that have been adopted are followed in practice. Although tools to detect common vulnerabilities do exist, there is no general practice to use such tools as a matter of course. It is, furthermore, not clear whether the existing standards and tools would effectively remove or significantly reduce the vulnerabilities that lead to security breaches. The software industry is very diverse as to the programming languages and tools used and the kinds of software developed, making it unlikely that a unified approach would work across the whole spectrum of software. In addition, there

---

\(^{90}\) Cf. OECD 2008: 36 which mentions as causes of cybercrime software vulnerabilities and easy to target Internet users, besides the ease and low cost of datacommunication (the wide availability of broadband Internet).
is only limited public discussion and communication of the causes and lessons learned from specific vulnerabilities. Hence, although a greater shared sense of diligence would be beneficial, there currently exist too many hurdles to actually put such diligence into practice.

4.5. Two principal forms of cybercrime

4.5.1. Introduction
When discussing cybercrime there are two phenomena that have a central position, being both a form of cybercrime and a cause of further cybercrimes. These are malware and botnets. The central position of these forms of cybercrime merits an extended discussion, as this is crucial in understanding whether other actors may be in a position to take preventive action, either to meet a duty of care or diligence or on a voluntarily basis.

4.5.2. Malware
The root cause of many kinds of cybercrime can be found in what is called malware.91 Malware may be defined as “a piece of software inserted into an information system to cause harm to that system or other systems, or to subvert them for use other than that intended by their owners” (OECD 2008: 10). Examples are spyware (malware that spies on the user), keyloggers (malware that specifically logs all keyboard input and thereby may obtain username/password combinations), ransomware (see s. 4.6.2), and botnet clients (see below).

A computer becomes infected by malware because of a vulnerability in the security

---

91 See extensively OECD 2008 and 2009.
of the computer, either caused by user mistakes (par 4.4.2) or software vulnerabilities (s. 4.4.3), that is exploited by a criminal. Once the malware is inserted in the computer, it can access the computer’s data, software and hardware, and can monitor user actions (such as typing in passwords). The malware may further infect other computers, for example by sending out e-mails (containing the malware in an attachment) to user contacts from the e-mail program address book: contacts may be more likely to trust the attachment because it comes from a known source. The infected computer may also form part of a botnet (see s. 4.5.3). The malware often communicates with the principal criminal through the Internet: many forms of cybercrime require such communication (such as ransomware and commanding a botnet, explained in s. 4.5).

Malware is to be distinguished from computer viruses that spread from individual computer to individual computer without any further interaction with the principal criminal. Malware may also be spread deliberately from a central point, without a selfreplicating program being involved. Besides infection through Internet connections, other targeted infection methods have been known. For example, if users insert USB sticks from an unknown source in their computers, they might execute code that infects their computer with malware.

Although the consequences of malware are significant, individual users may not always be aware of the problem as many kinds of malware do not immediately or clearly affect the user. In particular botnets (see below) thrive because the user himself does not encounter any direct adverse consequences from the existence of the bot client on his computer. However, a firewall may, if correctly configured, issue a warning when unknown programs try to connect with the criminal.

There are strong economic incentives for developing and spreading malware. The possibility of creating botnets (s. 4.5.3) provides a possibility to monetize the use of malware. It is nowadays possible to ‘buy’ information on unpatched vulnerabilities, as well as precoded malware that exploits known vulnerabilities and the tools to install botnet clients and control botnets. The professionalization of the malware industry is indicative of the enormous size of this problem.

The relevance of malware is further increasing by the possibility that criminals will

---

92 Such as intentional infection by an employee.
93 Heron 2007: 13.
94 This does not work if the malware is integrated with a browser, for example by having the form of a browser extension. Cf. http://arstechnica.com/security/2004/11/malware/6/.
95 See OECD 2008, speaking of a malware industry. Incidentally, it has been claimed that some malware is actually spread by security services. See about the Regin malware http://securelist.com/blog/research/68525/comparing-the-regin-module-50251-and-the-qwerty-keylogger/.
96 OECD 2008: 32.
target the enormous market of mobile devices.\textsuperscript{97} Admittedly, mobile devices currently have several characteristics that provide a modicum of control to prevent malware. In particular the principal requirement that applications are submitted to an official app store raises the barrier for criminals, as they will need an official front to submit the application. Once a developer is caught for submitting malware, he will probably be suspect forever unless he can explain why he did this.\textsuperscript{98} However, the extent of the control on app stores differs. Android is relatively lenient so that it can be exploited more easily. Users can deliberately decide to bypass the app store and its controls in order to obtain more control over their device. In particular ‘jailbreaking’ opens up the device and creates opportunities for malware. Finally, a sophisticated criminal might use an exploit in the device’s operating system to install malware. A future security measure might be encrypting mobile devices.\textsuperscript{99}

In section 4.5.4 we will discuss preventive actions.

4.5.3. Botnets
A particularly relevant phenomenon connected with malware is the existence of botnets.\textsuperscript{100} “A botnet is a group of malware infected computers also called “zombies” or bots that can be used remotely to carry out attacks against other computer systems”.\textsuperscript{101} Botnet clients have to receive their instructions from the ‘bot herder’. Wellknown communication techniques include the use of IRC (including possible backup IRC channels), P2P communi-

\begin{itemize}
  \item [98] For example because he was testing the process, as in the example discussed by Svajcer 2012, p. 6, referring to http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Security/Apple-Suspends-Veteran-Researcher-from-iOS-Dev-Program-for-Exploiting-a-Bug-489867/
  \item [99] Svajcer 2012: 9.
  \item [100] UNODC 2013: 32-35, with detailed information on international distribution of bot herders and infection, and OECD 2009.
  \item [101] OECD 2008: 22.
\end{itemize}
cation, and distributed communication between botnet clients themselves.\footnote{Heron 2007, OECD 2008: 24-25.} The ‘ownership’ of a botnet is valuable: the botnet herder may ‘rent out’ his botnet for sending out spam or DDoS attacks.

4.5.4. Actions against malware and botnets

Various preventive and protective actions have been suggested to counteract the use of malware and botnets.\footnote{Extensively ENISA 2011.} A first category or measures is preventive action to avoid infection. These have been discussed above under the headings of user security awareness (s. 4.4.2) and secure software (s. 4.4.3). Businesses may take further preventive action by proactively looking out for attempts at intrusion. They may, for example, use automated tools (including benign bots) to detect intrusions and share information that may help detect attacks and intrusions.\footnote{Gold 2009.} It has also been argued that ISPs may detect malware in Internet traffic, thereby allowing the ISP to block the intended infection.\footnote{http://www.lavasoft.com/support/spywareeducationcenter/wp_ispmalwarefiltering.php.}

Although individual private users may not have the skills or expertise to detect or remove malware, this is different for business users or individuals with IT expertise. Available actions are in particular: keeping anti-virus programs up to date (which would detect malware that has been discovered and signalled by the anti-virus software vendor), using a firewall (to detect malware communication or prevent such communication), regularly do a fresh re-install of the computer (which would erase most malware,\footnote{Except if the malware would have installed itself in the computer firmware, which is not erased with a fresh re-installation of the software.} provided it does not hide in user data to reinfect the computer once certain documents are opened).

Further actions have to do with communication. The weakness of all botnets (and most malware) is that communication with the botnet herder is necessary. By cutting off the communication channel used, the botnet client is rendered harmless. Furthermore, the communication may reveal the presence of the botnet. However, botnets may employ a variety of methods to complicate this, such as having multiple alternatives for communication or hiding between legitimate Internet communication. An ISP can only look for botnet communication if it knows how to distinguish this from legitimate communication.

A business user may have more resources at his disposal.\footnote{Also Pinguelo, Lee & Muller 2012: 82-85.} For example, regular security audits\footnote{Mueller 2006.} may track infections and may show weaknesses in the system configuration and security strategy. If a computer owned by a business is suspected of being
infected, an IT professional could monitor all network traffic closely.\textsuperscript{109} If the computer is not used for other purposes, all Internet traffic automatically becomes suspect. It is noteworthy that IT professionals have been able to track botnet herders.\textsuperscript{110} ISPs may also place themselves in a position to monitor a malware-infected computer, for example by deliberately leaving a computer unprotected in order to trace any malware installed on it.\textsuperscript{111} A more general measure for detecting malware communication is the use of firewalls, which may signal suspicious attempts at communication.

Botnet clients in particular may be detected by particularities in their network behaviour. If, for example, large amounts of spam are sent out by a botnet, the ISP of (part of) the botnet clients may become aware of the spam and determine which of the ISP’s customers are apparently infected.\textsuperscript{112} The ISP may warn the customer or even block the customer from Internet access,\textsuperscript{113} thereby providing a strong incentive for the customer to clean his computer and increase his security efforts.\textsuperscript{114} In section 7.4 we will return to the question whether they are actually legally allowed to monitor traffic and block users: here we only stipulate that technically they may be able to. Incidentally, an ISP may also at the receiving end filter for and block spam, thereby limiting the possibility of infection by spam e-mail.

Blacklisting is a technique whereby non-profit and commercial organisations may contribute to combating botnets, spam and the distribution of malware.\textsuperscript{115} It consists of an organisation keeping a list of ‘suspect’ IP addresses and/or domains. Subscribers to the particular blacklist can then refuse to allow traffic to and from the blacklisted addresses. A similar method is employed by several large search engines, including Google,\textsuperscript{116} which flag suspect websites by pointing out that the website appears to contain malware (either deliberately placed by the website owner, or placed by a third party who illegally obtained access to the server). Several web browsers also have declared to incorporate warnings for suspect websites.\textsuperscript{117} Related to blacklisting, ISPs may be able to, or even requested to, prohi-

\begin{itemize}
\item[109] Mueller 2006 speaks of ‘perimeter monitoring’, and points out that this is inefficient given the vast amount of innocent traffic that has to be filtered out. Such monitoring is done using a so-called packet sniffer, network analyzer, or comparable tool.
\item[110] See for example http://www.theverge.com/2012/3/26/2902786/microsoft-zeus-botnet-raid-pennsylvania-illinois. It is not entirely clear in which way the botnet herder was identified.
\item[111] Such a computer is called a malware ‘honey pot’.
\item[112] Van Eeten a.o. 2010 provide an empirical analysis showing large differences between infection rates of legitimate ISPs, suggesting that some have more effective practices than others.
\item[113] Extensive suggestions can be found in OECD 2012b, also ENISA 2011: 122-123, 127-128. The ISP would only allow connection to pages with information on the malware and instructions on how to remove it.
\item[115] OECD 2009: 35-37.
\item[116] See the Google warning “This site may harm your computer.”.
bit access to known malware distribution websites.

In particular cases software vendors may also be in a position to help combat malware and botnets. An example is Microsoft, which in the course of detecting counterfeit copies of its operating system may also find infections by malware.\footnote{http://www.theverge.com/2012/9/13/3325516/microsoft-nitol-botnet-after-discovering-pcs-sold-to.} Operating system software vendors may be in a particularly strong position to detect some kinds of malware, as they may have massive amounts of data on reported user problems, part of which concerns problems with malware infection.

It follows that businesses, ISPs and software vendors have various actions open to help to prevent and combat malware and botnets.

\section*{4.6. Two specific forms of cybercrime}

\subsection*{4.6.1. Introduction}

The use of malware and botnets is, in itself, criminal, being a breach of computer integrity. It may also provide the starting point for further crimes. Two specific forms are discussed here: ransomware (which is a special case of malware) and DDoS attacks (which are a particular use of botnets).

\subsection*{4.6.2. Ransomware}

Ransomware may be described as malware that “attempts to extort money from a victim by encrypting files and demanding payment for their restoration.”\footnote{Bridges 2008. OECD 2008: 16-17 identifies ransomware as one example of malware.} The victim usually receives a message, most frequently on his computer, that demands him to pay a sum of money or perform some other action in order to receive a password that will allow him to access his files again.\footnote{See Luo & Liao 2007 for a detailed analysis of several ransom methodologies.} Ransomware has been found as early as 1989.\footnote{Bridges 2008: 18, referring to information on the PC Cyborg (AIDS) Trojan Horse at \url{http://www.ciac.org/ciac/bulletins/a-10.shtml}.} Criminal enforcement against the use of ransomware often proves difficult as it does not clearly fall under the remit of one specific authority.\footnote{Bridges 2008: 19, referring to a case where the local police decided it was an international Internet crime.}

Theoretically, ransomware might also operate by threatening to publicise files that the victim would prefer to keep private, such as compromising pictures or confidential data,\footnote{The infamous Sony hack of 2014, alleged initiated by the North Korean government, is an example of this. Embarrassing internal e-mails were found and made publicly available.} or alternatively by using the data found for malicious purposes (such as identity theft or...}
using accounts for ordering goods and services). However, such approaches are usually not considered to fall under ransomware, properly speaking, in the relevant body of literature. We will therefore not consider this possibility any further.

A schematic representation of the relevant actors and the causal relations between their areas of influence can be given as follows. This figure is similar to the figure for malware in general, as ransomware is simply a species of malware.

The consumer owns a computing device, such as a computer or smart phone, which becomes infected. The infection allows the criminal to lock away (encrypt) valuable data, and threaten to destroy it.

Ransomware is the result of an infection, the causes of which have been described in section 4.4. General preventive actions against malware have been described in section 4.5.4. These also apply to ransomware, and include raising user security awareness,\textsuperscript{124} and tools like pop-up blockers (as infection often occurs through pop-ups that are clicked on).\textsuperscript{125} Furthermore, anti-virus programs could help to detect and eliminate ransomware before it becomes active.

The infection and subsequent communication by the criminal to the consumer usually occur through the Internet, which allows for practically untraceable communication by the criminal as well as relatively secure and anonymous payment facilities. A sufficiently strictly configured firewall might be able to block the communication, dependent on the kind of communication and any alternative channels programmed in the ransomware. Theoretically

\textsuperscript{124} Luo & Liao 2007.
\textsuperscript{125} Luo & Liao 2007: 201.
ISPs could help in tracing ransomware communication if they are informed about instances of ransomware infection and the communication with the criminal at a specific time, but in practice there do not appear to be significant notifications. Moreover, ISPs are not under a general obligation to help trace the criminal behind the ransomware.

There are also specific precautions to take against a future ransomware infection. The only failsafe defence against ransomware is making regular backups. These should ensure the accessibility of the unencrypted files on an earlier backup. Automated tools for backups help the user to backup regularly; these may use local backups on a hard disk or backups ‘in the cloud’ (at a dedicated server such as Dropbox). Antivirus programs also function as a preventive measure, but they only detect known threats. Until recently, experts managed on occasion to decrypt the encrypted files, but it is generally expected that ransomware creators will turn to even more advanced cryptographic techniques that will be practically proof to decryption. Once ransomware has encrypted data, the only option besides paying appears to be to determine the decryption key, which may be unfeasible if a sufficiently strong encryption key is used.

With respect to the tracking of the ransom payments, there may be various options to do so, but these would generally require the aid of law enforcement.

To conclude: additional actions against ransomware (besides those applying to malware in general) are:
- regular backups by the user,
- finding the decryption key (which requires highly specialised expertise).

4.6.3. DDoS attacks
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are concentrated attacks on a website server or groups of server that are designed to render the website unavailable (which leads to a Denial of Service). The attack creates an artificial congestion of the server by sending large amounts of communication requests. The difference between a general ‘denial-of-service’ attack, which can be executed by a group of human users, and a DDoS attack is that the latter is performed automatically by a distributed group of computers controlled by one person, typically carried out through botnets. In practice several users may combine to operate several botnets: these are also called DDoS-attacks. We will hereafter focus solely

---

126 Bridges 2008: 20. However, a sophisticated criminal might try to use the ransomware to also delete the backups when the backup devices are attached to the computer in order to make new backups.
128 Oswald 2006.
129 See also MacCarthy 2010, and Mann & Belzley 2005, who suggest a role for payment providers.
131 OECD 2008: 15 lists DDoS attacks as one goal of malware in the form of botnets.
on DDoS-attacks operated with botnets. The damage caused by a DDoS-attack can be significant.\footnote{Kaspersky Lab 2015 mentions $52,000 for small-to-medium-sized businesses and $444,000 for larger enterprises, besides reputational damage.}

It should be pointed out that it may be more or less easy to find the actual principals of the attack, depending on the specifics of the attack. An example is a DDoS attack on PayPal that was committed with a tool that sent the IP-address of the user of the tool, thereby making it easy to trace the originator.\footnote{http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-and-breaches/anonymous-ddos-attackers-in-britain-sentenced/d/d-id/1108360?}

It has been argued that DDoS-attacks are not inherently wrong, as they may be the online equivalent of offline protests or public demonstrations.\footnote{Evgeny Morozov, ‘Parsing the impact of Anonymous’, available at http://neteffect.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2010/12/09/parsing_the_impact_of_anonymous. Critically McLaurin 2011: 232-246.} However, it is nowadays widely accepted that DDoS-attacks are not a legitimate form of protest.\footnote{See the legal position in the jurisdictions described in chapter 5, and OECD 2008: 15.}

As we presume that the DDoS attack is performed with botnets, the general preventive actions are the actions which can be taken against malware and botnets (s. 4.5.4). There are also some additional measures which businesses and their ISPs can take to strengthen the IT infrastructure against a DDoS attack.\footnote{These are rather technical. See for a somewhat more accessible discussion in Dutch: Jacobs 2013.} The infrastructure may be made more robust in order to avoid interdependencies between different services. Once the DDoS attack starts, a number of emergency measures are available, such as switching to backup servers and filtering user requests.\footnote{For example with the aid of CAPTCHAs (a requirement that a user has to recognise characters in a deliberately obscured picture, which supposedly would only be possible with human intervention).} ISPs might help to trace the sources of the attack, in particular the computers (at least, the IP-addresses) that send the requests.
These computers might – if permitted by applicable legal rules and the ISP contract – be (temporarily) cut off from Internet connectivity, or at least prevented from sending request to the server under attack. Additionally, selective blocking of traffic (to the server under attack) from ISPs from where many requests originate might help. Furthermore, ISPs might be able, by combining patterns in communication, to trace the botnet herder behind the attack. A business might also hire specialised forensic services to help find the origin of the attack.

4.7. Actors and actions
The full picture of the most important and relevant causes, contributing factors, and possible preventive actions as discussed above can be graphically represented as follows (with some simplifications).

If we focus on the actors involved in the occurrence of cybercrime, this is the result.¹³⁸

- ISPs: detect malicious activity, detect and trace malware communication; detect network patterns of botnets; blacklist websites; filter spam; warn users that have been infected by malware; block users that have been infected by malware; blacklist originators of DDoS attack requests; provide aid to law enforcement and private forensic investigations.

¹³⁸ See also the list of proactive prevention strategies in OECD 2008: 52, and the analysis of Barnes 2004 and Chandler 2004 of contributing factors.
Furthermore an ISP may quickly implement new Internet standards and best practices instead of lagging behind.

- software vendors: develop better quality software, implement better development standards and secure development attitudes; encourage and organise detection of vulnerabilities; on occasion help with malware detection and investigation.
- businesses: regularly update software; increase security awareness and practices; use a virus scanner; install firewall; monitor for suspicious network traffic; make regular back-ups; have alternatives to IT services/websites; forensic investigation.

It should be noted that this only lists possibilities. Assumedly many companies actually already take many of these actions, or conversely there may be reasons why some of these actions are found undesirable.

There are other actors that may take preventive measures. In particular search engines and browsers can (and regularly do) take steps to detect malicious activity or block blacklisted websites. Additionally, a variety of other actors may contribute to further prevention. Domain name registrars may also play a part in the prevention of distribution of malware, by being more proactive towards domain names that are used primarily for distribution of malware.\(^{139}\) Payment providers may track or block payments.\(^{140}\) WiFi providers could disallow anonymous connections or alternatively could trace activity.\(^{141}\) However, these actors are not as influential as the three groups identified above. Examination of their role is to be left for future research.\(^{142}\)

Incidentally, it has also been claimed that state actors are responsible for some forms of cybercrime or cyberattacks.\(^{143}\) If this is true, this could lead to mixed signals towards cybersecurity from the governments involved: completely secure systems would, for example, make cyberespionage more difficult. As the role of governments as such is not part of the scope of this report, we will not discuss this issue further.

Finally, Internet architects, parties responsible for the design of the Internet infrastructure, could take into account the aim of cybercrime prevention.\(^{144}\) We will discuss this briefly in section 6.6.3.

---

139 See OECD 2008: 52: “The possibility to include security and abuse management in registrar accreditation procedures and contracts.”, also OECD 2009: 122-129.
140 Mann & Belzley 2005.
141 Cf. Watkins 2013 on the role of WiFi providers.
142 This is in line with other reports that suggest focusing on key business players or sectors, for example OECD 2012a: 44.
144 See s. 6.6.3, also Brenner & Clarke 2005: 28.
4.8. Conclusion

The three topics at the center of this research are security of hardware and software, ransomware, and DDoS attacks. Our preliminary investigation in the actors and causes involved points to three principal contributory actors, next to the possible victims of cybercrime. The focus will be on:

• Internet Service Providers
• software vendors
• businesses as being the victim of cybercrime.

The actions that these actors can take are primarily:

• ISPs: various actions, which might all be encompassed by a general duty of care and diligence.
• software vendors: more efforts towards creating more secure software, which can be interpreted as a duty of diligence towards the development of software.
• businesses: back-up and fall-back scenarios against DDoS attacks; improved security practices. These can be considered part of general duties of care and diligence towards their customers.

A number of other actors have the possibility to take actions that could contribute to a decrease in cybercrime, but those actors are prima facie not under a legal obligation to take such actions. These actors will only be discussed incidentally, in particular when alternative compliance measures are discussed (s. 8).
5. Duties of care and diligence regarding three topics of cybercrime

5.1. Introduction
At present, most jurisdictions have provisions that criminalize the primary acts of cybercrime. Less clear is the law as regards persons or institutions that could prevent cybercrime. In the following document, we examine to what extent the actions that can be taken to prevent or discourage cybercrime in the three forms or topics that we discussed are legally obligatory. We will analyse the law in the four jurisdictions selected for this report. The focus will be on private law, where obligations and duties of the principles actors – ISPs, software vendors, and businesses – will be discussed in the general framework. Furthermore criminal law and administrative law will be dis-cussed insofar as relevant.

5.2. The Netherlands

5.2.1. Introduction
The Netherlands is a civil law jurisdiction. The legislator regularly updates statute law to keep abreast of new developments. Next to statutory law, case law is recognised as an important source of law.

5.2.2. Private law
The Dutch civil code was originally heavily influenced by the French Code Civil, but it was recently recodified on the basis of extensive comparative research. As a result, the new Dutch Civil Code (Burgerlijk Wetboek, hereafter BW) was introduced in 1992.

5.2.2.1. General contract and tort law
As regards private law obligations to care it is necessary to examine both the general framework in which specific obligations are determined, as well as the specific relations that may exist between parties, as these influence the existence and extent of obligations.

In Dutch contract law in general, the obligations of parties follow from the contractual agreement, both explicitly and implicitly. The interpretation of contracts looks at both the text and other contextual clues, while default law and mandatory law provide additional rules and obligations. Specific kinds of contracts are subject to specific rules and obligations, for example rules concerning contracts for sale or service contracts. Additionally,

146 See the leading cases HR 13 March 1981, NJ 1981/635 (Ermes/Haviltex) and HR 20 February 2004, NJ 2005/493 (DSM /Fox).
the concrete circumstances of the case may give rise to specific obligations on the basis of
general fairness (redelijkheid en billijkheid, art. 6:2 and 6:248 BW).\footnote{147} This is an
important source of judge-made rules.

Liability for breach of contract (niet-nakoming) requires attributability (toerekenbaar-
heid, see art. 6:75 BW), which, however, is generally presumed. The debtor has to prove
that the breach is not attributable to him.\footnote{148} However, this leaves open the prior question
whether there is a breach of contract.\footnote{149} The mere fact that a result desired by the creditor
is not reached does not necessarily imply breach: only if this result was actually contracted for
as a matter of obligation, will a failure to achieve it constitute breach. Dutch law follows the
French doctrinal construct of obligations of result versus obligations of means.\footnote{150} In case of
an obligation of result, the fact that the result was not reached leads to liability unless the
debtor proves that the breach was due to force majeure (overmacht), i.e. that the primary
cause of the default is not attributable to him. In case of an obligations of means, the deb-
tor is only required to give his best effort, provide the care of a good service provider (art.
7:401 BW), or act like a reasonably knowledgeable and reasonably acting professional,\footnote{151}
as the norm may be for the situation at hand. The debtor has to provide appropriate care for
all contracts, a norm for which the specific circumstances, including the kind of contract,
may lead to more detailed rules. This also applies to contracts for specific results if the
stipulation to achieve these results gives rise to additional obligations to protect or promo-
te the result, as it generally does. The civil code contains provisions for such obligations to
care for a number of specific situations, but they are generally assumed on the basis of the
general duty of fairness (art. 6:248 lid 1 BW).

For tort law in general the main article is 6:162 BW, which provides the liability of per-
sons for unlawful acts (onrechtmatige daad). The law provides three categories of unlawful
acts. An unlawful act can consist of an infringement of a right, a violation of statutory duty,
or an act which is contrary to unwritten law according to the demands of social conduct.
An omission may also constitute an act in the sense of art. 6:162 BW. In practice the third
category, acts which are contrary to unwritten law,\footnote{152} is the most important one as it provi-
des courts with wide discretion to adapt the law to changing circumstances. In this respect
it fulfils a function similar to the tort of negligence in common law systems. It is notewort-

\footnote{147} For example in HR 19 October 2007, NJ 2007/565 (ETC/Vodafone).
\footnote{148} Cf. Hartkamp & Sieburgh 2012: nr. 370.
\footnote{149} See for the following Hartkamp & Sieburgh 2012: nr. 332-362, De Jong 2006, Tjong Tjin Tai 2004a and
2004b.
\footnote{150} See generally Den Tonkelaar 1982, also HR 14 April 2006, NJ 2006/259.
\footnote{151} HR 9 November 1990, NJ 1991/26 (Speeckaert/Gradener).
\footnote{152} Under the old civil code this was called the ‘zorgvuldigheidsnorm’, the norm to act according to the
demands of diligence. Nowadays it is more usual to speak of ‘zorgplichten’.
hy that Dutch courts are more likely to find a duty to prevent harm to third parties than judges in common law systems. An example is liability for leaving your car running, thereby allowing a joyrider to take your car and causing damage.\textsuperscript{153} Liability for pure omissions is also possible, although case law requires that there has to be at least consciousness of the risk or some specific connection to the harm.\textsuperscript{154} This is understandable: because one cannot care for the whole world, some specific antecedent connection or at least close proximity to the harm is required for there to be duty of care to act against a harm one has not caused oneself.

Besides personal liability, Dutch law recognises the usual kinds of vicarious liability and risk-based forms of liability (for animals etcetera). There are, furthermore, a number of specific articles for specific kinds of liability. Product liability is recognised in art. 6:185 BW. However, this is only applicable to tangible, movable objects (‘roerende zaak’, see art. 6:187(1) BW).\textsuperscript{155}

In this regard, art. 6:196C BW is of special importance. This provision is an implementation of arts. 12-15 E-commerce Directive 2000/31/EG. These articles provide an exemption from liability for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) who only operate passively as regards the Internet traffic or content. See further sections 5.2.2.2 and 7.4. As a result of the Directive, the legal obligations of many ISPs regarding the content they make available or transmit are limited.

5.2.2.2. Software vendors
Software vendors may be held liable for bugs that cause vulnerabilities in their product insofar as these bugs are not to be expected or hinder the agreed-on usage of the product. The norm in case of a contract of sale (which applies in principle to the sale of software)\textsuperscript{156} is that the product should possess the characteristics which the buyer could legitimately expect on the basis of the contract, taking into account among others the nature of the product and the information provided by the seller. In particular, the buyer may expect that the product has the characteristics necessary for normal use of the product and of which he

\textsuperscript{153} HR 2 December 1966, NJ 1967/42 (Haringkar).
\textsuperscript{156} See HR 27 April 2012, ECLI:NL:HR:2012:BV1301, NJ 2012/293 (Beeldbrigade) for standard software. The Hoge Raad ruled that it is not relevant whether the software was provided on a tangible carrier, or provided online. In case of tailormade software it is likely that the rules for service contracts are applicable.
had no reason to doubt the presence.\textsuperscript{157} When applied to bugs that may facilitate infection with malware, this criterion does not appear to cover vulnerabilities, as these often do not hinder the normal use of the software: they only lead to undesirable side effects. Furthermore, sellers generally take care not to promise a completely secure, bug-free product: when general information and advertisements appear to promise security, the detailed terms and conditions often negate this promise.\textsuperscript{158} On the other hand, at present software is arguably expected to at least try to avoid vulnerabilities that leave the computer open to intrusions and malware infections. It seems unlikely that software vendors will openly announce that their products do not follow any standard of security. The provisional conclusion is that software will be held to some standard of security, which leads the vendor to have a contractual obligation to avoid vulnerabilities.\textsuperscript{159} This obligation does not amount to a guarantee that the software is bug-free.

The fact that software may be provided for free does not in itself preclude liability.\textsuperscript{160} Although this situation does not amount to a contract of sale, general contract law may lead to liability, approximately following the same standards as with the contract of sale. Liability may, however, be limited due to the conditions under which the software was provided\textsuperscript{161} (usually a license agreement disclaiming all warranties, in particular not guaranteeing the absence of defects\textsuperscript{162}). There are, however, indications in case law that liability may still exist if the warnings were insufficiently precise to indicate the exact kind of danger.\textsuperscript{163}

The obligation to avoid vulnerabilities is rather weak: it is akin to a duty to take care to avoid vulnerabilities. If there is no guarantee that the software is bug-free, the logical consequence is that the software is permitted to contain bugs. It is practically impossible

---

\textsuperscript{157} See art. 7:17(2) BW as applied to a software product. The literal text is: “Een zaak beantwoordt niet aan de overeenkomst indien zij, mede gelet op de aard van de zaak en de mededelingen die de verkoper over de zaak heeft gedaan, niet de eigenschappen bezit die de koper op grond van de overeenkomst mocht verwachten. De koper mag verwachten dat de zaak de eigenschappen bezit die voor een normaal gebruik daarvan nodig zijn en waarvan hij de aanwezigheid niet behoefde te betwijfelen, alsmede de eigenschappen die nodig zijn voor een bijzonder gebruik dat bij de overeenkomst is voorzien.”

\textsuperscript{158} The terms and conditions are relevant for determining the precise content of the contract, cf. HR 5 June 2009, NJ 2012/182-184 (Effectenlease).

\textsuperscript{159} Cf. the somewhat inconclusive discussion in Girot 2001: 153-160.

\textsuperscript{160} See for example regarding the possibility of liability for gratuitously provided information (albeit this concerned the government) HR 25 May 2012, NJ 2012/340 and third party liability for free legal advice HR 4 October 1996, NJ 1997/594.

\textsuperscript{161} This applies even in the case of strict liability, where an agreement may on the basis of contributory negligence lead to a partial or full reduction of damages, cf. HR 25 October 2002, NJ 2004/556 (Paardrijles). This amounts to what is elsewhere called assumption of risk.

\textsuperscript{162} Blok 2010: 111-112.

\textsuperscript{163} HR 27 May 1988, NJ 1989/29 (Veenbroei), HR 28 May 2004, NJ 2005/105 (Jetblast), also HR 25 November 2005, NJ 2009/103. Admittedly these cases involve physical damage to persons.
to quantify the amount of bugs, or set quality standards as to the kind of bugs that the software might or might not contain. It would, though, be possible to provide statements as to methods, best practices, checks and processes that were used in developing the software.\textsuperscript{164} It is possible that standards are developed which lead to a reduction of certain kinds of bugs, for example an automated check on buffer overload. Such rules might then be used to specify the concrete contractual obligations. Presently this is uncommon, and there is no evidence of a customary rule to this effect that might have legally binding force.

Besides the obligation to avoid vulnerabilities, the software supplier may be under an obligation to repair known vulnerabilities in due time. It is not entirely clear whether this is a legal obligation or rather a reaction to market pressure. If software is not ‘patched’ soon enough, security companies often advise clients to stop using the vulnerable software.\textsuperscript{165} Evidence that patches and updates are not considered a legal obligation may be found in the fact that software may become obsolete, reach the end of life, or be discontinued: the supplier announces that he will no longer update the software or repair any new vulnerabilities found. This may be either construed as a limitation to any contractual obligation to update, or as evidence that there is no obligation to patch at all (in which case the announcement simply means that the supplier does not care if the product would no longer be used).

Insofar as there is a legal obligation to repair known vulnerabilities, this amounts to an obligation to provide a patch within reasonable time. It is impossible to provide a patch immediately after being notified of the vulnerability: patching takes time (because of the necessity of analysis, programming, testing). In the meantime the vulnerability remains open to exploitation. The only option open to the user is to avoid the product. Once the patch is available, it is up to the user to install it (although it is increasingly common to have automated update mechanisms). If the user neglects to do so, any claim against the supplier would probably fail due to contributory negligence on the user’s part.

Finally, as regards a secure configuration process (see s. 4.4.3, end), there is not even discussion as to whether it is legally required to follow a secure configuration process. On the one hand, many software vendors do follow such practices, which are continually improved with the experience that comes from earlier security breaches. On the other hand, to qualify the lack of a secure configuration process as a breach of contract appears to overextend the law. Contracts usually do not contain any clauses on the configuration process, while it cannot be said at present that secure configuration processes are so essential to the

\textsuperscript{164} Such standards may be set by standards organisations like ISO.

\textsuperscript{165} This has even happened to major software of major companies, such as Microsoft’s Internet explorer. See for example http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/04/28/us-cybersecurity-microsoft-browser-idUSBREA3QoPB20140428.
software that the contract can be assumed to include an implicit, mandatory guarantee to that effect.

As the analysis shows, there is presently not much ground for liability on the part of the software vendor liable. Even if there would be breach of contract, this will usually not lead to an award of damages, because of the prevalence of exemption clauses in software contracts and licenses.\textsuperscript{166} Exemption clauses are generally allowed and upheld under Dutch law, except insofar as the clause exempts liability for an intentional breach of contract caused by the directors of the company.\textsuperscript{167} Courts may find reason to set aside an exemption clause also in specific circumstances. An example is a case in which a non-profit organisation had hired a computer company to automate its operation.\textsuperscript{168} Given the way in which the exemption clause had become part of the contract, the relation between parties, in particular the dependence of the organisation of the expertise of the computer company, the interest involved with the agreed upon work, and the seriousness of the breach, the exemption clause was set aside as it was found to be unfair.

Third-party liability of software suppliers towards non-clients is usually not considered. This suggests a broad consensus that there is insufficient ground for third-party liability. A claim by a non-contracting party against a software supplier would have to be based on negligence as violation of unwritten law (schending van de zorgvuldigheidsnorm), art. 6:162 BW. In an example scenario, a company suffers from a DDoS attack, which is caused by a botnet that came into being partly by the existence of a vulnerability that led to many malware infections. As this example immediately makes clear, any claim on the basis of negligence would run into practically insurmountable difficulties as to proof of causality (did the specific vulnerability lead to the botnet?), the existence of many other contributing factors, the remoteness of the damage, and the possibility that the company’s interests are outside of the scope of protection of the norm (‘relativiteit’). It seems unlikely that it is found unlawful to-wards third parties to leave vulnerabilities in software, and in any case a claim on the supplier is almost certain to fail due to other difficulties.

Although it has been defended that the rules of product liability should apply to software under certain conditions,\textsuperscript{169} at present this is not recognised. Hence this is not a relevant ground for liability.

\textsuperscript{166} Blok 2010: 112-113, more general 82-89, also De Graaf & Schuurman 2014: 79.
\textsuperscript{168} Gerechtshof Amsterdam 22 November 2001, LJN AD7868, Computerrecht 2002/2, p. 94 (Kirche in Not/ Cap Gemini).
\textsuperscript{169} Westerdijk 1995, arguing for this if the software is deliverd on a tangible carrier.
5.2.2.3 Internet Service Providers

Regarding Internet Service Providers, the law stands as follows:170 In order to implement arts. 12-15 E-commerce Directive 2000/31/EC, the Dutch legislator has added art. 6:196C BW. This article contains an exemption of tort liability for Internet Service Providers on the condition that they have not actively been involved with the information they store or transmit. Art. 6:196C BW and arts. 12-15 E-commerce Directive specifically mention the activities of hosting, ‘mere conduit’ (only transmitting data), and temporary storage (in particular caching). The ECJ has explained these requirements as follows: the exemption applies if the ISP has not played an active role of a kind which gives it knowledge of, or control over, the data stored.171 The ECJ refers to recital 42 in the preamble to the E-commerce Directive, according to which the exemptions from liability only cover cases in which the activity of the ISP is ‘of a mere technical, automatic and passive nature’.172 The exemptions apply irrespectively of whether the service is provided for remuneration or for free.173 Search engines can also fall under these exemptions: they are service providers in the meaning of the E-commerce Directive.174

Regarding the lack of knowledge required for the exemption, art. 15(1) E-commerce Directive specifically stipulates that member states shall not impose a general obligation on ISPs “to monitor the information which they transmit or store, nor a general obligation actively to seek facts or circumstances indicating illegal activity.”175 Hence knowledge of the illegal activity is mostly derived from an actual complaint by a third party, which may require the ISP to remove the information or block access to it.176 Furthermore, it is possible that the knowledge of the ISP derives from “an investigation undertaken on its own initiative”.177

However, it does not follow that ISPs are not subject to any obligations whatsoever. Art. 15(2) E-commerce Directive allows member states to establish obligations for ISPs “promptly to inform the competent public authorities of alleged illegal activities undertaken or information provided by recipients of their service”, as well as obligations to cooperate with the authorities by helping with identification of hosting clients.

---

171 ECJ 23 March 2010, cases C-236/08-C-238/08 (Google Adwords), nr. 120.
172 ECJ 23 March 2010, cases C-236/08-C-238/08 (Google Adwords), nr. 113.
173 ECJ 23 March 2010, cases C-236/08-C-238/08 (Google Adwords), nr. 116.
174 Cf. ECJ 23 March 2010, cases C-236/08-C-238/08 (Google Adwords).
175 Confirmed in ECJ 12 July 2011, C-324/09 (L’Oréal/eBay), nr. 139.
176 Cf. the American practice of Notice and Take Down.
177 ECJ 12 July 2011, C-324/09 (L’Oréal/eBay), nr. 122.
If the ISP does not meet the requirements for the exemption of liability, it is not necessarily liable. In this case the national court will have to determine whether the ISP is liable following the national tort law.\(^{178}\)

As the case law of the ECJ is binding as regards the interpretation of these articles, it also determines the state of Dutch law. As a result, an ISP that is completely neutral and passive as to the data transmitted or stored cannot be held liable. If the ISP is informed of illegal activity, he may no longer be exempt from liability, depending on the circumstances of the case.\(^{179}\) Paradoxically, if the ISP takes initiative to detect illegal activity, that may make him more likely to be liable as he becomes more knowledgeable of the activities conducted through his service. The ISP may be liable insofar as he has been informed of illegal activity of a client and still refuses to act, even though the notice is clearly well-founded.

These rules do not, however, preclude specific obligations to block illegal activity. A sufficiently clearly specified judicial order to block for example commands from a botnet herder (identified by IP or in another way) might be allowed. The ECJ only prohibits a general monitoring duty that is disproportionate or excessively costly.\(^{180}\) Furthermore, an ISP may be required to cooperate to find the identity of clients who may conduct illegal activity if this is in accordance with national law.\(^{181}\) EU law does not require national law to impose such an obligation.\(^{182}\) In the Netherlands, such an obligation does exist,\(^{183}\) although whether the court actually imposes an order depends on the circumstances of the case.\(^{184}\)

As regards the contractual liability of the ISP towards clients who have become victim of malware, ransomware, or DDoS attacks, the following applies.\(^{185}\) An ISP generally operates on the basis of a service contract,\(^{186}\) so he is held to the care of a good service provider (art. 7:401 BW). He is thereby required to undertake actions to protect or promote

\(^{178}\) ECJ 12 July 2011, C-324/09 (L’Oréal/eBay), nr. 108.

\(^{179}\) It is to the national court to look at the specific circumstances in order to determine whether the notice was sufficient (combined with possible investigations by the ISP himself) to amount to the ‘knowledge’ that is required to block an appeal to the exemption. See ECJ 12 July 2011, C-324/09 (L’Oréal/eBay), nr. 122, which appears to require a sufficiently precise and adequately substantiated notification.

\(^{180}\) ECJ 12 July 2011, C-324/09 (L’Oréal/eBay), nr. 139: “the measures required of the online service provider concerned cannot consist in an active monitoring of all the data of each of its customers in order to prevent any future infringement of intellectual property rights via that provider’s website. Furthermore, a general monitoring obligation would be incompatible with Article 3 of Directive 2004/48, which states that the measures referred to by the directive must be fair and proportionate and must not be excessively costly.” See further ECJ 24 November 2011, case C-70/10 (Scarlet Ex- tended/Sabam) and ECJ 16 February 2012, case C-360/10 (SABAM/Netlog).

\(^{181}\) ECJ 12 July 2011, C-324/09 (L’Oréal/eBay), nr. 141-142, cf. art. 15(2) E-commerce Directive

\(^{182}\) ECJ 29 January 2008, case C-275/06 (Promusicae/Telefónica).


\(^{184}\) See case law in Groene Serie Onrechtmatige Daad, art. 196C (Scheltema & Tjong Tjin Tai), comment 14.

\(^{185}\) Extensively Siemerink 2007.

\(^{186}\) Siemerink 2007: 88-94.
the relevant contractual interests of the client, which may be further specified or limited in the contract. Although an ISP could provide only a barebones facility, ISPs often offer additional services such as offering virus scanner, spam filters, filtering for undesirable content.\textsuperscript{187} Generally, ISPs contractually stipulate that their services only oblige them to endeavour to the care of a good service provider, which is an obligation of means.\textsuperscript{188} This would apply to most additional services provided by the ISP, although on occasion the contract might contain specific quality requirements amounting to an obligation of result.\textsuperscript{189} An ISP would have to take some measures against malware, but cannot offer complete security.\textsuperscript{190}

Regarding liability: ISPs generally stipulate in their contracts exemptions from any obligation to pay damages. These exemptions will generally be valid.\textsuperscript{191}

As a consequence, users will generally have no recourse to ISPs if they have been infected by malware, except if the ISP can be proven to have neglected to take the required safety measures and the exemption clause is, moreover, found to be invalid in the specific case, which would in general require gross negligence from the directors of the ISP.

The corporate clients of an ISP may be in a better position to negotiate more friendly terms. A corporate contract regularly includes terms and conditions on the ‘uptime’ of communication/Internet connectivity and on possible security measures. The ISP may even assume a more extensive role as IT advisor, thereby taking over part or whole of the IT services of the client (outsourcing). In such a case, the ISP will be subject to more extensive obligations to care by taking preventive measures, such as the detection of malware and illegal activity or the provision of backup equipment and software in case of attacks. This leads to a real possibility that the ISP may be found to be in breach of contract. Corporate contracts still often contain exemption clauses, but these tend to be less restrictive than the clauses in consumer contracts, as a result of which the ISP theoretically could be required to pay significant damages. However, the amount of compensation that would be awarded is in practice usually much lower than the limits in exemption clauses. First of all, pure economic loss is frequently excluded, and this type of loss is usually the most important type of loss caused by defective IT services. Secondly, it may be quite difficult to prove and quantify the losses suffered.

\textsuperscript{187} Siemerink 2007: 21-23.
\textsuperscript{188} Siemerink 2007: 101: “spant zich als een goed dienstverlener in zorg te dragen voor”.
\textsuperscript{189} Siemerink 2007: 106-107, 241-244.
\textsuperscript{190} Siemerink 2007: 232-233, 237, mentioning measures such as screening e-mail, providing information on the importance of anti-virus software, informing about malware infections.
\textsuperscript{191} Siemerink 2007: 260, 275-276, who makes an exception for damages resulting after consulting a helpdesk (p. 276).
Given the difficulties in obtaining an award of damages, and the desire to have effective remedies, corporate clients regularly prefer to enter into contracts in the form of Service Level Agreements (SLAs).\footnote{192} An SLA typically specifies precise service levels (such as x hours response time to problems; 99,x\% uptime of communication/servers), which makes it clear what the contractually obligated results are. Furthermore, an SLA should, if properly constructed, connect precise consequences to a failure to meet the agreed upon service levels. These consequences are usually formulated as financial consequences, either in the form of return payments and price reductions, or (if service levels are exceeded) in the form of bonus payments. However, there are as of yet no indications that SLAs contain stipulations regarding preventive measures to combat cybercrime.

5.2.2.4. Businesses
With respect to businesses that are the victim of DDoS attacks: insofar as the victims are unable to meet their contractual obligations because of an attack, the precautions and countermeasures they have taken may be relevant to determine whether they are in breach, either because of fault or because of lack of care (or possible because such an attack is not considered to be force majeure). However, at present this usually does not lead to liability, particularly because of restrictive contractual guarantees and exclusion clauses on recoverable damage.\footnote{193}

Insofar as a business has been the victim of security breach, possibly leading to ransomware infection, the business will have to notify the individuals concerned (s. 5.2.4). Such a security breach may constitute a tort to the individuals whose data has been leaked.\footnote{194} However, it is hard to assess an appropriate amount of damage. Moral damages (art. 6:106 BW) might be awarded because the security breach infringes the fundamental right of privacy.

5.2.2.5. Others
There are few indications of the possible liability of other Internet organisations involved with the administration of Internet. Registrars are organisations that register domain names and keep administration about the ‘owners’ of the domain names. Theoretically, they may be found liable if they could have prevented damage by taking appropriate care. However, we have not found that such an action has actually been instigated, possibly due to the fact that registrars only register domains and do not have a duty to monitor what is done with or through the domain. Other IT organisations are involved in setting the

\footnote{192} Cf. Drion & De Wit 2005.
\footnote{193} Tjong Tjin Tai 2013, as regards liability of banks towards their customers.
\footnote{194} Baas & Van Rest 2012.
protocols that determine how the Internet operates. Although these protocols influence the possibility and spread of cybercrime, this in itself will not lead to (tort) liability. The mere fact that a facility can be abused does not make its availability unlawful, in particular as the victims of the facility make use of it voluntarily.

5.2.3. Criminal law
The Dutch Criminal Code (Wetboek van Strafrecht, hereafter WvSr) dates from 1886 and is frequently adapted and updated to keep pace with developments in crime and society. There are two types of offences: crimes (misdrijven) and misdemeanours (overtredingen). The Criminal Code only uses maximum penalties but not minimum penalties. An important characteristic of Dutch criminal law is the right to exercise prosecutorial discretion (opportunitieitsbeginsel): the public prosecutor (Officier van Justitie) decides whether or not it is expedient to prosecute someone for an offence. As a result, criminal provisions can be formulated rather broadly, covering acts that may not necessarily be very worthy of criminal prosecution. Therefore, although some actions by e.g. ISPs or end users might be classified as an offence in theory, they may not be treated as an offence in practice.

The Criminal Code has been adapted repeatedly to catch up with new forms of cybercrime, in particular through the Computer Crime Act (Wet computercriminaliteit) of 1993 and the Computer Crime II Act (Wet computercriminaliteit II) of 2006. The Convention on Cybercrime (see s. 7.3) has been fully implemented in the WvSr. Directive 2013/40/EU of 12 August 2013 on attacks against information systems (see s. 7.3) is currently being implemented by raising penalties for various forms of cybercrime, while a new Computer Crime III Bill (Wetsvoorstel computercriminaliteit III) is being prepared that would, inter alia, criminalize receiving (heling) of data.

5.2.3.1. Possible types of duties of care
In Dutch criminal law, one can distinguish four forms of criminal liability that are related to the concept of duties of care. The first type is offences based on negligence. Generally, criminal liability is imposed only in cases of intentional actions (dolus); the lower threshold of criminal intent (conditional intent, voorwaardelijk opzet) does not require someone to make a conscious and deliberate choice to create an effect, but rather to consciously

---

195 Koops 2010 provides a general overview, also Koops 2014.
196 Staatsblad 1993, 33. The Staatsblad is the official journal in which all Dutch laws and most decrees are published.
197 Staatsblad 2006, 300.
accept a considerable likelihood that a certain effect will take place. But besides intentional offences, there are also offences based on blameworthiness (schuld or culpa), which are attributable to offenders who have not been sufficiently careful and thus caused an effect, e.g. someone’s death or severe injury, to happen. The general yardstick for culpa is that someone has not acted as considerately as can be expected of the average person in certain situations. Thus, negligence-based offences clearly constitute a type of duty of care in criminal law.

The second type are omission crimes, in which someone is criminally liable for not acting in situations in which an act or intervention was expected. These are rare: they are limited to situations in which an action could prevent grave consequences and would not be very difficult or demanding, for instance, not providing help to someone in acute danger of dying while helping would not reasonably be dangerous for the helper (art. 450 WvSr, a misdemeanour punishable with maximum three months’ imprisonment). This category is not relevant for cybercrimes, at least not in the form of offences defined explicitly as omissions. Not acting might under certain conditions be qualified as an offence under a ‘commission’ crime if the result is attributable to the nonactor. An example could be the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) of an electricity company who is informed of a serious bug in SCADA software used in the infrastructure and of announcements by activist groups that they aim to perform cyber-attacks on utility companies; if the CISO refrains from actions to repair the bug and an attack subsequently takes place, he might be held liable for negligently causing damage to electrical infrastructure resulting in the hindering of electricity provisioning (art. 161ter WvSr). Since this is a negligence-based offence, it is an example of the first type rather than the second.

The third type are forms of aiding and abetting. Dutch criminal law has various forms of accessory crimes, ranging from causing (doen plegen) or inciting (uitlokken) someone to commit a crime or jointly perpetrating a crime (medeplegen) (art. 47 WvSr) to being an accomplice of the crime (art. 48 WvSr, medeplichtigheid). The latter includes intentionally helping someone to commit a crime and intentionally providing opportunity, means, or information to commit a crime. The combination of aiding and conditional intent (the lower threshold of intent) approximates, to some extent, a duty of care, in the sense that people who knowingly accept the likelihood that what they are doing provides others with an opportunity to commit a crime, implies a certain duty to be aware of the consequences of one’s actions and possibly to take preventive measures to diminish the opportunity to commit crimes. However, the threshold for medeplichtigheid is still high and closely related to the foreseeability that a particular criminal result will happen through the opportunity that one provides. The combination of aiding and conditional intent therefore remains rather far removed from a duty of care as understood in this report.

A particular form of accessory liability in relation to cybercrimes is the liability of ISPs
for criminal content. Dutch law provides an exception to the criminal liability of ISPs if they do all that can reasonably be asked of them to ensure that the data are made inaccessible, in response to an order from the public prosecutor based on a warrant from the investigating judge (art. 54a WvSr). The provision has flaws and is being revised in the Computer Crime III Bill, but since content crimes are outside the scope of this report, we will not discuss this further.

The first three types discussed so far all impose, to some extent, a duty on people to act in a certain way if they want to avoid being held criminally liable for results caused by themselves or others. Duties of care can, however, also take the form of certain conditions that have to be met in order for certain conduct to constitute a criminal offence, if these conditions imply a certain standard of behaviour for potential victims. This can be considered a fourth type of duty of care embedded in criminal law. A primary example is found in cybercrime law, under which hacking (unlawful access to a computer system or part thereof) can be criminalized only if security measures have been infringed. In 1993, the Dutch legislator considered hacking punishable only if someone infringes a security measure or otherwise enters a computer by devious means (art. 138a-old WvSr, now art. 138ab WvSr). The security requirement was considered relevant as an incentive to encourage people and companies to protect their computers, something which many did not consider self-explanatory in the early 1990s. The standard of security was not particularly high: a minimal level of security was considered sufficient, meaning that some sort of protection had to exist: not merely a sign saying “do not trespass.” In other words, victims should not complain that their computers are hacked if they have not done anything to prevent access by unauthorized persons, but they do not have to have state-of-the-art protection. In 2006, however, the legislator decided to abolish the security requirement altogether (arguing that this was necessary to comply with international obligations under the Convention on Cybercrime and the Framework Decision on attacks against information systems, the precursor of Directive 2013/40/EU). It did so through the Computer Crime II Act, which renders punishable any form of unlawfully “entering” a computer as such, which removes from criminal law the incentive for end users to protect their computers. The literature considers this a missed opportunity. Since Directive 2013/40/EU, which aims to harmonize the definitions of cybercrimes in the EU, criminalises hacking only if security

201 See art. 2 Convention on Cybercrime: ‘Each Party shall adopt such legislative and other measures as may be necessary to establish as criminal offences under its domestic law, when committed intentionally, the access to the whole or any part of a computer system without right. A Party may require that the offence be committed by infringing security measures (...)’ (emphasis added).
measures are infringed,203 the question can be raised whether Dutch law should be changed to reinstall the security requirement as a condition of hacking in art. 138ab WvSr. This would (re)establish a duty of care, albeit a minimal one, on end users to have some basic protection on their computers, in the sense that they cannot complain about hacking if they have not complied with this standard.

5.2.3.2. Duties of care for the three topics of cybercrime

In this report we focus on three problems associated with cybercrime in particular. Does Dutch law impose any duty of care on suppliers, ISPs, or users to do something about these problems?

1) **Ransomware** can be classified under various criminal provisions. Various computer-integrity crimes can apply: hacking204 (art. 138ab WvSr), spreading malware (art. 350a para. 3 WvSr), and particularly data interference (art. 350a para. 1 WvSr), since the ransomware blocks the data on the infected computer by encrypting it. A number of computer-assisted crimes could also apply if victims actually pay a ransom, in particular computer-related extortion: forcing someone to give away a good (i.e. money) by threatening to block or delete computer data (art. 317 para. 2 WvSr). This crime is punishable with maximum nine years’ imprisonment. (Alternatively, if ransomware is conceptualized as devious rather than violent, the crime of fraud applies: inducing someone through cunning artifice (listige kunstgrepen) to give away a good, art. 326 WvSr; punishable with up to four years’ imprisonment.) If victims do not (yet) pay a ransom, the infection itself together with the request to pay a ransom could constitute attempted extortion or attempted fraud (art. 45 juncto 317 para. 2 or art. 326 WvSr, punishable with a maximum penalty that is a third less than the crime itself). All of these crimes require intent, however, and will only apply to the perpetrators of the ransomware.
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203 Art. 3 Directive 2013/40/EU (‘when committed intentionally, the access without right, to the whole or to any part of an information system, is punishable as a criminal offence where committed by infringing a security measure, at least for cases which are not minor’, emphasis added).

204 It can be questioned whether causing malware to be installed on a victim’s computer constitutes unlawful access to that computer, since there is no direct connection between the offender and the victim’s computer through which the offender can access the contents of that computer. However, case-law has established that sending out viruses that infect computers also constitutes hacking (HR 22 February 2011, ECLI:NL:HR:2011:BN9287).
There is, however, also a negligence variant of data interference: art. 350b para. 1 WvSr penalizes someone who is to blame (aan wiens schuld te wijten is) for causing data to be unlawfully changed, deleted, or blocked, if this results in serious damage to those data; this is punishable with a maximum of one month imprisonment.205 Similarly, art. 350b para. 2 WvSr criminalizes negligence that causes the spreading of malware: ‘He who is to blame for data being unlawfully made available or spread that are intended to cause damage in a computer, shall be punished with imprisonment of at most one month or a fine of the second category.’206 Ransomware is a form of malware in this sense, since it is intended to cause damage in the computer by encrypting the data so that the user can no longer access the data. Both crimes–negligent data interference and negligent spreading of malware–would be committed by third parties, such as ISPs, providers of anti-virus software, or system administrators, if the infection of an end-user’s computer can somehow be blamed to them.

At what point intermediaries can be blamed for causing computers to be infected with malware is not clear, however: there is no case-law on this. It is only briefly discussed in the literature. Stamhuis points out that the ‘negligent version of malware distribution might only apply to professionals and not to ordinary end users from whom we may not expect the required level of security’ (and noting that the distinction between professionals and end users needs to be reflected upon in the web 2.0 context); he does not, however, provide further criteria when (professional) intermediaries could be held liable under article 350b WvSr.207

One could argue that if a particular form of ransomware is well-known in the security community and can be easily and reliably recognized by filters, access providers who do not filter out messages in which this ransomware is embedded (in an attachment) are partly to blame for the end-user’s computers being infected. But before such a claim can be made, it should be established that the filtering lies within the access provider’s capacity (in terms of technical capability and resources) and is lawful and overall socially desirable (it should not require, e.g., Deep Packet Inspection, an intrusive form of ISP interference that cannot
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205 ‘Hij aan wiens schuld te wijten is dat gegevens die door middel van een geautomatiseerd werk of door middel van telecommunicatie zijn opgeslagen, worden verwerkt of overgedragen, wederrechtelijk worden veranderd, gewist, onbruikbaar of ontoegankelijk gemaakt, dan wel dat andere gegevens daaraan worden toegevoegd, wordt, indien daardoor ernstige schade met betrekking tot die gegevens wordt veroorzaakt, gestraft met gevangenisstraf of hechtenis van ten hoogste een maand of geldboete van de tweede categorie.’

206 ‘Hij aan wiens schuld te wijten is dat gegevens wederrechtelijk ter beschikking gesteld of verspreid worden die zijn bestemd om schade aan te richten in een geautomatiseerd werk, wordt gestraft met gevangenisstraf of hechtenis van ten hoogste een maand of geldboete van de tweede categorie.’ (our translation)

A fine of the second category is maximum 4,050 EUR (art. 23 WvSr).

207 Stamhuis 2012, p. 21.
be imposed on them as a duty of care). Similar questions arise under civil liability (see sections 5.2.2.2 and 7.4), and since generally speaking, the standard for blaming someone for not taking sufficient care is lower in private law than in criminal law (as the blame in criminal law carries a stigma of a moral wrong, which is not necessarily the case with blame in private law), we refer to the discussion there. Only if a duty of care for ISPs to filter out malware can be construed under private law, can we consider whether and to what extent this duty of care also carries over to criminal law as an obligation under art. 350b WvSr to avoid the infection of users’ computers. Finally, the aforementioned art. 54a WvSr excludes criminal liability for ISPs who remained passive. Given these rules and complications, for the time being we consider the challenges of filtering malware too complicated to impose a duty of care on ISPs under criminal liability for negligent data interference or spreading of malware.

For anti-virus software providers, it could be somewhat easier to argue that they are (partly) to blame for end-user computers being infected if their software does not recognize a well-known instance of malware, including ransomware; after all, their purpose is to filter out malware, and end users rely on them to recognize known threats. But again, it is less likely to assume criminal liability than civil liability here, and civil liability for negligence by anti-virus software providers is already a dubious issue. Moreover, prosecuting an anti-virus software provider under art. 350b WvSr for negligently causing users’ computers to be infected by known malware, which the public prosecutor could attempt in order to set an example and to elicit a standard of care in this area, would probably have various counter-productive effects: anti-virus software providers would include the strongest possible exoneration clauses in their terms and conditions in order to lower the standard of care that customers could legally expect from them, and they could raise their prices significantly to account for the increased risk of criminal liability (which might reduce the number of consumers that install anti-virus software), or they might even withdraw from the Dutch market altogether.

Holding ISPs or anti-virus software providers criminally liable for negligent data interference seems to be several steps too far in the current state of affairs. The only situation of negligent data interference that appears somewhat realistic concerns cases in which individuals in professional settings are grossly negligent, thereby causing computers within their organizations to be seriously damaged. If system administrators, particularly in large organizations that employ expert professionals to run their systems, fail to take measures to prevent ransomware from infecting corporate computers while such measures would have been expected of average professionals in the field, the computer infection can be blamed on them. (The blame would also attach to end users who caused a particular com-
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208 See s. 5.2.2.2 on liability of software vendors, which fully applies to anti-virus software as well.
puter to be infected, for instance by opening an infected attachment to an email message, but for average users in organizations, this would be dealt with under private law rather than under criminal law.) System administrators are in a position in which they have taken up a responsibility to secure computers in their organization, and the criminal law doctrine of the Garantenstellung\textsuperscript{209} can be used in such situations to argue that they have to comply with higher standards of conduct than average users; hence, criminal liability for negligent behaviour is easier to assume for individual professionals in the field of information security. (And, depending on the hierarchy and distribution of responsibilities within an organization, the CISO or other executives ultimately responsible for the information security might also be held liable if the criteria for criminal liability for functional leadership of a crime committed by employees\textsuperscript{210} are met.) However, prosecution for negligent data interference seems only reasonable in cases where system administrators (or their responsible managers) were obviously grossly negligent; in cases of ransomware (and similar malware), this would apply only to malware that is well-known and sufficiently easy to recognize and block, given the resources available.

To sum up, there is a certain duty of care embedded in Dutch criminal law in relation to ransomware, but this duty applies only to expert information security professionals in organizational settings, and the standard of care is fairly low. In fact, any information security professional should use readily available tools to prevent well-known malware from infecting computers to be worth her job in the first place. Criminal law therefore does not offer a substantial additional standard of care over and above basic job requirements in this respect.

2) DDoS attacks are primarily criminalised in art. 138b WvSr as ‘the intentional and unlawful hindering of the access to or use of a computer by offering or sending data to it’, which is punishable by up to one year imprisonment or a fine of the fourth category.\textsuperscript{211} In the bill which implements Directive 2013/40/EU, the maximum penalty is raised to two years’ imprisonment and to three years’ imprisonment if the DDoS attack takes place using a botnet or five years’ imprisonment if the DDoS attack causes serious damage or is directed against a computer belonging to the vital infrastructure.\textsuperscript{212} System interference (including DDoS attacks) of computers and computer networks that are used for the com-

\textsuperscript{209} Noyon/Langemeijer & Remmelink, Wetboek van Strafrecht, (looseleaf), Inleiding, aant. 9.
\textsuperscript{210} See HR 23 February 1954, NJ 1954/378.
\textsuperscript{211} ‘Met gevangenisstraf van ten hoogste een jaar of geldboete van de vierde categorie wordt gestraft hij die opzettelijk en wederrechtelijk de toegang tot of het gebruik van een geautomatiseerd werk belemmerd door daaraan gegevens aan te bieden of toe te zenden.’ (our translation) A fine of the fourth category is maximum 20,250 EUR.
\textsuperscript{212} Kamerstukken II 2014/15, 34 034, no. 2.
mon good is also punishable under another provision, if the system is impeded or if the interference causes general danger (gemeen gevaar) to goods, services, or people (art. 161sexies WvSr). All of these crimes require intent, however, and will only apply to the perpetrators of the DDoS attacks.

As with malware, there are also two provisions criminalising negligent system interference, but they are limited to systems that have a public function. Art. 161septies WvSr stipulates the following:

‘He who is to blame that any computer or telecommunications system is destroyed, dam-aged, or made unusable, that an interference in the course or functioning of such a system occurs, or that a security measure taken with respect to such a system is prevented, shall be punished:

1°. with imprisonment of at most six months or a fine of the fourth category, if thus the storage, processing, or transmission of data for the common good is blocked or impeded, a public telecommunications network or the execution of a public telecommunications service is disrupted, or common danger to goods or service delivery is caused;

2°. with imprisonment of at most one year or a fine of the fourth category, if thus danger to another’s life is caused;

3°. with imprisonment of at most two years or a fine of the fourth category, if the act causes someone’s death.’

213 ‘Hij aan wiens schuld te wijten is dat enig geautomatiseerd werk of enig werk voor telecommunicatie wordt vernield, beschadigd of onbruikbaar gemaakt, dat stoornis in de gang of in de werking van zodanig werk ontstaat, of dat een ten opzichte van zodanig werk genomen veiligheidsmaatregel wordt verijdeld, wordt gestraft:

1°. met gevangenisstraf van ten hoogste zes maanden of geldboete van de vierde categorie, indien daar door verhindering of bemoeilijking van de opslag, verwerking of overdracht van gegevens ten algemenen nutte, stoornis in een openbaar telecommunicatienetwerk of in de uitvoering van een openbare telecommunicatiedienst, of gemeen gevaar voor goederen of voor de verlening van diensten ontstaat;

2°. met gevangenisstraf van ten hoogste een jaar of geldboete van de vierde categorie, indien daardoor levensgevaar voor een ander ontstaat;

3°. met gevangenisstraf van ten hoogste twee jaren of geldboete van de vierde categorie, indien het feit iemands dood ten gevolge heeft.’ (our translation)
Article 351bis WvSr similarly penalizes negligent system interference of computers and telecommunication systems that are used for the common good (ten algemenen nutte), regardless of whether there is actual hindering of a public service or risk to life—the mere negligent interference with a ‘common good’ computer suffices. The penalty for this crime is at most one month imprisonment or a fine of the second category.

These provisions are relevant for DDoS attacks on public computer systems, since they imply that not only the perpetrators of DDoS attacks on public systems themselves, but also people who have acted with gross negligence to allow (or not prevent) such attacks can be prosecuted, particularly if public systems are seriously disrupted or if a risk to public goods or to life is involved. This is the case for vital infrastructures (energy, water, banking, the public telecommunications network) and government services (e.g. DDoS attacks on the website of the tax administration), but also for attacks on, for instance, hospitals. It should be noted, however, that DDoS attacks usually block public websites, but not back-office data processing, so that most DDoS attacks will not disrupt public services or involve risk to life. Nevertheless, the unavailability of certain websites, such as Internet banking services, can cause serious disruption of public service provisioning, so that DDoS attacks on these could be classified as data interference with common endangerment.

This raises the question to what extent intermediaries, such as ISPs, or professionals responsible for information security in public-sector organizations or otherwise associated with the common good (including financial and medical service providers), can be held liable if they have been grossly negligent in preventing DDoS attacks. We think that the same arguments apply here as in the case of ransomware and therefore refer to the analysis above. The same conclusion can be drawn here: holding intermediaries liable for negligently causing system interference through DDoS attacks is one or two steps too far. One could at most, on the basis of a Garantenstellung argument, consider holding liable expert information security professionals in organizational settings who have acted grossly negligently under art. 161septies WvSr. The situations do differ, however, in at least one respect. It may be reasonable to expect information security professionals to prevent infection with well-known malware (since it does not cost much effort or resources to ensure this by applying existing measures), which is largely a matter of applying a knowledge standard. It is, however, less reasonable to expect information security professionals to prevent DDoS attacks, since the prevention of this type of cybercrime requires resources (investing in more computer power) rather than the application of certain knowledge. Information security professionals could only be considered to have acted grossly negligently in terms of

214 ‘Hij aan wiens schuld te wijten is dat enig in het vorig artikel bedoeld goed of werk, vernield, be-schadigd, onbruikbaar gemaakt, onklaar gemaakt of weggemaakt wordt, wordt gestraft met hechtenis van ten hoogste een maand of geldboete van de tweede categorie.’
another question regards whether end users who have allowed their computer to be infected with malware and thus to become part of a botnet that is used for DDoS attacks, could also be blamed for negligently causing system interference. This question can be easily answered negatively, for three reasons. First, (the computer of) an individual computer user only contributes to a small fraction to the attack, so it can hardly be said to cause the attack. Second, the standard of care that can be expected of computer users to prevent their computers from being infected with botnet malware is much lower than the standard for information security professionals. And third, even if end users could be blamed to some extent for having allowed their computers to become part of a botnet and thus endangering, to some extent, the computers of other users, it is hardly foreseeable for which purpose the botnet would be used (since botnets can serve very many functions). The end user could not be expected to foresee that they would contribute to attacks on computers with a public function in particular.

3) Security of software and hardware is not a type of cybercrime in itself and it is not easily associated with a particular form of crime. Bugs in software or hardware can be employed for various cyber-attacks, but the connection between the bug and a particular cyber-attack is very thin in terms of causality and foreseeability. Where the connection between intermediaries and ransomware or DDoS attacks is already tenuous from the perspective of negligence-based crimes, the connection between software and hardware suppliers and cybercrimes is surely even weaker. Thus, although one could theoretically discuss whether providers of mass-market software or hardware with extremely poor security could be prosecuted under the negligence crimes of 161septies, 350b, or 351 WvSr, we do not think any Dutch prosecutor would seriously consider initiating such a prosecution.

One type of criminal offence relates specifically to security of hardware and software: the criminal misuse of devices (art. 6 Convention on Cybercrime, implemented in Dutch law in art. 139d para. 2 and 161sexies para. 2 WvSr, and in art. 350d of the proposed bill implementing Directive 2013/40/EU). Simply put, this criminalizes activities in preparation of cybercrimes in the form of, inter alia, creating, making available, or possessing hardware or software that can be used to commit a cybercrime. Two conditions limit the criminal liability, however: the hardware or software needs to be primarily developed or adapted to commit a cybercrime, and the creation etcetera needs to occur with the intent that it be used to commit a cybercrime. For these reasons, this offence does not put a duty of care on hardware or software providers to ensure some level of security in their products, since one may assume that these providers do not develop their products primarily for the purpose of committing crimes.
5.2.4. Administrative law

Additional obligations may derive from other public law statutes. In particular telecommunication law imposes various obligations. The Dutch Telecommunication Statute (Telecommunicatiewet, Tw) derives partly from the Directive 2002/21/EC of 2002 on a regulatory framework for electronic communications (Framework Directive). We will focus only on ISPs.

ISPs have to respect the principle of net neutrality. This holds that Internet Service Providers may only block or delay the traffic to and from specific Internet services or applications insofar as this is necessary for explicitly specified purposes, including the “integrity and security of the network and the service of the provider in question or the accessory machine of the end user” (art. 7.4a(1)(b) Tw) or compliance with a specific statutory obligation or judicial order (art. 7.4a(1)d) Tw). In case the infringement of integrity or security of the network or service or an accessory machine of the end user, as meant in art. 7.4a(1)(b) Tw, is caused by traffic from an accessory machine of the end user, the provider has to inform the end user before blocking or delaying the traffic in order to allow the end user to stop the infringement. If the urgency of intervention does not allow prior notice, the notice has to be provided as soon as possible. There is uncertainty as to whether this obligation also holds for providers of free WiFi services. ISPs may provide additional filtering services, but these may not be made semi-mandatory by, for example, asking higher prices or lower quality for unfiltered services.

ISPs are further subject to several obligations regarding cybersecurity. They generally have to take measures to ensure continuity of service (chapter 11A Tw, art. 11a.1(2) Tw). In case of significant disturbance of availability the ISP has to notify the Ministry of Economic Affairs (art. 11a.2(1) Tw).

Furthermore, ISPs have to take measures for security. On behalf of the privacy of users, they have to take appropriate technical and organisational measures to safeguard the security and safety of the networks and services offered. The measures are to guarantee – taking into account the state of technology and the costs – a fitting level of security, proportionate to the risk involved (art. 11.3(1) Tw). They similarly have to take appropriate measures to control the risks for security and integrity of their networks (art. 11A.1 Tw).
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216 Art. 7.4a Tw.
217 Art. 7.4a(2) Tw. This obligation only applies to end users of the provider in question, not end users of other providers.
218 Gijrath a.o. 2014: 143.
219 Gijrath a.o. 2014: 144.
221 See https://www.meldplichttelecomwet.nl.
furthermore have to inform users of special risks for security of the network or service offered, and of preventive means (and connected costs) other than those which the provider has to take himself (art. 11.3(3) Tw). In case of an infringement of the security, the provider has to inform both the Dutch Consumer and Market Authority (Autoriteit Consument en Markt, ACM) (art. 11.3a Tw) and the users whose privacy might be infringed (art. 11.3a(2) Tw).

ISPs are prohibited from checking, tapping and listening to communication and related data, but an exception applies insofar as such acts are necessary for maintaining the integrity and security of the networks and services of the provider. ISPs may not store traffic data beyond what is necessary for provision of the services, but an exception applies to forensic investigation (opsporen) of fraud (art. 11.5(5) Tw). ISPs have to store traffic data for police and security services (art. 13.2a Tw).

Businesses have a general obligation to treat personal data securely. A breach of security that involves unauthorised access to personal data may be a violation of data protection rules. Furthermore, the ePrivacy Directive 2002/58/EC requires member states to implement a notification duty for all businesses in case of a personal data breach. These rules require notification to the competent national authority as well as to the individuals concerned. A legislative proposal to implement this duty is pending.

Supervision of telecommunication obligations is performed by the ACM and the Ministry of Economic Affairs. Service providers offering public access to electronic communication networks or services have to register with the ACM (art. 2.1 Tw). As of December 2014, the ACM has received notifications regarding 154, 163-167.

---

222 See https://www.meldplichttelecomwet.nl.
223 Borgesius 2011.
224 Art. 11.2a(2) Tw.
225 Art. 11.2a(2)(b) Tw.
226 The provision is based on the Data retention Directive 2006/24/EC. After ECJ 8 April 2014, cases C-293/12 and C-594/12, which declared this directive invalid, there is uncertainty as to the validity of this provision (Gijrath a.o. 2014: 154, 163-167).
228 As revised by Directive 2009/136/EC.
229 This is to be distinguished from the aforementioned notification duties for ISPs.
231 In The Netherlands these are the Dutch Data Protection Authority (College bescherming persoonsgegevens) and the Authority for Consumers and Markets (Autoriteit Consument en Markt).
232 Parliamentary Documents nr. 33.662. The legislative proposal has been accepted by the Second Chamber of Parliament at 10 February 2015.
233 Art. 15.2 Tw.
234 Art. 15.1 and 1.1(a) Tw.
ber 2014, more than 700 providers of electronic communication networks and more than 700 providers of electronic communication services were registered.\textsuperscript{235} These do not all involve Internet related services.

5.2.5. Conclusion
Dutch law provides a basis for assuming some duties of care and diligence for the actors under consideration here. ISPs as well as software vendors have such duties to their contractual relations. However, the extent of these duties is usually contractually limited to a large extent, while contractual limitation clauses reduce the possibility of enforcement through damage claims to practically zero. As regards tort liability, ISPs who remain passive cannot be held liable, while there is little indication that software vendors can be held liable by third parties for negligence because of software vulnerabilities. Businesses may however be liable to some extent for unavailability of services or security breaches. Criminal liability could theoretically be assumed in certain cases on the basis of aiding and abetting cybercrime, but in practice the requirements for such liability would not usually be met. Administrative law further limits the discretionary room for ISPs to take preventive action against cybercrime, by complicating actions such as traffic inspection and disconnecting users.

5.3. United States of America

5.3.1. Introduction
The United States of America (U.S.A.) is a federation of states. Only federal law applies to the whole of the United States. To a large extent, the law is still mainly formed at the state level, where the states have their own legal system. The majority of these states have a common law system, because of which private law is to a large extent formed by precedent.\textsuperscript{236} However, common law has had to give way to extensive legislative activity in many cases, as a result of which much of state and federal law is nowadays statutory law. In particular the state of Louisiana has a civil code inherited from the French civil code; furthermore California has a civil code, which is admittedly mostly a codification of common law rules without the strict systematic ordering that characterises most codified systems. Specific topics are often regulated by specific codes, both at the state level and federal level.

\textsuperscript{235} Register at acm.nl.
\textsuperscript{236} Von Mehren 1988: 3, Raaijmakers 2002: 122.
5.3.2. Private law

5.3.2.1. General contract law

Contract law in the U.S. is generally state law instead of federal law.\(^\text{237}\) Consequently, the states have their own law, but the differences generally only regard details.\(^\text{238}\) The differences are further reduced because of the influence of case law, which has a harmonising effect: courts in the different states may for their interpretation of state law look at developments in other states. Additionally, there have been efforts at harmonisation, in particular through several sets of Restatements of the Law, compiled and published by the American Law Institute (ALI) on the basis of research of many precedents.

Relevant to software are the ALI Principles of the Law of Software Contracts, which attempt to unify the law for software contracts.\(^\text{239}\) The purpose of the ALI Principles is to ‘draft legal principles to guide courts in deciding disputes involving transactions in software and to guide the drafting of software contracts’.\(^\text{240}\) The ALI Principles may become part of the law of a state jurisdiction if a state court adopts them in case law.\(^\text{241}\) The drafters of the Principles of the Law of Software Contracts aimed primarily at summarizing existing law.\(^\text{242}\)

Finally, there are initiatives towards creating harmonised statute law. An important example is the Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.), which has been adopted by many states, albeit sometimes only in part.\(^\text{243}\) For example, California has adopted articles 1 to 9 U.C.C.\(^\text{244}\) U.C.C. governs commercial business transactions. Particularly, the U.C.C. covers transactions regarding goods. Mass-market standard software is considered a good under the U.C.C., even though it is inherently intangible.\(^\text{245}\)

With regard to computers, there have been two initiatives similar to the U.C.C. The Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA)\(^\text{246}\) and the Uniform Electronic


\(^{238}\) Farnsworth 2010: 134.

\(^{239}\) Moringiello & Reynolds 2010: 2, Rustad & Onufrio 2010, also response from the reporters: Hillman & O’Rourke 2010.


\(^{241}\) Hillman & O’Rourke 2010: 1519.

\(^{242}\) This is also recognised by Moringiello & Reynolds 2010: 12 (with some exceptions identified earlier) and Rustad & Onufrio 2010: 46. The ALI expect the drafters of Principles, where required, to state the law as it should be, cf. Moringiello & Reynolds 2010: 6, referring to http://www.ali.org/doc/StyleManual.pdf, p. 12.

\(^{243}\) The list of states is available at: http://uniformcommercialcode.uslegal.com/states-adopting-the-ucc/

\(^{244}\) http://uniformcommercialcode.uslegal.com/states-adopting-the-ucc/california/


Transactions Act (UETA)\textsuperscript{247} were drafted in order to adapt contract law to technological developments.\textsuperscript{248} UCITA applies to ‘computer software, multimedia products, computer data and databases, online information, and other such products.’ It contains provisions such as to the binding force of shrink-wrap licenses, the presence of implied warrants for defects, and the possibility of liquidation of damages. Although UCITA aims at providing a balance between the interests of software vendors and consumers, in practice the balance may tilt towards the vendors because the binding force of shrink-wrap licenses can be used to exclude the default rules of consumer protection. Concerns about the lack of consumer protection against poorly designed software motivated a strong lobby against accepting UCITA.\textsuperscript{249} As a result only Virginia and Maryland have adopted the act.\textsuperscript{250} Given this lack of recognition, UCITA has no practical relevance. We will refer to it occasionally, if it is indicative of legislative trends. Part of the provisions of UCITA have influenced the ALI Principles on Software Contracts.\textsuperscript{251} The UETA aims at regulating electronic transactions, and is not relevant for the present research.

The general duties of care and diligence under contract law, as well as the available remedies, can be derived from the general structure of U.S. and California contract law. The word ‘contract’ is used ‘to mean a promise, or a set of promises, that the law will enforce or at least recognize in some way’.\textsuperscript{252} In general, a promise is interpreted as an undertaking to reach a specific result.\textsuperscript{253} A contract is formed by offer and acceptance. Acceptance is the final step in establishing a contract.\textsuperscript{254} Acceptance usually occurs in the form of a promise, although acceptance by performance is also possible.\textsuperscript{255}

A peculiarity of common law is that valid contracts also require the presence of consideration: something provided in return for the promise of the other party. The offeror could seek as consideration a return promise (a bilateral contract) or performance (a unilateral contract).\textsuperscript{256} Consideration for a promise could entail ‘virtually anything’ to bargain for.\textsuperscript{257}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{247} http://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/uniform-electronic-transactions-acts.aspx
\item \textsuperscript{248} Bernstein 2002: 160.
\item \textsuperscript{250} http://www.ucitaonline.com/
\item \textsuperscript{251} This is explicitly recognised where applicable in the comments to the ALI Principles.
\item \textsuperscript{252} Farnsworth 2004, volume 1, par. 1.1: 4. ‘A promise is a manifestation of intention to act or refrain from acting in a specified way, so made as to justify a promise in understanding that a commitment has been made’ (Restatement Second of Contracts § 2 (1)).
\item \textsuperscript{253} Farnsworth 2004, volume 2, par. 9.1: 586.
\item \textsuperscript{254} Farnsworth 2004, volume 1, par. 3.13: 269.
\item \textsuperscript{255} Farnsworth 2004, volume 1, par. 3.13: 270.
\item \textsuperscript{256} Farnsworth 2004, volume 1, par. 3.12: 265-266.
\item \textsuperscript{257} Farnsworth 2004, volume 1, par. 2.3: 79.
\end{itemize}
An example is the case of Wood v. Lucy, Lady Duff-Gordon, 222 N.Y. 88, 118 N.E. 214 (1917), in which consideration for ‘a duty to use reasonable efforts’ was found in the promise of exclusive representation.\textsuperscript{258} Purely gratuitous or gift promises are unenforceable for lack of consideration.\textsuperscript{259}

Contractual liability requires the presence of an obligation that is breached. The most important contractual obligations are formulated as warranties. A warranty can be described as a statement or representation about the goods or services sold.\textsuperscript{260} The representation may for example involve affirmations of quality or quantity or title. Kopf distinguishes the following types of warranties: expressed warranties, remedies, express oral warranties, warranty invalidation, technical specification warranties and implied warranties\textsuperscript{261} The U.C.C. distinguishes between expressed (U.C.C. § 2-313) and implied warranties (U.C.C. § 2-314 and 315).\textsuperscript{262} U.C.C. § 2-314 is about the implied warranty of merchantability and U.C.C. § 2-315 concerns the implied warranty of fitness for particular purpose.\textsuperscript{263} U.C.C. § 2-316 describes exclusions or modifications of warranties. In general, exclusion of a warranty is possible under strict conditions,\textsuperscript{264} which require adopting the requisite phrases.

Contractual liability may also follow from the violation of an obligation or duty of best efforts. This is important in the present context as this doctrine is analogous to the duty of care and diligence. In U.S. contract law, best efforts ‘is a standard that has diligence as its essence and is imposed on those contracting parties that have undertaken such performance.’\textsuperscript{265} The duty of best efforts is the counterpart of ‘appropriate means’ in French law.\textsuperscript{266} There are three ways in which a duty of best efforts could arise in a court case on contract law: an explicit contract term expressing that a promise only entails a duty of best efforts,\textsuperscript{267} interpretation of a contractual clause that expressly requires a specific result, and the imposition of a duty by constructing best efforts as an implied term.\textsuperscript{268} The term ‘best efforts’ is hardly mentioned in the U.C.C. or the Restatement on Contracts.\textsuperscript{269} It has been argued that

\textsuperscript{258} Farnsworth 2004, volume 1, par. 2.13: 137.
\textsuperscript{259} Farnsworth 2004, volume 1, par. 2.5: 85. Hillman & O’Rourke 2009: 5. Referring to Restatement Second of Contracts: § 3 (“A bargain is an agreement to exchange promises or to exchange a promise for a performance or to exchange performances.”).
\textsuperscript{260} Guarino 2002: 568.
\textsuperscript{261} Kopf 1987: 536-546.
\textsuperscript{262} Raaijmakers 2002: 135-136.
\textsuperscript{263} Alces 1999: 276-277.
\textsuperscript{264} Raaijmakers 2002: 141, Guarino 2002: 581-582, see U.C.C. § 2-316.
\textsuperscript{265} Farnsworth 2004, volume 2, par. 7.17c: 405. See further Coplan 2001.
\textsuperscript{266} Farnsworth 2004, volume 2, par. 9.14: 588.
\textsuperscript{267} Referring to Bloor v. Falstaff Brewing Corp. 601 F.2d 609 (2d Cir. 1979).
\textsuperscript{268} Farnsworth 2004, volume 2, par. 7.17b: 402.
\textsuperscript{269} Farnsworth 2004, volume 2, par. 7.17c: 404. An examples is U.C.C. § 2-306(2) and the Second Restatement (introductory note chapter 11)
best efforts clauses will usually only allow limited awards of damages.\textsuperscript{270} In case of a breach of contract, there are various judicial remedies.\textsuperscript{271} The most important remedy is damages. Damages is ‘the common form of relief for breach of contract’.\textsuperscript{272} Not available for breach of contract are attorney’s fees, emotional distress damages and punitive damages.\textsuperscript{273} Another remedy is specific performance.\textsuperscript{274} This consists of an injunction to act in the manner required by the contract, i.e. to perform the contractual obligation. Specific performance is not always possible.\textsuperscript{275} A third remedy, the injunction, obliges the other party to refrain from certain actions rather than requiring him to perform certain actions.\textsuperscript{276} The remedy of restitution, finally, is ‘limited to cases in which the injured party has a claim for damages for total breach, so that that party’s remaining duties are discharged’.\textsuperscript{277}

5.3.2.2. General tort law

Like contract law, tort law consists mainly of state law rather than federal law, with variations between different states. Although tort law is mostly based on case law, statutory law exists for particular topics.\textsuperscript{278} The California Civil Code regulates torts in sections 1708-1725,\textsuperscript{279} mostly codifying the rules developed in case law. California law recognizes a general duty of reasonable care if someone ‘creates a risk of harm of physical injury to another’.\textsuperscript{280} Of the available torts, negligence deserves particular attention: a ‘duty of care and diligence’ would usually be classified under U.S. tort law as negligence. The traditional elements for a cause of action for negligence are:\textsuperscript{281}

1. defendant owes plaintiff a duty of care,
2. a breach of this duty,
3. causation of harm,
4. defendant’s actions were the proximate cause of the harm, and
5. existence of damages based on a legally recognised kind of harm.

\textsuperscript{270} Tettenborn 2008: 313-314.
\textsuperscript{271} See also Guarino 2002: 573-574.
\textsuperscript{272} Farnsworth 2004, volume 3, par. 12.8: 189.
\textsuperscript{273} Bix 2012: 98.
\textsuperscript{275} Farnsworth 2004, volume 3, par. 12.5: 167-168.
\textsuperscript{276} Farnsworth 2004, volume 3, par. 12.5: 168.
\textsuperscript{277} Farnsworth 2004, volume 3, par. 12.19: 325.
\textsuperscript{278} Farnsworth 2010: 139.
\textsuperscript{279} http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/displaycode?section=civ&group=01001-02000&file=1708-1725
\textsuperscript{280} Cardi & Green 2008: 677. Referring to: Third Restatement : liability for physical harm § 7(a) & reporters’ note to cmt. a (Proposed Final Draft No. 1, 2005).
\textsuperscript{281} Dobbs 2000: § 114, p. 269.
More concisely, negligence may be defined as ‘the failure to live up to the standard of due care.’ For the required standard of care, the courts use ‘the care that would be exercised by a reasonable and prudent person under the same or similar circumstances to avoid or minimize risks of harm to others’. However, professional persons are ‘held to possess the skill and knowledge of others in good standing in their professiony’. Negligence cases are heard by a jury. The jury has to decide whether the defendant met the required standard of care. Whether a duty of care exists, is decided by the court. It should be noted that under a negligence action economic loss and emotional distress do not enjoy the same level of protection as bodily and property integrity.

Although both an action and an inaction may give rise to negligence, they are not treated the same. U.S. law distinguishes between misfeasance and nonfeasance, ‘between active misconduct working positive injury to others and passive inaction or a failure to take steps to protect them from harm’. In particular, for nonfeasance a special relation between parties is required, or an assumption of a duty to act, in order for the law to impose a duty to act. This amounts to hesitance in accepting liability for nonfeasance. It is argued that this distinction is justified because misfeasance involves the creation of a new risk, while nonfeasance only leads to maintaining the status quo by not interfering on behalf of the victim. It follows that there is no general duty to act nor a duty to rescue. A stranger does not have ‘the moral obligation of common humanity to go to the aid of another human being who is in danger, even if the other is in danger of losing his life’.

293 Beau Baez III 2014: 41.
American law follows English law in this respect. However, a special relation between parties could create such a duty.

A particular form of liability that deserves separate treatment in this report is product liability. Product liability is about ‘unreasonably dangerous products or products that are not reasonably safe for their intended uses’. Product liability as a general topic may be based also on contract, in particular breach of a warranty (of absence of defects). However, an action in tort is also available. Product liability as a tort has been formed through case law, which has been systematised by the Restatement (Second) of Torts (hereinafter Second Restatement) and later modified by the Restatement (Third) of Torts (hereinafter Third Restatement). It applies only to products and requires the presence of a defect, which need not have been known by the manufacturer. Doctrine recognises three categories for liability: manufacturing, design and warning defects. The effect of the Third Restatement is that for manufacturing flaws strict liability applies, while for design and warning defects something close to a negligence standard is used.

There are two categories of cybertorts: torts against personal interests and torts against a personal property interest. Torts against a property interest ‘have largely been recognized as actionable by most jurisdictions’.

5.3.2.3. Software vendors
The law on software is complicated by the fact that it is not always directly clear whether there is a contract between vendor and user. The relationship between the software vendor and the user who has bought a copy of the software from the vendor is unquestionably of a contractual nature. A contract between vendor and user may also arise if the software is obtained or installed after clicking on an ‘accept’ button (either on the website from which the software was obtained, or during the installation process). In such cases, provided

---

303 Lawyers talk of ‘click-wrap’ license, in analogy to ‘shrink-wrap license’ (discussed below).
the terms were presented in a sufficiently clear manner (conspicuous notice), a valid contract is formed.304

The law is less certain if the software has not been bought directly from the vendor, for example if the user bought a DVD with the software in a department store305 and installed the software from the DVD on his computer. Lawyers have debated whether a contract between the software vendor and the user comes about through a ‘shrink-wrap license’, being a license agreement that is arguably accepted by the user when opening the ‘shrink-wrap’ foil in which the software was packaged. In general, courts appear willing to accept that such shrink-wrap licenses are valid and lead to a contractual relationship306 on the condition that the terms are clearly readable and the person accepted them before buying the software.307 § 2.02 (b) of the Principles of Software Contracts use a ‘reasonable person’-test for the validity of shrink-wrap licenses and similar formation processes.308

The practical relevance of this discussion is diminished as ‘click-wrap’ licenses, i.e. licenses which come about by clicking a button, are undoubtedly recognised by courts, and most software nowadays is either bought online (hence with a click-wrap license), requires acceptance of the license during installation, and/or requires additional acceptance of the license when installing updates. Vendors can ensure that a direct contractual relationship is established through the update process.

Here we will first discuss cases where a contractual relationship has been established. Then we will consider other legal grounds for action.

(1) Contract. In case of software the contract between vendor and user is usually called license agreement. License agreements for standard software are usually drawn up one-sidedly by the vendor.309 In such license agreements, the vendor or licensor generally excludes all important warranties and remedies, on a ‘take it or leave it’ basis.310 Two exclusions concern us here: warranty disclaimers and limitations of liability and remedies.311

An explicit warranty provides a user with a ground for liability in case of breach of the warranty, but vendors usually refrain from formulating significant express warranties which

306 Hence the contract of sale would be between user and store, not between user and vendor.
308 Moringiello & Reynolds 2010: 1549, Hillman & O’Rourke 2010: 1530. § 2.02(b) states “A transferee adopts a standard form as a contract when a reasonable transferor would believe the transferee intends to be bound to the form.” It ‘adopts the general contract-law objective test of contract formation’.
311 Scott 2008: 437.
would impose far-reaching duties on them. Hence a user would have to rely on implied warranties in case the software is found to be wanting. U.C.C. § 2-314 for example imposes an implied warranty of merchantability.\textsuperscript{312} Vendors may try to disclaim such implied warranties.\textsuperscript{313} An example is the frequently used clause that the software is provided ‘as is’.\textsuperscript{314} In general, implied warranty disclaimers are upheld by courts unless the disclaimers are unconscionable.\textsuperscript{315} For example, U.C.C. allows sellers to disclaim warranties ‘as long as they are conspicuous’ (U.C.C. § 2-316(2)) and ‘to limit remedies on any undisclaimed warranties’ (U.C.C. § 2-719).\textsuperscript{316} Similarly, UCITA § 406 allows the implied warranty of merchantability of computer programs to be disclaimed.\textsuperscript{317}

The ALI Principles of Software Contracts, on the other hand, recognise an implied warranty of no (material) hidden defects of which the software vendor\textsuperscript{318} was aware at the time of the transfer (Principles of Software Contracts § 3.05) which cannot be excluded.\textsuperscript{319} According to the comments, this simply restates accepted law.\textsuperscript{320} This provision implies that software may contain material defects, but these defects must be disclosed (i.e. must not remain hidden to the buyer).\textsuperscript{321} However, if the defects are not even known to the vendor, there is – evidently – no duty to disclose. The net effect is that even if there might be a moral duty of diligence to avoid vulnerabilities in software,\textsuperscript{322} there is no corresponding legal duty. Security defects in software (regardless as to whether they might have been avoided with more diligent development) do not constitute breach of contract, as long as the vendor is not himself aware of them, or if he is aware, discloses them.

If the vendor becomes aware of the defect at a later stage, there might be a duty to repair the defect within a reasonable time.\textsuperscript{323} In practice large vendors do patch vulnerabilities and make these patches freely available. This may be done in order to avoid liability for unclear disclosure of the defect, or be indicative of an actual duty to repair. One could see

\textsuperscript{312} See on the applicability of the U.C.C.: Kuwahara 2007: p. 1017 ff.
\textsuperscript{314} Hillman & O’Rourke 2010: 1537.
\textsuperscript{315} Scott 2008: 438.
\textsuperscript{317} Kuwahara 2007: 1021 footnote 164.
\textsuperscript{318} The Principles state ‘transferor’, in the present context we may simply refer to the software vendor.
\textsuperscript{319} Principles of the Law, The American Law Institute, Software contracts 2010: 193.
\textsuperscript{320} Principles of the Law, The American Law Institute, Software contracts 2010: 193, Hillman & O’Rourke 2010: 1534-1535, recognising that this is a controversial Principle.
\textsuperscript{321} Arguing the merits of the disclosure principle: Hillman & O’Rourke 2010: 1536-1537.
\textsuperscript{322} Pinkney 2002: 73 argues for a duty of due care, while recognising the necessity of a standard.
\textsuperscript{323} Cf. Dalsen 2009: 1089, arguing that slow response to a known vulnerability may amount to tortious negligence.
this as a remainder of a moral duty of diligence. Nonetheless, the original product need not conform to any standard of diligence.

The lack of a duty of diligence aside, a user would have few actual remedies if there would be a breach of warranty. The remedy of damages – which would usually be most applicable\textsuperscript{324} - is curtailed by the fact that the maximum amount of damages which is due for breach are, in practice, limited in the agreement.\textsuperscript{325} Such limitation clauses are generally valid,\textsuperscript{326} although for software the ALI Principles hold that damages may only be capped if the stipulated limit is reasonable in light of the anticipated or actual harm caused by the breach (§ 4.02).\textsuperscript{327} Even if the amount is reasonable, limitation clauses usually exclude compensation of pure economic loss. As cybercrime usually only leads to pure economic loss, such clauses effectively exclude any liability for damages.\textsuperscript{328}

Hence, one can conclude that contract law does not provide significant remedies against software vendors who do not exercise the desired diligence in the prevention of foreseeable cybercrimes.\textsuperscript{329}

(2) Product liability. A frequently discussed alternative is to apply product liability to software.\textsuperscript{330} The law as it stands at present does not allow this. The Third Restatement itself does not specify clearly whether software is a service or a product.\textsuperscript{331} However, when applying product liability law courts generally consider software to not be a product,\textsuperscript{332} since a product has to be tangible.\textsuperscript{333}

Furthermore, even if product liability law would apply to insecure software, this would not improve matters. Firstly, product liability does not lead to recovery of pure economic

\textsuperscript{324} The remedy of specific performance consisting of correcting the defect is not invoked in practice, as companies voluntarily provide patches (see above).

\textsuperscript{325} Rustad and Koenig 2005: 1558-1559.


\textsuperscript{327} Principles of the Law, The American Law Institute, Software contracts 2010: 261. This is based on U.C.C. § 2-718, UCITA 804 and Second Restatement § 356(1). Compare also U.C.C. § 2-719 (3).

\textsuperscript{328} Kuwahara 2007: 102 therefore concludes that the victim may not be able to demonstrate any recoverable damage.


\textsuperscript{330} Cf. Alces 1999.


\textsuperscript{332} Childers 2008: 128 and 142, with references, cf. Scott 2008: 462, also Rustad & Koenig 2005: 1577, pointing out that no court has considered software to be a product under Third Restatement§ 19. Weber 1992 argues that software is a product under § 402A.

\textsuperscript{333} Childers 2008: 146. Referring to Third Restatement § 19a. See also the detailed discussion in Lannetti 2000.
loss.\textsuperscript{334} Even though it has been argued that some claims based on unsecure software should be recoverable despite the economic loss rule,\textsuperscript{335} this has not been accepted as law. Secondly, in case of commercial relations (i.e. where the user is a business), courts have generally found that the U.C.C. allows limitation clauses for product liability claims based on damage to property.\textsuperscript{336} Hence these rules would also need to be modified if product liability for software is to provide effective incentives.\textsuperscript{337}

There is nonetheless academic support for applying product liability law to software, possibly by extending the current definitions.\textsuperscript{338} In particular, it is argued that mass-market software should be qualified as a product.\textsuperscript{339} Alternatives to strict product liability for (embedded) software have been suggested, such as the common tort of negligence (see below),\textsuperscript{340} implied product warranties (discussed above), professional malpractice of software developers (see s. 8.3), hardware based product liability, and misrepresentation.\textsuperscript{341}

(3) Tort of negligence. If neither contractual liability nor product liability provides grounds for a claim, the tort of negligence might apply.\textsuperscript{342} This presumes that no contractual relationship has been established, otherwise there usually will be a limitation clause (see above) which would prohibit an award of damages even if negligence can be established. As discussed above, there may be cases in which there is no actual contract between vendor and user (such as in the case of free software). Furthermore, there is the issue of third party liability, i.e. if a third party suffers losses because of a vulnerability in the software provided by the vendor and used by the user. An example might be a DDoS attack made possible by an infection of the user through a vulnerability in standard software:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Scott 2008: 471.
  \item A further discussion of whether extension of product liability to embedded software (which is different from the standard software discussed here) is appropriate can be found in Childers 2008: 152-175.
  \item Childers 2008: 141. Referring to Third Restatement § 19 cmt. d.
  \item Childers 2008: 141. Referring to Third Restatement § 19 cmt. a (1998).
  \item Childers 2008: 175-182.
  \item See on the applicability of negligence law: Rustad & Koenig 2005 p. 1586 ff. (who argue for a new tort of negligence enablement of cybercrime, p. 1571), Scott 2008: 442.
\end{itemize}
business suffering the attack would be such a third party.\textsuperscript{343}

Under common law negligence rules it is highly unlikely that a software vendor would be found liable for providing software with vulnerabilities.\textsuperscript{344}

First of all, negligence requires the existence of a duty of care\textsuperscript{345} and a subsequent breach of that duty. One could argue that there would be two duties of the vendor: ‘a duty to design and develop secure software’ and ‘a duty to instruct the licensee on how to use its products safely and to warn them of hidden dangers that the products may contain’.\textsuperscript{346}

Because vendors ‘are the only one who can isolate and repair the problems’, it has been argued that ‘software vendors owe a duty to their licensees and to society as a whole to ensure the security of their software’.\textsuperscript{347} However, it is quite uncertain whether courts would actually find that such a duty exists.\textsuperscript{348}

Even if this duty exists, there would be considerable problems in determining an appropriate standard of care.\textsuperscript{349} There are no generally accepted standards as to when a vendor would breach a duty to provide secure software,\textsuperscript{350} even though several authors propose such a standard.\textsuperscript{351}

A second obstacle is the fact that cybercrimes usually involve only non-physical losses, such as loss of data, financial harm, dignitary injury and the invasion of privacy. These fall under the heading of pure economic loss. An action on the basis of negligence, according to the law in most states, cannot as a rule lead to recovery of pure economic loss.\textsuperscript{352}

This would effectively preclude an award of damages in the case of negligence based on insecure software,\textsuperscript{353} unless the courts make an exception in case of public policy reasons.\textsuperscript{354} An award of punitive damages would be possible only if aggravated circumstances, such as

---

\textsuperscript{343} There is a complicated question what happens if the business also uses the standard software. In all probability the license agreement would also contain a liquidated damages clause for such a case.


\textsuperscript{345} On which Cardi & Green 2008.


\textsuperscript{348} See the pro-liability argument by Scott 2008: 443, who still recognises the significant uncertainty for this question. Referring to John L. Diamond et al, Understanding torts § 8.01, at 118 (2d ed. 2000)


\textsuperscript{349} Scott 2008: 444-448.

\textsuperscript{350} Scott 2008: 448. See also the discussion in s. 4.4.3 above.

\textsuperscript{351} Scott 2008: 448, referring as an example to Rustad & Koenig 2005.

\textsuperscript{352} E.g. Bernstein 1998. Scott 2008: 453 holds that current case law is divergent on this issue.

\textsuperscript{353} Carle & Perritt 2006: 47.

\textsuperscript{354} Kuwahara 2007: 1025.
intent or reckless behaviour) can be proven.355

It should be noted, however, that the California Supreme Court has ruled that pure economic loss may in particular circumstances be recovered on the basis of negligence, subject to the restrictions of foreseeability and proximate cause.356 This exception, however, is limited to the case in which there is a special relationship between the defendant and the claimant. Furthermore, recovery of pure economic loss on the basis of negligence is not possible if there is a contractual relationship between parties.357 Hence this exception to the economic loss rule would not help in case of software.

We can conclude that at present there is no action in tort for the production of software which enables security breaches and foreseeable cybercrime.358 This would only be different in case of reckless disregard of the probability that the plaintiff would be harmed.359

There are several academic articles pleading for a change in the law.360 An example is the proposal to introduce a duty of care to develop safe software.361 In support of an argument for tort liability, it has been argued that software vendors who do not fix a known security flaw may be the proximate cause of a security breach.362

(4) Gratuitously provided software. Finally, a few remarks as to the legal status of software which is provided for free. In general, one can distinguish between open source software and freeware. Open source software is generally provided for free, but with a license binding the user to specific actions and restrictions,363 including limitations of liability. Although there is no monetary consideration, consideration can be found in promises, acts or forbearances. In the case of Jacobsen v. Katzer364 the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit held that, for the specific open source license involved in

356 SCOCAL, J'Aire Corp. v. Gregory, 24 Cal.3d 799, S.F. No. 23983, August 13, 1979. Available at: (http://scocal.stanford.edu/opinion/jaire-corp-v-gregory-30547) (last visited Friday February 6, 2015): “(...) recovery for negligent interference with prospective economic advantage will be limited to instances where the risk of harm is foreseeable and is closely connected with the defendant’s conduct, where damages are not wholly speculative and the injury is not part of the plaintiff’s ordinary business risk”
358 Rustad & Koenig 2005: 1557. Incidentally, in specific cases involving anti-terrorism software, the SAFETY act may lead to immunity for liability. See Finch & Spiegel 2014: 368 for details.
359 As is the criterion used for finding ground for awarding punitive damages.
363 Particularly having to do with providing source code for free, being obliged to make publicly available all modifications and improvements to the software (‘viral effect’). See generally Rosen 2005.
364 535 F.3d 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
the case, a number of requirements, such as the requirement to give credit to the original author, constituted sufficient consideration.\textsuperscript{365} Similarly, the use of the software may be considered acceptance of the license, thereby completing a contract. Assuming that most open source licenses are, in the relevant aspects, similar to the license involved in this case, the conclusion is that the use of open source software will generally establish a contractual relationship.\textsuperscript{366} We already provided a contractual analysis of software liability above.

Software may also be provided for free in a situation different from the open source license. The significant difference between those two cases is that the vendor of open source software requires the user to adhere to certain rules and restrictions, while the maker does not require any particular action by the user for other types of free software: he is simply happy if the software proves useful to other people. It is therefore less clear that a contractual relationship exists, as on the one hand there is no clear consideration, and on the other hand it may be open to doubt whether mere use of the software is sufficient to assume acceptance. It may even be doubted whether the document provided with the software constitutes an offer to conclude a contract.\textsuperscript{367} Assuming that no contract is established, the user could only have an action on the basis of tort, in particular the tort of negligence. Such an action would usually not lead to liability. First of all, the developer of the software would not be held to a high standard of care, as he would usually stipulate in the license that he does not provide any warranty that the software is free of defects. Secondly, any warning that the user uses the software at his own risk would stand in the way of a successful action, as the court would find that by consenting to the risk of defects, the user has taken on the responsibility, whereby no duty of care exists or no breach of duty can be assumed.\textsuperscript{368} Finally, the economic loss rule discussed above would apply here as well.

5.3.2.4. ISPs
As ISPs have a central position in Internet communication, there has been considerable discussion as to whether they should become more active or, on the contrary, should remain neutral. Corresponding liability regimes have been discussed. There is vocal opposition to the current lack of accountability ISPs,\textsuperscript{369} but also support for non-liability for mere transfer of data.\textsuperscript{370} It has been argued that ISPs have a regulatory function and can

\textsuperscript{365} Cf. Earl 2009: 1619, more general Hillman & O’Rourke 2009.
\textsuperscript{366} Hillman & O’Rourke 2009, Hillman & O’Rourke 2010: 1523.
\textsuperscript{367} This would depend on the actual phrasing. Such documents are usually called license or disclaimer.
\textsuperscript{368} See Dobbs 2000, § 213-214 and § 211 on the earlier doctrine of assumed risk, also Sergienko 2006.
\textsuperscript{370} Harper 2005: 31.
monitor and control cybercrime, even though they have as of yet avoided liability.\textsuperscript{371}

The legal landscape is complicated by several specific statutory provisions. With regard to the current topic we may pass over some details.

In the first place, ISPs may enjoy immunity for copyright infringement on the basis of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). ISPs are not liable if they are merely passive networks,\textsuperscript{372} provided they have no knowledge of the infringement.\textsuperscript{373} They only incur liability when they have received notice of the alleged infringing material and have not made the material inaccessible.\textsuperscript{374} These rules have been criticised: ‘[c]ourts interpreting these provisions have reinforced this apparent trend away from ISP liability by, among other things, interpreting these statutes to preempt state laws that would otherwise have encouraged ISPs to take due care’,\textsuperscript{375}

Secondly, regarding the hosting, making available or transmittance of obscene or otherwise objectionable material,\textsuperscript{376} ISPs again enjoy an immunity for material not originating from the ISP itself.\textsuperscript{377} It is noteworthy that, in contrast to EU rules, the ISP may under par. 230 of the Communications Decency Act also take positive actions to filter such unlawful material without thereby losing its immunity. This rule was enacted to counteract an earlier precedent whereby an ISP lost its immunity by trying to remove wrongful material.\textsuperscript{378} The legislator considered such a rule to be counterproductive as it provided a strong disincentive to take socially desirable efforts to remove wrongful materials. This rule has also been criticised: although it removes the ‘chilling effect’ of potential liability, it does not incentivise ISPs to monitor content.\textsuperscript{379}

Thirdly, the common rules of negligence apply to other cases, but the categorisations used for the making available of information are taken into account. Whether ISPs are liable


\textsuperscript{374} The practice of acting correctly in this manner to avoid liability is referred to as a Notice and Take Down procedure.


\textsuperscript{378} Stratton Oakmont, Inc. v. Prodigy Services Co., 1995 WL 323710 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1995): the court found that the bulletin board (a precursor of a hosting ISP) took editorial actions and therefore became a publisher.

\textsuperscript{379} DLA Piper 2009: 33.
is dependent on their classification as carriers, publishers or distributors.\textsuperscript{380} The mens rea element is critical in case of the carrier classification. To a publisher ‘would attach a high degree of culpability’. A distributor is less likely to face liability than a publisher.\textsuperscript{381} Regardless of the precise classification of an ISP, there is little possibility of a successful claim in case of content that leads to cybercrime, as can be shown by an analysis of the requirements and possibility of an action on the basis of negligence.

Carle and Perritt have discussed the different requirements for a claim of negligence against an ISP. For such a claim to be successful, the plaintiff has to tackle several obstacles and prove a number of requirements. Firstly, he has to prove that the ISP owes a duty of care to the consumer. Secondly, he has to prove the appropriate standard of care,\textsuperscript{382} and, thirdly, that this standard is not met, amounting to a breach of duty. Furthermore, the ISP has had to cause injury. The plaintiff has to prove personal injury or damaged property and that the injury was preventable and foreseeable.\textsuperscript{383} Hence, similar to the discussion on negligence of software vendors (s. 5.3.3.1), a negligence action has little chance of success.

Many authors argue for the introduction of indirect liability of ISPs. Peterson, Segal and Eonas note ‘the better position of ISPs’, arguing that ISPs ‘are better able to internalize negative externalities’. It would be appropriate to recognize indirect liability of ISPs because of their position, allowing them to detect activities and internalize negative externalities.\textsuperscript{384} Lichtman and Posner think that indirect liability is attractive because ‘ISPs are in a good position to deter the various acts associated with cyber-insecurity’. Moreover, ‘liability would force ISPs to internalize some of the negative externalities they impose’. Indirect liability should be incorporated in law instead of contract. Many of the actors are ‘beyond the reach of the law’ and transaction costs could be an obstacle to contractual solutions.\textsuperscript{385} Service provider liability is attractive because ‘ISPs are in a good position to reduce the number and severity of bad actors online’ and because ‘intuition finds support even within the aforementioned immunity and safe harbor statutes’.\textsuperscript{386}

In conclusion, despite the recognition of the central position of ISPs, there is as yet no duty of care and diligence to take positive action to protect against cybercrime.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{381} Peterson, Segal, Eonas 2014: 602. Referring to ibid, 384.
\item \textsuperscript{382} Carle & Perritt 2006: 46.
\item \textsuperscript{383} Carle & Perritt 2006: 47.
\item \textsuperscript{384} Peterson, Segal, Eonas 2014: 598, Materna 2012.
\end{itemize}
5.3.2.5. Businesses

Businesses may have two kinds of duties of care and diligence which are relevant here:
- diligence to ensure the availability of the services provided, and
- care and diligence to avoid security breaches leading to a loss of private data.

The interest protected by the first duty of diligence is imperilled by DDoS attacks. The interest involved in the second duty is imperilled by ransomware, and also by other kinds of security breaches possibly, but not necessarily, involving malware. As security breaches are an important attack vector for malware, we will discuss the more general topic of duties of care and diligence against security breaches.

(1) If a business has a duty towards its customers to ensure the availability of its services, this encompasses a duty to take appropriate measures against DDoS attacks. But do businesses have such a duty? It is regularly presumed that there is a moral duty to try to take sufficient measures. However, legally speaking the contract determines to what extent a business is actually obliged to do more. Business contracts commonly limit the obligations regarding the availability of services, as it is impossible to unconditionally guarantee 100% service availability. Hence any warranty regarding availability is probably limited to such an extent that even more extensive outage because of a DDoS-attack would not be a breach of contract. An implied warranty would not be more extensive given the present impossibility to ensure availability. Arguably, this might be different if a DDoS-attack is of extensive duration (more than several days), but at present this is rare. Furthermore, given the current state of technology, DDoS attacks are hard to counter effectively; hence such an attack might count as force majeure, offering an excuse of the breach. One would expect businesses to draft their contracts in such a way that DDoS attacks do fall under force majeure.

Arguably, a businesses might also be under an obligation of best effort to prevent and combat DDoS attacks. However, given the lack of clear standards to prevent such attacks, it appears unfeasible to prove a lack of effort, except in extreme cases of negligence.

Finally, a claim of damages would usually fail as the losses involved would generally be classified as pure economic loss, a category which is generally not recoverable.

(2) A number of rules apply to security breaches that lead to infection and/or to exposure of private data.\(^{387}\)

First of all, a claim for negligence might exist if a business network is infected and used as a basis of a DDoS attack. Another business suffering from the DDoS attack could

\(^{387}\) Cf. the broad analysis of Sulkowski 2007.
claim negligence as the other business should have secured its network sufficiently.\footnote{\textsuperscript{388} Sulkowski 2007: 59, drawing the analogy with leaving car keys in the ignition (leading to joy-riding), which has been found to be negligent on the part of the car owner (referring to Abdallah v. Caribbean Sec. Agency, 557 F.2d 61, 63 (3d Cir. 1977); Vining v. Avis Rent-A-Car 354 So. 2d 54, 55 (Fla. 1977)). Also arguing for tort liability: Sinrod & Reilly 2000: 203.}

Perhaps most important are the rules imposing security breach notifications. These rules are effectively duties of administrative law (see s. 5.3.4). They imply a duty of care or diligence towards the customers of the norm addressee to take sufficient security measures to prevent a security breach, even though the primary cause of the breach is the criminal himself.\footnote{\textsuperscript{389} Cf. Sulkowski 2007: 62, speaking of a ‘common-sense responsibility’.} Such a duty could be viewed as a non-excludable implicit warranty that sufficient security measures will be taken, or as a non-excludable obligation of best effort towards security. Regardless of the precise legal ground, this leaves open the question which standard is to be applied for determining the measures that are to be taken.\footnote{\textsuperscript{390} Cronin 2010.} At present there are no generally accepted standards.\footnote{\textsuperscript{391} Shaw 2010: 557-559 proposes adopting the PCI-DSS standard from the payment card industry as a safe harbor. Peters 2014: 1196 also argues for a better defined standard or best practice, with a regulatory agency that keeps the standard up to date (also p. 1198).}

There is discussion as to whether the loss of private data may lead to recoverable damages, notwithstanding the economic loss rule. Private individuals may be able to start an action on the basis of tort law. It is argued that tort law would allow the most flexible and adaptable standard to be applied.\footnote{\textsuperscript{392} Sulkowski 2007: 61, 47-49 (partly not about privacy, but regarding a claim by another business).} However, a recent analysis argues that there is hardly any legal recourse available to consumers after a security breach.\footnote{\textsuperscript{393} Peters 2014. She proposes, among others, an additional private cause of action (p. 1197).}

5.3.3. Criminal law

Criminal law – federal and state law - has been modified substantially in order to allow the prosecution of cybercrime.\footnote{\textsuperscript{394} See primarily the overviews of Mehra 2010 (who focuses mainly on IP infringement and child pornography) and Kim c.s. 2012, and earlier Sinrod & Reilly 2000, Burstein 2003.} The U.S. acceded to the Cybercrime Convention in 2006 (see s. 7.3). The relevant forms of cybercrime discussed therein are all punishable.\footnote{\textsuperscript{395} See also the analysis by Sulkowski 2007: 25-30. As regards penalties, see Kim c.s. 2012: 463-464. For state legislation see Kim c.s. 2012: 481-484.}

Exploitation by ransomware is a federal offense, as 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(7)\footnote{\textsuperscript{396} 18 U.S.C. § 1030 is often referred to as the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA).} declares punishable whomever, “with intent to extort from any person any money or other thing of value, transmits in interstate or foreign commerce any communication containing any (A)
threat to cause damage to a protected computer;\textsuperscript{397} (…), (C) demand or request for money or other thing of value in relation to damage to a protected computer, where such damage was caused to facilitate the extortion”.

DDoS attacks may be prosecuted as causing intentional damage to a protected computer by the transmission of information or of a command (18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(5)(A)).\textsuperscript{398} Renting out a botnet for DDoS attacks is evidently also an offense.\textsuperscript{399}

Violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1030 may also be investigated by the U.S. Secret Service.\textsuperscript{400} Private individuals harmed by offenses under 18 U.S.C. § 1030 may claim damages in a civil action.\textsuperscript{401}

The cybercrime provisions of the California Penal Code are modelled on the Federal CFAA. Title 13, Chapter 5, § 502(c) covers the relevant forms of cybercrime by declaring punishable actions such as the use of computers or networks to extort, use and access computer services or data without authorization, causing denial of computer services.\textsuperscript{402} Title 13, Chapter 5, § 502(c)(5) declares punishable whomever “[k]nowingly and without permission disrupts or causes the disruption of computer services or denies or causes the denial of computer services to an authorized user of a computer, computer system, or computer network”.\textsuperscript{403} Title 13, Chapter 5, § 502(c)(8) declares punishable whomever “[k]nowingly introduces any computer contaminant into any computer, computer system, or computer network”. These provisions cover ransomware and DDoS attacks.

In comparison to the Federal CFAA, these provisions have a lower threshold of knowledge, as mere knowledge rather than intent is required.\textsuperscript{404}

As these provisions show, the focus of criminal law regarding cybercrime is on punishing the principal offenders. Contributory actors only come into play insofar as they can be considered accessories. Accessory liability for federal crimes is based on 18 U.S.

\textsuperscript{397} protected computer means (besides government computers) a computer “which is used in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce or communication, including a computer located outside the United States that is used in a manner that affects interstate or foreign commerce or communication of the United States”: 18 U.S.C. § 1030(e)(2)(B)

\textsuperscript{398} Carroll 2003. See for an example http://www.justice.gov/usao-ndca/pr/thirteen-defendants-plead-guilty-december-2010-cyber-attack-against-paypal and the original indictment on https://docs.google.com/file/d/0Bzqf52Yc4ogyeDNGbXExZHFtQ0U/edit?pli=1 See also about the criminal liability for DDoS attacks: McLaurin 2011: 222-231.


\textsuperscript{400} 18 U.S.C. § 1030(d)(1).

\textsuperscript{401} 18 U.S.C. § 1030(g).

\textsuperscript{402} The actual provisions are of course much more detailed and extensive.

\textsuperscript{403} See http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/displaycode?section=pen&group=00001-01000&file=484-502.9.

\textsuperscript{404} Carroll 2003.
Code § 2(a).\textsuperscript{405} Also punishable is the accessory after the fact.\textsuperscript{406}

In theory, ISPs might be accessory to cybercrime, as they are closely involved with the Internet communication that makes cybercrime possible, and furthermore have much data available and could actively take steps to prevent cybercrime. The immunity of Communications Decency Act § 230 does not apply to criminal liability.\textsuperscript{407} However, the criterion of ‘aiding and abetting’ is to be presumed to set a sufficiently high barrier that an ISP acting in good faith should not be considered an accessory. Mere negligence that facilitates a crime is not sufficient; to be convicted of aiding and abetting, an accomplice must have the requisite \textit{mens rea}, which requires knowledge that every element of the crime is intended.\textsuperscript{408} This amounts to a requirement of intent.

For similar reasons, a software vendor may not be held liable merely for leaving vulnerabilities in software, particularly if he is not aware of the vulnerability. The software vendor would lack intent for the crimes committed through abuse of the vulnerability, except in cases of gross negligence bordering on intent. The same reasoning applies to a business who through lack of effort becomes the victim of cybercrime, even where this affects others (for example because the business computers become part of a botnet).

5.3.4. Administrative law
A particular feature of US law, adopted by other legal systems later on, is the existence of security breach notification laws.\textsuperscript{409} The reason for enacting such laws was that companies regularly started becoming the victim of security breaches by which unauthorised third parties could access personal data. Notification laws obligate companies to notify public authorities (and sometimes also the individuals whose data was compromised) of such a

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{405} “Whoever commits an offense against the United States or aids, abets, counsels, commands, induces or procures its commission, is punishable as a principal.”
\item \textsuperscript{406} 18 U.S. Code § 3: “Whoever, knowing that an offense against the United States has been committed, receives, relieves, comforts or assists the offender in order to hinder or prevent his apprehension, trial or punishment, is an accessory after the fact.
Exempt as otherwise expressly provided by any Act of Congress, an accessory after the fact shall be imprisoned not more than one-half the maximum term of imprisonment or (notwithstanding section 3571) fined not more than one-half the maximum fine prescribed for the punishment of the principal, or both; or if the principal is punishable by life imprisonment or death, the accessory shall be imprisoned not more than 15 years.”
\item \textsuperscript{407} Section 230(e)(1) Communications Decency Act.
\item \textsuperscript{408} See Rosemond v United States, case no. 12-895, decided 5 March 2014, available at http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/13pdf/12-895_3d9g.pdf. This applies to federal crimes, but presumably this will also be followed for state crimes, as the Supreme Court interpretation of federal accessory liability will presumably be leading for interpretation of the analogous parts of the Model Penal Code which is mostly followed by state courts.
\item \textsuperscript{409} See for the following Schwartz & Janger 2007, Winn 2009, Shaw 2010, Rode 2007.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
breach. The first law of this kind was the California data security breach notification law of 2002.\footnote{S.B. 1386, 2001-2002 Leg., codified at Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.29 and § 1798.80-84.}

Notification laws currently apply to specific industries,\footnote{For health care see the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 1996 (HIPAA) Breach Notification Rule, 45 CFR §§ 164.400-414 (http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/administrative/breach-notificationrule/). See further the examples in Shaw 2010: 534-542, Rode 2007: 1613-1619.} while more general laws exist at the state level.\footnote{See the list at http://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/security-breach-notification-laws.aspx. For California see Cal. Civ. Code §§ 1798.29, 1798.80 et seq. An examination of differences can be found in Shaw 2010.} The laws differ as to the details of what the notification entails and who has to be notified.\footnote{Critical about the diversity in laws: Joerling 2010.} On 12 January 2015, the White House proposed a Personal Data Notification & Protection Act.\footnote{http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/01/12/fact-sheet-safeguarding-american-consumers-families, see http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/legislative/letters/updated-data-breach-notification.pdf} Although notification laws only require companies to notify authorities and do not connect any negative consequences to the notification itself, the existence of such laws has had positive effects on the prevention of security breaches.\footnote{Rode 2007, and Schwartz & Janger 2007: 913, referring to Sunstein 1999: 613 as to the more general trend in US legislation of ‘regulation through disclosure’, who further refers to earlier articles of, among others, Stephen Breyer and Anthony Ogus.} A further consequence is the rise of cybersecurity insurance, which has led to improved security measures (s. 6.6.2). Furthermore, specific statutes allow consumers to collect damages in case of untimely notification.\footnote{Shaw 2010: 529.}

The FCC (see s. 6.3.3) may promulgate rules applicable to ISPs.\footnote{It should be noted that it is debated to what extent the FCC does have jurisdiction: see Scala 2011, Sherling 2014.} FCC rules are found in Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). Under the FCC Open Internet Order 2010, a number of rules were added to section 8 of Title 47.\footnote{https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-10-201A1.pdf.} Presently the focus is on transparency rather than specific standards, as evidenced by § 8.3 Title 47 CFR. This provision does not impose mandatory standards, but rather requires ISPs to disclose how they operate with respect to “network management practices, performance, and commercial terms” of service.\footnote{This rule was upheld in Verizon v. FCC, 740 F.3d 623 (D.C. Cir. 2014), while § 8.5 (disallowing blocking of lawful content) and § 8.7 (forbidding unreasonable discrimination) were vacated.} The FCC has recently adopted new rules,\footnote{On 26 February 2015: http://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-adopts-strong-sustainable-rules-protect-open-internet.} which adopt the principle of net neutrality (see also s. 7.4).

There are several constitutional issues with cybercrime. Of particular importance is
the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution, protecting privacy. It has, for example, been interpreted by the Supreme Court as prohibiting the large-scale collection of data.\footnote{United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945 (2012), as interpreted by Gray & Rinehart 2013.} See further on this topic section 7.4.

5.3.5. Conclusion

U.S. law provides limited recognition of duties of care and diligence. With respect contract law, the primary actors (ISPs, software vendors and businesses) considered here would have to be held liable on the basis of warranties. However, contracts are usually drafted to avoid extensive warranties, and this is generally accepted with only few limitations. In particular for the kind of cases here limited warranties would be acceptable. Furthermore, even if a breach of warranty would be found, limitation clauses would have the effect that hardly any damages would have to be paid. Only for businesses there may be a possibility of being held liable, in particular in case of a security breach leading to loss of personal data. With respect to tort law, ISPs are mostly immune for liability given specific laws and the general rules for negligence. Software vendors and businesses would not be held liable for negligence, or at least would not have to pay damages as the loss would mostly involve pure economic loss, which is as a rule not recoverable under U.S. law. Criminal law does recognise the possibility of aiding and abetting cybercrime, but this requires intent. Contributory actors acting negligent but in good faith would not fulfill this requirement. Administrative law provides few rules to govern ISP behaviour, although there are currently some initiatives, such as a proposal for adopting the principle of net neutrality. Noteworthy is the widespread acceptance of notification duties.

5.4. Brazil

The principle of duty of care as a requirement for caution and scrutiny relates to the notion of due diligence, which can be found in Roman law. In this regard, the influence of traditional Roman law has also reached Brazil because of the adoption of a civil law system. Today, elements of care and diligent behaviour can be found in different areas of the national framework. For the purpose of this report, we look at how the requirement of care and diligence has been transposed to private (contract, tort and consumer law) and public law (criminal and administrative law) and how an overall requirement for care and diligence can be used to understand the liability of business, ISPs and software developers in relation to security incidents.

5.4.1. Civil law

The Brazilian legal system follows the civil law tradition because of Brazil’s colonization
Brazilian civil law is composed of a codified set of laws which follows the general principles laid down in the Federal Constitution, specified at the federal level by the Brazilian Civil Code (BrCC). Although enacted in 2002, the current Brazilian Civil Code was largely drafted in the 1970s and largely inspired by the German, Italian and Portuguese civil codes.\textsuperscript{422} It goes without saying that by the time the code entered into force, many of its provisions no longer provided the much needed and expected modernization of Brazilian civil law.

Nevertheless, the Brazilian Civil Code of 2002 introduced important changes to the Brazilian legal system by incorporating elements which case law and specific statutes later reinforced. Because of the Consumer Protection Code of 1990, a large portion of contract law that was covered by the old Civil Code of 1916 is then regulated as part of consumer relations. The Brazilian Civil Code of 2002 therefore regulates a narrower set of situations than its predecessor, as its applicability is limited by consumer law.\textsuperscript{423} Furthermore, whilst the Brazilian Civil Code dedicated a special title to torts, several tort provisions spread throughout the code continue to coexist.\textsuperscript{424} Moreover, tort provisions can also be found in the Consumer Protection Code and even the Federal Constitution, regarding, for instance, State Liability.\textsuperscript{425}

5.4.1.1. Contractual torts
Brazilian civil law was largely influenced by the classic Roman legal tradition, with the addition of several principles of German civil law and alike provisions. Generally speaking, contracts as bilateral or multilateral consensual agreements established with the purpose of creating legal effects between the parties.\textsuperscript{426} In 2002, the legislator introduced important principles of public law into the Civil Code in an effort to align private law with constitutional rights. This resulted in the introduction of principles of social function (Art. 421 BrCC), good faith (Art. 422 BrCC) and supremacy of public order (Art. 2035 BrCC).\textsuperscript{427} Moreover, both parties must act with diligence as they are under a duty to prudently and carefully examine the object of the contract and its characteristics.\textsuperscript{428} Caution and diligence are mostly preventive duties,\textsuperscript{429} in the sense that they must be exercised before conclusion of

\textsuperscript{422} Tomasevicius Filho 2013: 211-221: 216.
\textsuperscript{423} The Consumer Protection Code covers different areas of law, including criminal law, procedural law and administrative law.
\textsuperscript{424} Cavalieri Filho 2003: 31-47: 44.
\textsuperscript{425} See art. 37, §6ff of the Brazilian Federal Constitution.
\textsuperscript{426} da Silva Pereira 2013: 59.
\textsuperscript{428} Tepedino 2012: 30.
\textsuperscript{429} Tepedino 2012: 31.
the contract, but they remain present throughout the entire contractual relation as a rule of conduct and behaviour. However, such a duty to act prudently, carefully and with diligence is not clearly provided for by the BrCC.

The Brazilian Civil Code regulates several forms of contracts (contratos típicos). It gives parties the possibility to create sui generis rules for non-regulated contracts (contratos atípicos), which must nevertheless obey the general principles and validity requirements prescribed by the Civil Code and be interpreted in line with the ratio of the closest contrato típico. In Brazilian contractual hermeneutics, Willenstheorie prevails over the Erklärungstheorie. Art. 112 BrCC determines that in declarations of will, the shared intention shall prevail over strict literal meaning of the declaration. Art. 113 BrCC complements the set of interpretation rules by establishing that legal transactions shall be interpreted according to the good faith and custom of the place of making. Therefore, the common intentions of the parties and the customs of the place where the contract is concluded are important elements of contractual interpretation in Brazilian law.

The general theory of obligations was drafted in accordance with the German dualistic tradition. Once the contractual obligation is fulfilled, debt (Schuld) and liability (Haftung) are exhausted. However, if one of the parties foregoes his obligation, the party that did not give cause to the breach (creditor) may request termination of the contract by claiming “exceptio non adimpleti contractus” (Art. 476 BrCC) so as to sustain the reciprocity of his own obligation. But the “exceptio non adimpleti contractus” may not provide relief in all situations, especially if the debtor has already received its portion of the contract. In this case, the creditor may be entitled to demand the situation to be restored to the status quo ante. It goes without saying that returning to the status quo ante (i.e. the conditions that existed prior to the breach or to the contract itself) is often an impossible task. Therefore, in contractual law re-establishing the status quo ante is understood as providing the creditor with material compensation that will satisfy the party in a way that balances out the breach. As clarified by Arts. 402 and 403 of the BrCC, the compensation for economic losses is broad, including any positive damages (damnum emergens), as well as any missed economic profits (lucrum cessans), directly linked to the breach.

Contractual torts (Arts. 389 to 393 BrCC) require two basic elements: 1) default of a contractual obligation for which the debtor was responsible; and 2) a causal link between the frustrated obligation and the damage caused to the creditor. There is no need for
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“culpa” or any other subjective evaluation of the debtor’s intent. Should the dispute be brought before court, the burden of proof is borne by the plaintiff for the facts that constitute his rights and by the defender for elements and facts that preclude, modify or extinguish the right of the plaintiff (Art. 333 I and II Brazilian Code of Civil Procedure). To summarize, should the creditor start a claim against the debtor to obtain compensation for a contractual breach, it is up to him to prove the existence of his right, together with the frustration of the obligation and the damage therein. It is then the duty of the debtor to present evidence of the contrary. A debtor shall not be held liable for cas fortuit and force majeure, except if the terms of the contract expressly state his responsibility for the event (Art. 393 BrCC).

Under the general theory of obligations, however, the determination of whether an obligation is fulfilled may entail an assessment of the nature and object of the obligation, as well as the means of methods of its performance. Traditionally, Brazilian private law has divided obligations in three separate but often overlapping categories: dar (Arts. 233-242 and Arts. 243-246 BrCC), fazer (Arts. 247-249 BrCC) and não fazer (Arts. 250 and 251 BrCC). Nevertheless, for the purpose of torts there is a preference to make a distinction between obligations of means and of result, as these categories simplify verification of the fulfilment of an obligation. An obligation of result is only fulfilled when the agreed upon result is achieved. As a result, if the plaintiff can prove that the result of the obligation was not attained, he will be compensated for the contractual tort, taking into account the circumstances of the case. In this case there is no need to consideror prove culpa of the debtor: the unperformed obligation generates liability. Obligations of means, on the other hand, are only evaluated on the basis of diligence and good faith. Since there is no presumption of culpa, it is up to the creditor to prove that the obligation was not adequately fulfilled, proving the debtor’s performance was in contradicition with or below the standards of the bonus pater familias and the fair expectations of the contract.

For the purpose of this report, i.e. the application of the concept of due diligence and care in security incidents involving business, ISPs and software vendors, we shall narrow our analysis to the cases under consideration. A contract of purchase and sale which requires a security solution to be deployed by a given corporation, for instance, always includes an expectation of diligence and care linked to contractual good faith. A company is expected to carefully evaluate the offers in the market and choose the adequate solution for ensuring security of its business. The more sensitive the activity carried out by the company and the more damaging adverse side-effects or spillovers of a security breach, the higher the thres-
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hold of diligence. Moreover, a software company which commercializes security solutions must disclose all information that can influence the conclusion of the contract and set realistic expectations about what it can offer. It must act with transparency and objective good faith. If the agreement of purchase and sale is finalized and, shortly after, the company becomes victim of a cybersecurity incident causing data loss and material damage that should or could have been prevented if the purchased security solution had functioned properly, it can hold the software vendor liable for the loss. On the other hand, should the company consciously purchase security solutions which were recognized as outdated and obsolete in light of the state of the art, perhaps for the attractive price, the court can declare the lack of due diligence and care deployed in the given contractual relation. In both cases, the terms of the contract and the fair expectations therein are fundamental elements for the application of the law on contractual torts. The potential adverse effects of these security incidents on the lives of users and customers is analyzed in section 5.4.2.1.

Yet, the reality of cybersecurity makes the situation above quite complex. Although in Brazil rules of implied warranties prevail, express clauses of the contract may reduce or exclude liability of the software vendor for eventual security incidents. As explained by Stuber & Belluomini, Brazilian civil law allows for contracts to be ruled by the will of individuals, and if parties decide to exclude or limit responsibility, this must be explicit and in detail. Yet, and even if such detailed and explicit clauses are part of the contract, they may still be denied efficacy if one of the parties is in a financial, economic or cultural superior position. Moreover, proving the causal link between the faulty product and the damage as well as measuring the damage itself require specialized computer forensics. Finally, regardless of the faulty performance of the contract, third parties are, or may be, involved in the incident, e.g. the cybercriminal behind the attack, reckless employee inside the corporation. Clearly, the above circumstances can only be evaluated in the concrete case. Nevertheless, there is room in Brazilian civil law to hold business, software vendors, and ISPs liable for insufficient diligence and care in relation to security incidents. Lack of case law on the matter, however, lends uncertainty as to how these elements and circumstances will be treated in court.

5.4.1.2. Extra-contractual torts
The Brazilian Civil Code covers both contractual and extra-contractual torts. The first set of provisions is largely presented under Title IV, Book I, Special Part; provisions on extra-contractual torts are to be found under Title IX, Book I, Special Part. Yet, the Civil Code is to be
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read as a holistic instrument. While the general principles of tort law are applicable to both categories, contractual torts have more detailed provisions to measure the performance, as well as predetermined standards for other duties and for the burden of proof. Under Brazilian law, extra-contractual torts can derive either from subjective or objective responsibility. The general rule on torts, which introduces subjective responsibility as a default standard, is presented in Art. 927 BrCC: whoever commits an illicit act in the terms of Arts. 186 and 187 is liable for the damages thereof. The unique paragraph to Art. 927 introduces objective responsibility for the cases specified by law in which the activity of the agent generates, by its own nature, risks to others. Subjective responsibility (Arts. 186 and 927 BrCC) requires the presence of a subjective element referred to as culpa (fault), which includes culpa stricto sensu and dolo (dolus).441 Moreover, a limited number of defences may excuse the tort, namely state of necessity (Art. 188, I, BrCC), cas fortuit, force majeure, and exclusive fault of the victim (Art. 945 BrCC) or of a third party (Art. 930 BrCC), whereby some defences are admissible only in specific types of cases. The same obstacles to ascertaining the liability of business, software and hardware suppliers and ISPs for their security choices under a contractual tort are present here: it is difficult to prove the causal link between the damage and the security vulnerability, liability defences will have to be assessed, and there is a lack of case law to shed light on these issues.

Under Brazilian law, culpa stricto sensu (Aquilian liability) regards intent to perform the action that led to the damage; the damage itself was not intended by the agent but was foreseeable in the circumstances of the case. Culpa stricto sensu consists of three essential elements: a) an error in an intended action, b) the foreseeability of the result and c) a lack of care, caution, or diligence. The foreseeability of the result is required for culpa; without it, there is no unlawful conduct. In extra-contractual torts, the victim has to prove that the wrongdoer acted with culpa stricto sensu.442 The intention of the agent, however, does not play a role in the calculation of the compensation, in contrast to criminal law, under which dolo is always punished more severely.443 Here the legislator aimed to re-establishing the situation as it was before the tort was committed, thus protecting the victim.444 As a result, the compensation for tort damages as prescribed in Art. 944 is broad, following the principle of full compensation enshrined under Art. 402.445 This is to say that compensation
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for extra-contractual torts also include *damnum emergens* and *lucrum cessans*, meaning all damages that were actually caused to the victim, as well as the loss of reasonably expected economic gains.

An agent acts with dolo if he is conscious of the unlawful nature of the action and the damage it might cause. In this case, the conduct of the agent is itself unlawful, whereas in culpa stricto sensu the action is diverted towards an unlawful end because of the lack of care, caution and diligence deployed by the agent. Consciousness of the wrongful act and the eventual damage are not be confused with a willingness to provoke the result. Dolo merely requires that the damage is predictable and accepted by the wrongdoer at the moment of the action, regardless of whether he wished for the damage to take place. At present, the distinction between culpa stricto sensu and dolo is merely theoretical and negligible in practice. As highlighted above, the intention to commit the wrongful act and consciousness of the wrongful act are not taken into account when ascertaining the compensation for the tort. Thus, it makes more sense to refer to culpa as comprising the two modalities described in this section.

For the purpose of general tort law, including both contractual and non-contractual torts, a distinction between different levels and types of culpa is made in doctrine and case law. For the scope of this paper, it is relevant to discuss three circumstances under which the agent’s fault is presumed. These are culpa in eligendo (Art. 932 BrCC), culpa in vigilando, and culpa in custodiendo. Culpa in eligendo stands for the lack of care, attention, caution or diligence attributable to an agent who chooses badly and trusts a third person with the performance of an obligation. Culpa in vigilando entails the fault of an agent for lack of care, attention, diligence or caution towards the actions of another party for whom he is legally responsible. Culpa in custodiendo takes place when the agent breaches a duty of care under which he was responsible to oversee and ensure proper control and security/safety of a thing, animal or person.446 Modern Brazilian scholarship affirms that the theory of culpa has lost its place in civil law, as the Brazilian Civil Code of 2002 converted most of these conducts into objective responsibility. Additionally, the very idea of a bonus pater familias or reasonable person reflects the legal fiction of a standard that is much closer to the values and actions of the judge himself/herself, than to those of a regular citizen who makes honest mistakes.447 Altogether, the decadence of the model of bonus pater familias, the insufficiency of the traditional tort system and the obsolete concept of culpa are pushing tort law towards a new paradigm.

As noted by Anderson Schreiber,448 there is a tendency to objectify torts. The traditi-
nal theory of torts based on the three pillars of unlawful act, causal link and damage is incapable of repairing the diversity of damages caused by the risks of modern society. The risk society presents a new context in which third parties suffer damages and losses without there necessarily being an unlawful act. From this perspective, the criterion of proper care and diligence, which help to establish whether an act is unlawful, is set aside. In modern tort law and in tort law as contained in the BrCC, the creation of risks as an intrinsic collateral effect of any business activity brings about an objective responsibility of the agent for the damages thereof (Art. 927, §1, BrCC). The challenge, however, is to define and concretise this norm. Art. 927 par. 1 of the BrCC is often understood as an open objective responsibility clause. The theory of risk only applies to damages caused by an activity which is normally performed by the agent. Therefore, the meaning of activity and normally performed are the crucial elements of this open clause. They should be interpreted in a manner which restricts the risk of liability to a reasonable level. The term ‘activity’ is understood as a regular, reiterated, professional or business oriented activity for economic purposes. ‘Normally performed’ refers to any non-isolated, irregular, transitory activity that forms a close link to its object. The modern legal framework of Brazilian tort law, thus, is one which embraces both damage and fault as coexisting sources of liability.

Even if the law imposes liability for risks that are normally created by the regular business activities, in certain cases damages will arise without being a result of unlawful acts or risks of the regular activity of the agent. In these cases, the victim is left in a limbo: he or she has suffered damage but there is no agent liable for the act. Refusing compensation for these damages would amount to leaving the victim to its own “bad luck”. In this context, scholar Giselda Hironaka has introduced the concept of presupposed fault (culpa pressuposta), which focuses on repairing, compensating, deterring and preventing damages. The scholar advocates that tort law should no longer refuses to compensate unfair damages caused by lawful actions. This is particularly prominent problem in damages caused in relation to IT security incidents, as noted by Wald and Giancoli. The difficulty in attributing the damage to an individualized agent, for instance, in damages caused by malware infection, has led to an undesirable social scenario. For the authors, the current stage of theory of risk, causality and damages in Brazilian law is insufficient to fully regulate
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torts caused in information systems,\textsuperscript{456} which are extremely difficult to measure. However, the theory of \textit{culpa pressuposta}, which sets aside the requirement of unlawful act and could collaborate to a better understanding of the social costs of cybercrime, has not been unanimously welcomed by doctrine or legal practice and cannot find support in statutory law. Yet, as noted above, scholars are rightfully calling for further development of tort law and their application to the special characteristics and damages caused in cyberspace.\textsuperscript{457} As case law and doctrine develop and more cases are brought to courts, it is likely that the matter will be given further appreciation in the country.

5.4.1.3. Preliminary conclusions regarding key actors
For the key actors discussed in this report (businesses, ISPs and software vendors), and given the gradual move in Brazilian law towards a liability regime focusing less on fault and more on compensation, duties of care and diligence may appear to become less relevant. The choice for an objective system of liability removes the importance of the intention of the agent, therefore reducing the role of care and diligence as a means to minimize and/or exclude the responsibility of the wrongdoer on a subjective level. But subjective responsibility continues to coexist with situations that call for objective responsibility, and the doctrine remains largely applicable in contractual law and the law on obligations of means. Industry practice has long contracted insurance companies to guarantee business against liability from any damages. However, Brazilian law does not require companies to contract insurance,\textsuperscript{458} although business practice and public procurement often calls for such coverage before contracts are signed. Regardless, Brazilian law appears to accept a higher level of liability for the key actors involved, when compared to other countries. Liability would be assumed sooner, whether under an actual subjective responsibility akin to a duty of care and diligence, or under objective responsibility (which arguably might be an abstraction from such duties). Moreover, Brazilian law protected the victim against disputes between the agent and third parties. Art. 930 of BrCC establishes that if an agent causes damage that can be attributed as fault of a third party, the agent shall have the right to reclaim the damages paid to the victim. This is to say that when the elements of torts are present, third party liability disputes shall not hinder the right of the victim to be compensated for the damage. In the end, only case law can provide sufficient guidance on the extent to which, and circumstances in which, the lack of diligence and care for IT security can be classified as a lawful act or otherwise impose liability.
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5.4.2. Consumer Law

5.4.2.1. General description of consumer law

While many jurists have interpreted consumer and civil law as mutually exclusive sets of legislation, the current understanding set forth by the new BrCC and current scholarship is one of a dialogue des sources. Therefore, should the same legal issue be concurrently regulated by both codes, civil and consumer codes must interact to find the best legal solution for the case.

In principle, however, the BrCDC is a special set of laws that only applies to consumer relations. This is any relation in which it is possible to identify a negotiation on the delivery of a product or service between a consumer and a supplier for direct or indirect remuneration. The consumer relation, therefore, requires the presence of at least three elements (consumer, supplier, and product/service), which are all defined in Arts. 2 and 3 of the BrCDC. In an attempt to surmount the inevitable challenges of capturing real life relations in legal terms, the BrCDC gave broad definitions to these elements with the purpose of embracing the dynamics of the commercial relations of modern society. Special legislation has been enacted to regulate and integrate specific consumer relations subject to the BrCDC, including the Presidential Decree 7.692/2013, which regulates e-commerce as a consumer relation under the framework of the BrCDC.

It is important to note that the concept of supplier as defined by Art. 3 of the BCDC is a generic term which, for the purpose of the law, comprises manufacturers, producers, and retailers, among others, both as natural and as legal persons. The fact that many ISPs offer “free” services does not exclude application of the BrCDC. The gratuity of the service provided by some ISPs is often “illusory”, since in the vast majority of cases there is an indirect remuneration offered by a third party (e.g. via ad and marketing services). In addition, the commercial value of a website is directly linked to its popularity. As a result, users create value for the website owners, who can, for example, ask higher prices for displaying ads. Despite the image created by Internet actors that their service is for free, it is contrary to common sense and business logic that a company, whose main activity is to generate profit, can offer products or services in a purely altruistic manner. The provision of an online service or product will often entail the exchange of data, hardware space, or audio and image files, among other digital goods. Back to the concepts introduced by the
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BrCDC, Art. 2 also gives the term consumer a far-reaching interpretation. Under Brazilian law, “consumer” is any natural or legal person acting as the final recipient of a product or service in a consumer relation. In fact, the BrCDC introduced the very concept of bystander to Brazilian law, extending its beneficial treatment to all third parties affected by a consumer relation. In addition, the duty to compensate third parties affected by the contractual relation – bystanders – is also present in Art. 931 of the BrCC, which should be read in conjunction with the BrCDC to offer the most beneficial treatment to the consumer.

The BrCDC was drafted with the clear purpose of safeguarding consumers in any given consumer relation, as described by the law. Needless to say, the main principle of the BrCDC is the principle of consumer protection (Art. 1 BrCDC), under which every norm of the BrCDC seeks to protect and defend the consumer. For Tartuce & Neves, this principle has three direct consequences: 1) mandatory application of the BrCDC to consumer relations; 2) room for intervention of the Public Prosecutor (Parket) in any issue involving a consumer relation as a consequence of Art. 82, II, Brazilian Civil Procedure Code; 3) automatic application of consumer law by the courts. The principle of the vulnerability of the consumer (Art. 4 par. 1 BrCDC) recognizes the unbalance between the consumer and the supplier of a product or service. The presumption of consumer vulnerability is thus iure et de iure and cannot be waived or set aside in any circumstance. By acknowledging the intrinsic vulnerability of the consumer, the BrCDC fulfils the constitutional principle of isonomy. The inevitable vulnerability of the consumer is both technical and economic: the supplier is always in a better position to understand and decide on the product or service which is commercialized, and is frequently in a better economic position than the consumer. One noteworthy aspect of the broad sense given to the term ‘consumer’ in the BrCDC is that it does not exclude business from classifying as a ‘consumer’ in the terms of the law, as is clear from the text of Art. 2 of the BrCDC. Other important principles put forward by the BrCDC include dignity, transparency, good faith, safety, security, information and solidary liability (i.e. joint and several liability) of suppliers. The latter is particularly important to this analysis.
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The BrCDC embraces the principle of adequacy of a service or product, which is embedded in multiple provisions of the code (Arts. 4, II, d, Art. 8, Art. 18, Art. 19, Art. 20 and Art. 24). The guarantee of adequacy offers security regarding the functioning, performance, quality, and durability of the product or service,\(^473\) as well as the nonexistence of a risk to the consumers’ physical, psychic and financial well-being.\(^474\) The adequacy principle thus objectifies the duty of care and diligence in the conception, execution, production, manufacturing, and commercialization of the product or service. In relation to ISPs, companies bear an overall duty to deploy technologies that match at least the minimum adequate security requirements in light of the state of the art.\(^475\) It is only logical that every supplier offering a product or a service to the market, via remuneration or indirect benefit, deploys the same minimum adequate safety and security standards (e.g. any business or software company). A failing to do so results in direct liability for the damage which is directly or indirectly caused to the user, or at least in contributory liability for the act of a third party that was not prevented\(^476\) due to the security vulnerability. Under the system of the consumer protection framework, the security requirement comprises the need for maintenance and updates of the infrastructure and software so as to minimize any damage that may be linked to insufficient security mechanisms, as well as damage related to their exploitation by a third party.

In relation to torts, the BrCDC integrates important theories on liability, including the theory of full compensation, the enterprise risk theory, and theories concerning risk of the activity and the development. The BrCDC therefore recognises that the economic activity and the means of production and performance of a service inexorably create risks to consumers, regardless of the intention or performance of the supplier. Consequently, the BrCDC adopts objective responsibility as the default system of consumer torts (Arts. 12, 14 and 18, \textit{caput}, BrCDC). As a result, consumer torts require the presence of three elements: a defective (\textit{defeito}) or vicious (\textit{vício}) service or product; damage; and a causal link between the damage and the defective/vicious service or product. The elements of causality and damage are the same as those used in other areas of torts, but the concept of defective and vicious product or service in the BrCDC deserves further consideration, as it entails different levels of compensation for potential damages. A \textit{vício} in a product or service is an issue on quality or quantity that renders the product or service inappropriate, less valuable, or inadequate for the purpose for which it was intended,\(^477\) whereby the purpose is deter-
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mired by the information which the consumer received and by his fair expectations (Art. 18 BrCDC). A defect (defeito) is an aggravated category of product or service liability (Art. 12 and 14 BrCDC). A defective product or service is one that combines the damage of a vício with material, moral, reputational or esthetical damage. Consequently, the compensation for a product or service defect is higher. Damages caused by defective products or services are known as fato do serviço/produto, or simply consumer accidents.

Finally, it is important to notice that Art. 51, inc. I, BrCDC declares void any contractual clause that hinders, exonerates or narrows the responsibility of the supplier for the vices of the product or service, as well as any clause that may waive or alienate consumer rights. In short, Art. 51, inc. I, BrCDC vetoes any non-liability or non-compensation clauses by declaring them void iure et de iure. Liability can only be waived in cases of exclusive fault of the victim or contributory negligence. Art. 10, §1, II of Law 9.609/1988 (Brazilian Software Act) expressly introduces the same veto in the context of software licenses. Therefore, any contractual clause intended to exempt the contractual parties of a software license contract from eventual third party actions related to vício, defeito or violation of copyrights is void.

5.4.2.2. Preliminary conclusions on consumer torts
The ‘consumer torts’ in Brazilian law effectively assume an extensive regime similar to product liability, but with the understanding that it applies primarily to contract parties (and not to third parties), may also apply to ‘weaker’ businesses, and applies to products and services alike. Coupled with the fact that this form of liability can not be limited contractually, this provides a powerful form of liability. It may lead to further liability for software vendors, ISPs and business where they have been neglecting a duty of care and diligence. In more detail, the following can be argued.

The line between vício and defeito relies on the produced damage itself, rather than on nature of the issue. For instance, a given anti-virus software vulnerability can be exploited to make the software itself inoperable, e.g. incapable of detecting new malware. However, the same vulnerability could also be used to install a key logger, therefore collecting sensitive credentials to enable bank fraud. In both hypothetical cases, the issue present in the product supplied by the software company is the same, but the effects are substantially different. In the first case, the damage caused to the consumer is limited to the actual functionalities of the product: the software has a vício. The vulnerability, exploited by a third party, provoked limited damage to the consumer. In the second case, the damage surpas-
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ses the sphere of product usage: the software has a *defeito*. The vulnerability, exploited by a third party, has spillovers on the material assets and on the private life of the user.

In the case of a vicious product, both the manufacturer and the retailer will share liability for the event. In this substitution does not occur within the prescribed period of 30 days, the consumer can request, at his own discretion (Art. 19. 1): I – the substitution of the product for another of the same category, in perfect condition; II – the immediate reimbursement of the expenses, with corrections, without prejudice to an eventual damages claim; III – a proportional reduction in price. In the case of a vicious service, all actors involved in the provision of the service are jointly liable for the event. Art. 20 determines that whenever a service presents quality issues that render it unusable, less valuable, or different from what was indicated in the offer or advertisement, the consumer can request, alternatively and at his own discretion: I – the re-execution of the service, when feasible and without additional costs; II – the immediate reimbursement for the amount paid, with corrections, without prejudice of eventual damages claim; III – proportional reduction in price.

Under the BrCDC, the defectiveness of a product imposes direct and immediate liability on the manufacturer for the damages caused by the product, whereas the liability of the retailer is only mediate and subsidiary. In the case of a defective service, all actors involved in the provision of the service are jointly liable for the damages caused to the consumer. The damage caused by a defect is constructed in accordance with the principle of full compensation, including any material, moral, esthetical and reputational damages.

### 5.4.3. Administrative Law

#### 5.4.3.1. Marco Civil

After five years of discussion, the first law dedicated to regulating the Internet in Brazil, the so-called Marco Civil (Law 12.096/2014), was finally approved in April 2014. The Marco Civil is a framework legislation that laid the foundations of Internet governance in the country, setting forth important regulatory principles such as net neutrality, privacy, data protection, security, freedom of expression, and liability for activities online (Art. 3, I to VI). Despite the improvements brought by the legislation, there is still need for further
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regulation via presidential decree. At this point, it is not clear how courts are supposed to interpret and apply the new law. For the purpose of this paper, we shall restrict our attention to the liability framework introduced by the Marco Civil.

Although the Marco Civil establishes the liability of agents for their activities online as a fundamental legal principle for the use of the Internet in Brazil (Art. 3, VI), its liability provisions are rather short and insufficient to cover the variety of actors and the risks which are created by their activities online. In this regard, the Brazilian legislator missed the opportunity to regulate important security aspects of the Internet, in contradiction with the principle of security, stability and functionality of networks (Art. 3, V). Falling short in examining the important role played by ISPs and other Internet actors in cyber security, the Marco Civil limits the discussion of ISP liability to content generated by third parties (Arts. 18 to 21). Based on Art. 18, Internet Access Providers are not liable for torts constituted by content generated by third parties. Moreover, Art. 19 establishes that an ISP is only liable for damages caused by content generated by a third party if it fails to take the necessary, reasonable measures to make the disputed content unavailable after a specific court order. The only exception is the case of images, videos or other materials containing nudity or sexual acts of a private nature, in which case the ISP will have to take down the concerned material following a request from an interested person without requiring a court order (Art. 21). The law does not address liability issues other than those related to honour, reputation, privacy and other personality rights (Art. 19, par. 4 and Art. 21). The Marco Civil demonstrates the current difficulty of striking a balance between the principles of net neutrality (Art. 9), privacy and confidentiality of communications (Art. 10), freedom of expression, and security. In a successful attempt to safeguard the first two principles, the legislator missed the chance to define the security standards and responsibilities applicable to Internet actors. There is a need for authoritative interpretation on how the liability system introduced by Arts. 18 to 21 of Marco Civil interacts with the framework of the BrCDC.

There is today an absolute gap between decisions addressing the security of networks and the consumers torts that define to what extent it is part of the risk of the activity performed by ISPs to prevent security incidents. There is also a clear need to differentiate between the different types of ISPs and the role each one of them can play to ensure and promote a secure Internet. The current understanding of the legislator, as evidenced by the Marco Civil, is to see ISPs as intermediaries who are seldom liable for any damages. Because the activity of each type of ISP may differ, the legal expectations of security shall be
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analyzed in light of their means and capabilities, and not solely on the basis of the scope of business of the agent. This should be extended to any business or software vendor that can contribute to IT security. As an intrinsic element of any service or product, security and safety generate fair and reasonable contractual expectations which are threatened by the lack of allocated liability in the private sector. On the one hand, realistic expectations must take into account the fast paced development of cyber-threats and the fact that some incidents are still unpredictable or unavoidable by the service or product supplier, but on the other hand, there is today a void in tort law as damages continue to take place with no sharing of the risks between victims and the involved private sector.

For instance, considering the issue of ransomware, it does not seem reasonable to hold ISPs liable for the incident. A duty to contain the distribution of malicious content would require ISPs to monitor Internet traffic and content production, which contradicts the principle of net neutrality and can create serious challenges for online freedom of expression. The difficulty in balancing such principles, however, must not be an excuse for inertia. In many cases, there are less invasive tools and solutions that can be used by ISPs to detect malicious traffic and content. Yet, one shall not forget the criminal responsibility of the author of the offence, who can also be held liable for civil torts and eventually share any liability for damages with the Internet actor that created the opportunity for the crime to take place. In a DDoS attack, for instance, an ISP has better access to means and methods of detection. The excessive flow targeting a certain website can be observed and monitored before it actually takes place. ISPs, more specifically backbone infrastructure and access providers, can use several tools to divert or prevent the damage without creating spillovers.

5.4.3.2. National Telecommunications Agency Res. 632/2014
The Brazilian National Telecommunications Agency (ANATEL) is the public administration entity responsible for the regulation of telecommunication services in the country. Created by the Telecommunications Act (Law 9.472/1997), ANATEL is an administratively independent and financially autonomous institution. The agency has widely regulated telecommunication services in the country. For the purpose of this study, it is worth mentioning the recent ANATEL Res. 632/2014, which introduced the general regulation of consumer rights in telecommunication services. As provided in Art. 3 (I, V, VI, VII and XI), consumers have the right to: I. access and fruition of services according to the contracted standards and quality; V – confidentiality and secrecy of communications; VI – non-suspension of service without prior solicitation, except as provided by the law; VII – privacy for billing purposes and use of their personal data; XI – compensation for damages. Moreover, telecommunication services are subject to objective responsibility for the damages caused to their users, based on Art. 37, §6ff of the Brazilian Federal Constitution and Art. 14 of the BrCDC.
5.4.4. Criminal law

The main issue presented by Brazilian criminal law is the scarcity of specific cybercrime provisions. Despite recent amendments on online protection of children, only hacking and unauthorized system interference are covered by the Brazilian Criminal Code. These provisions, added via Law 12.737/2012, have not resulted in any final conviction, causing a gap in case law on crimes against information systems. There persists a misconception that the current version of the criminal code and other special laws are sufficient to address the crimes committed online. However, the question is not whether the current legislation is applicable, but rather whether it is sufficient and adequate to deal with cyber criminality – and it is not. In this regard, there seems to be enough room for improvement in Brazilian law: the lack of provisions which criminalize the primary offence also result in a lack of accountability for the actions of actors that indirectly contribute to the event.

A strict interpretation of criminal law combined with the limited application of the cybercrime provisions precludes a clear possibility for criminalization of the activities of ISPs, business and software vendors which display a lack of diligence and care. However, we analyse below whether and how a duty of care and diligence could be linked to cybercrime offences by exploring the concepts of commissive crime by omission (crime comissivo por omissão), aiding and abetting, and the duty to put in place security mechanisms.

The concept of commissive crime by omission in Brazilian law follows the German tradition of a guarantor who can help prevent illicit activities from taking place or from achieving the planned result. This is described as the doctrine of ‘norma de dever de segundo grau’488 (a second-degree duty, freely translated) and targets the agents which hold a special protective relation towards the protected right. The guarantor of the right is thus in the position to prevent the violation of the right. For an agent to commit a commissive crime by omission, three elements must be demonstrated in conjunction with the illicit activity, namely: 1) the power to act; 2) the preventability of the result; and 3) a duty to prevent the result. It is possible to argue that there are cases in which ISPs, software vendors, and business have a de facto power to act. For instance, a software vendor can fix the vulnerability of his product or service upon becoming aware of the issue, businesses can restrict the access of employees to certain devices and deploy improved software and hardware security, and ISPs can install honeypots, filter and divert malicious traffic, block access to suspicious websites, and disconnect malicious users. The second element, preventability of the result, is particularly difficult in a cybersecurity environment, as discussed before. This will require specialized knowledge of computer forensics and malware intelligence to verify whether the considered actions could have prevented the harmful event. Finally,

---

488 Bitencourt 2012: 265.
there has to be a legal duty to prevent the result. The legal duty to provide network security, however, appears not to exist in current legislation.

Art. 13 par. 2 of the Brazilian Criminal Code defines the bearer of a the duty to act as anyone who a) has a legal obligation of care, protection or vigilance; b) assumed the responsibility to prevent the result; or c) with a previous behaviour, created the risk to that led to the result. The challenge is to find a legal provision that establishes a duty to act in cases of security threats for ISPs, software vendors, or businesses. It is not clear what legal sources other than the Criminal Code could be used to infer the existence of this duty and whether the Marco Civil, by establishing the principle of network security, introduces such a duty for Internet actors. This appears to go against the intention of the legislator, not to mention issues with principles of criminal law such *nulla poena sine lege* and the prohibition of *analogia in malam partem*.

Finally, the concept of aiding and abetting does apply to the cybercrime offences in Brazilian law. By default, criminal offences require dolo of the agent; only if specifically described by law will an act be criminalized in the presence of culpa instead of dolo. This is not the case for the crimes of hacking and unauthorized interference with a system, which require dolo of the agent. Aiding and abetting would therefore require the same harmful and conscious decision from the second agent. This is to say that if businesses, software vendors or ISPs were to be considered offenders under current legislation, these actors would need to display dolo in creating the opportunity for the cybercrime, meaning that they would need to intentionally create or enable vulnerabilities with the purpose of supporting the action of the cybercriminal. In this case, it is inevitable that such actors will also be held criminally liable for the damages caused to society. However, the mere lack of care and diligence in ensuring the security of networks cannot amount to cybercrime dolo. The considered agents therefore cannot be considered co-authors of the crime, nor aiders and abettors.

5.4.5. Conclusion
Brazilian law appears to be favourable to assuming legal duties of care and diligence. Furthermore, the ‘product liability’ rules in the BrCdC encompass products as well as services, apply to private individuals as well as business users, and allow compensation for certain non-material damages. This provides a solid basis to assume that there is enough room under current private law to hold businesses, software vendors and ISPs liable for damages caused to users by security vulnerabilities, even if the damages are linked to the activities of third parties that exploit those defects in security. The extent to which actors are in fact liable, however, remains to be seen, as there is no case law on this particular matter. This may also be due to uncertainty to what kinds of non-material damages are compensated: does this also include loss incurred by defective software? Furthermore software
vendors may by the wording of the licence provisions influence the expectations regarding the software, resulting in a low standard of ‘adequacy’ of the software. With regard to criminal law, there seems to be no room to hold ISPs, software vendors or businesses liable for actions which were not committed with direct criminal intent (dolo), such as a mere lack of proper diligence and care for IT security.

5.5. Czech Republic
The Czech Republic has a continental, civil law system belonging to the Germanic branch of civil law. The main characteristics of the Czech legal system are that (1) the principal fields of law are codified; (2) the sources of law form a hierarchical structure; and (3) only written laws (statutes adopted by the Parliament and (‘sub-statutory’) regulations adopted by the executive) are recognized as formal sources of law. Similar to other former Eastern bloc countries, the Czech legal order has been influenced by the period of Communist rule and has been undergoing a dynamic transition over the last twenty-five years to accommodate the democratic institutions, market economy and private property. The recent enactments of the Criminal Code (TZ) in 2009, the Civil Code (NOZ) in 2012 and of special laws such as the Cybersecurity Statute (2014) are interesting to study in relation to cybercrime since they were presumably tailored to fit the needs of a modern society, including the fight against cybercrime. It was inspired by legislative trends in other countries. A drawback is the lack of case law for the new legislation, which at present is still largely untested in legal practice.

5.5.1. Civil law
The civil law of the Czech Republic has historically been influenced mainly by the Austrian Civil Code (ABGB).

491 Allgemeines bürgerliches Gesetzbuch.

492 Hereafter 1964 OZ.

493 Lazar 2010.

Although the decisions of the Constitutional Court and the Supreme Court have a significant influence over the legal system.

in the Czech Republic until 31 December 2013 and is still in force in the Slovak Republic. Although it was heavily modified and amended after the political change in 1989 to accommodate the needs of market economy, private ownership, business freedom etc., its wording remained for the most part rooted in the circumstances of a socialist society.494

The need for a new codification was strongly felt by the early 2000s. After eleven years of work of the recodification committee of the Ministry of Justice,495 the new civil code (NOZ) (law no. 89/2012 coll.) was adopted by Parliament. It entered into force on the 1st January 2014. It was inspired by other European civil codes, in particular the Austrian ABGB and the German BGB. The NOZ specifies, modifies and extends the inadequate provisions of the 1964 OZ and codifies nearly the whole area of (substantive) civil law which was previously fragmented in several statutes.496

One of the significant changes of the NOZ is a stronger emphasis on contractual freedom. The 1964 OZ was rather unique among other European codes in the way in which it limited the freedom of contract parties.497 It contained a provision which prevented contract parties from waiving their future rights. As per § 574(2) of the 1964 OZ,498 any contract clause that prevented one of the parties to claim future damages or limited future liability was considered void.499 Parties could only waive the rights and claims they disposed of at the time of the waiver.500 The NOZ abandoned this far reaching limitation of contractual freedom, although the following limitations were retained in § 2898 NOZ:501

- Liability for future breach of a person’s natural rights502 cannot be limited,
- Liability for future damage caused intentionally or by gross negligence cannot be waived,
- Clauses that preclude or limit future claims of damages by the weaker party are

---

498 § 574(2) of the 1964 OZ: “Dohoda, kterou se nekdo vzdává práv, jež mohou v budoucnosti teprve vzniknout, je neplatná.”
500 Handlar 2009: 659-663.
501 § 2898 NOZ: “Nepřihlíží se k ujednání, které předem vylučuje nebo omezuje povinnost k náhradě újmy způsobené člověku na jeho přirozených právech, anebo způsobené úmyslně nebo z hrubé nedbalosti; nepřihlíží se ani k ujednání, které předem vylučuje nebo omezuje právo slabší strany na náhradu jakékolí újmy. V těchto případech se práva na náhradu nelze ani platně vzdát.”
502 The concept of natural rights is defined in §19 NOZ as rights that are innate to every person and can be recognized through reason a sense. These include rights such as the right to life, physical and mental integrity, dignity, health and healthy environment. (Svestka, Dvorak, Fiala, (VI) 2014: 884-886).
not allowed.\textsuperscript{503} It should be noted that the term ‘weaker party’ does not necessarily include only private individuals or consumers, but can also apply to a small or medium business when it is contracting with a large corporation.\textsuperscript{504} The weaker party is generally a natural or legal person who enters into a relation with a business entity which is not related to her own business activity.\textsuperscript{505}

Apart from these three limitations, clauses which limit future liability are allowed if part of a bilateral agreement. Unilateral declarations do not directly lead to a limitation of liability, regardless of whether they are directed towards future damage. Such unilateral declarations can, however, be considered a warning of possible damage, which may result in an exclusion of liability of the party that issued the warning, particularly if the injured party acts against the warning despite being made aware of the risk. Hradek gives the example of a website administrator who issues a statement on his website that he is not responsible for its content. If a user copies the websites’ content on her computer and this causes damage, the liability of the website owner will in principle be excluded.\textsuperscript{506} The warning, therefore, effectively leads to an exclusion of liability, similar to an assumption of risk or contributory negligence in other legal systems.

5.5.1.1. General and special preventive duties
In the context of tort law, contract law, and particularly the existence of a duty of care and diligence, the NOZ contains two provisions that deserve particular attention. § 2900 establishes a general preventive duty and § 2901 establishes a special preventive duty.\textsuperscript{507} Non-compliance with these duties is seen as a breach of statutory duty and establishes statutory liability (see section 5.5.1.2. for the discussion of statutory/tort liability).

The general preventive duty imposes a general obligation on all subjects to act, if required by the circumstances of the case and the customs of private life, in such a way that the freedom, life, health and property of others will not be harmed without a justifiable reason. The duty applies both to contractual relations and to statutory duties. The general preven-

\textsuperscript{503} § 2898 NOZ.
\textsuperscript{504} Svestka et al. 2013-VI: 886.
\textsuperscript{505} Jansa, Otevrel 2014: 125.
\textsuperscript{506} Svestka et al. 2013-VI: 880.
\textsuperscript{507} § 2900 NOZ: “Vyzadují-li to okolnosti případu nebo zvyklosti soukromého života, je každý povinen počínat si při svém konání tak, aby nedošlo k nedůvodné újme na svobodě, životě, zdraví nebo na vlast-nictví jiného”
§ 2901 NOZ: “Vyžadují-li to okolnosti případu nebo zvyklosti soukromého života, má povinnost zakročit na ochranu jiného každý, kdo vytvořil nebezpečnou situaci nebo kdo nad ní má kontrolu, anebo odvodnější-li to povaha poměru mezi osobami. Stejnou povinnost má ten, kdo může podle svých možností a schopností snadno odvratit újmu, o níž ví nebo musí vědět, že hrozící závažnosti zjevne převyšuje, co je třeba k záкроku vynaložit.”
The general preventive duty was one of the most important provisions of the 1964 OZ and was frequently applied in later decades. It was used to establish the most extensive interpretation of the *neminem laudere* principle and encompassed not only damages directly caused by the obliged party, but also subsequent damages caused by other parties that can be related to the obliged party. The provision was motivated by the needs of the socialist society to strengthen socialist relations. The manner in which the preventive obligation was interpreted has been criticized as too extensive and as bringing legal uncertainty to civil relations. Others point out that the strong emphasis on preventive duties stems from the fact that no compensation can fully restore the state of affairs before the wrongful act occurred.

The new codification explicitly aimed to limit the application of the general preventive duty. The explanatory report states that cases in which the damage is caused by the party itself should be distinguished from other cases. The preventive duty should also be limited to what can be expected of a reasonable person according to the customs of private life, by the level of foreseeable responsibility connected to a certain behaviour, by the importance of the interest that the acting party pursues, by the nature of the relation between the parties, and by the accessibility and cost of the preventive measures.

---

508 Fekete 2011: 1027.
509 § 415 1964 OZ.
510 Explanatory report to § 2900 and § 2901 NOZ.
511 Fekete 2011: 1026.
512 Explanatory report to the par. 2900 NOZ.
In Hradek’s opinion, the limitation of the preventive duty to the particular circumstances of the case and customs of private life will change the interpretation of the duty. While it was previously used to create new protective norms, the courts should now only apply existing duties. For instance, the current preventive duty cannot oblige a cyclist to wear a helmet if special laws only require this for cyclists of a certain age. The courts did establish more extensive duties on the basis of the old general preventive duty.

While the recent legislative change was meant to reform the preventive duty, it is yet to be seen how the courts will interpret it. The available case law might not reflect the current state of positive law; nevertheless, a few important cases will be mentioned here.

The Supreme Court recently clarified that the general preventive duty is not boundless: everyone is obliged to show only the care which is reasonably expected in relation to the specific spatial and temporal circumstances and which is capable of preventing or at least minimizing the occurrence of damage. The provision does not establish a duty to foresee all possible future occurrences of damage.

Another insightful decision of the Supreme Court regards the question whether the general preventive duty can be breached in relation to one’s own damage. In other words, what are the consequences for the damaged party who increased the likelihood or the seriousness of her own damage by her own careless conduct? The Supreme Court repeatedly ruled that careless conduct of the damaged party which increases the amount of damage is also a breach of the general preventive duty. Based on this judgment, it may be reasonably expected that a computer owner who leaves her computer completely unprotected, for example by disabling the antivirus program and the firewall, would be found in breach of the general preventive duty and share at least part of the liability with the perpetrator if her computer is subsequently infected with malware. In other words, what in other legal systems is called contributory negligence is determined by the same provision which establishes the negligence of other parties.

Several judgments clarify that the general preventive duty is not strictly limited to one's own actions, but can also arise in relation to the actions of other people. A driver of a car is obliged to ensure that the vehicle’s other passengers do not endanger the safety of

516 Decision of the High Court in Prague from 4 February 2014 (preventive duty, liability) 1 Cmo 303/2013-166, commentary of Jaromir Jirsa 2014.
518 Tichy 2004: 47.
traffic, otherwise she is jointly liable for the damage caused.\textsuperscript{519} A burglar who breaks into a house and leaves it vulnerable is also liable for damage caused by other thieves who take advantage of this vulnerability.\textsuperscript{520} An owner of a water slide is responsible for ensuring the safety of the slide and conducting oversight to ensure that it is used properly, otherwise she may be liable for damage caused by the unsafe behaviour of other persons on the slide.\textsuperscript{521} By analogy, ISPs could perhaps be held responsible for cyber-attacks using their infrastructure, although their liability is limited by law (see section 5.5.1.3.1).

While the general preventive duty requires careful action of everyone, the special preventive duty (§2901) obliges certain subjects not only to act with reasonable care, but also to actively intervene to prevent damage that is about to occur to another person. This duty applies to those who create a dangerous situation or have control over it, or if the relation between the persons requires it. This duty binds every person with the possibility and the ability to prevent damage and who is aware or should be aware that the potential damage is clearly more serious than the effort needed to prevent it. The duty to actively intervene to protect a third person is an innovation of the NOZ. The 1964 OZ only obliged subjects to protect themselves.\textsuperscript{522}

The duty to actively prevent damage requires a genuine and present threat of damage, not just a vague fear of potential danger.\textsuperscript{523} We can speculate that if, for example, a software vendor knows of a serious bug in one of its software programs which can potentially cause damage to users, it has a duty to intervene and undertake steps to prevent such immediately present danger, at least by informing the users about such danger. However, if the vendor only has doubts about the product, but no specific knowledge of dangerous bugs, or if the known bugs are not particularly dangerous, the duty does not materialize.

The relation between persons that establishes a duty to act to prevent damage to the other person is usually understood as a contractual or pre-contractual relationship. However, in some cases even ordinary social contact of people can establish such duty.\textsuperscript{524} Contractual relations generally establish a higher standard of care.

The duty to act is limited by the degree of danger and costs of such intervention. A person is only obliged to act if the danger she prevents is significantly larger than the danger this person would put herself in. If the prevented damage is smaller than the costs of preventive action, the person does not have a duty to act. This difference between the danger or damage prevented and the costs of preventing it should be clear. A minor or

\textsuperscript{519} Fekete 2011: 1029.
\textsuperscript{520} Fekete 2011: 1031.
\textsuperscript{521} Fekete 2011: 1032.
\textsuperscript{522} Svestka et al. 2013-VI: 897.
\textsuperscript{523} Svestka et al. 2013-VI: 898.
\textsuperscript{524} Svestka et al. 2013-VI: 898.
arguable difference does not suffice to establish duty to act.525

Other preventive duties in the NOZ include the duty of a person who is in breach of her legal duty or knows that she will be in such breach to inform without undue delay any person that might be damaged by such breach of a legal duty,526 and the duty of a party who is at risk of being damaged to intervene in a proper manner in order to avert this danger.527

The costs of any preventive action taken in favour of another party are to be reimbursed, unless the action is taken to prevent a dangerous situation which was brought about by the actor herself.528 This provision can potentially support and motivate subjects to fulfil their statutory preventive duties.

5.5.1.2. The regimes of liability under Czech law

The NOZ knows three general grounds of liability:

1. Liability arising from a breach of boni mores (dobré mravy)529
2. Liability arising from a breach of a statutory duty530 (including general and special preventive duties)
3. Liability arising from contract531

Ad 1. The Constitutional Court defined boni mores as an aggregate of ethical principles which are generally accepted and adhered to and which are often enforced by legal norms to ensure that all conduct complies with the general moral principles of democratic society. Furthermore, the concept of boni mores develops in time and space and has to be determined in the context of a particular case.532 It is also defined as an unchallengeable mini-

---

526 § 2902 NOZ.
527 § 2903 NOZ.
528 § 2908 NOZ.
529 § 2909 NOZ: “Škůdce, který poškozenému způsobil škodu úmyslným porušením dobrých mravů, je povinen ji nahradit; vykonával-li však své právo, je škůdce povinen škodu nahradit, jen sledoval-li jako hlavní účel poškození jiného.
530 § 2910 NOZ: “Škůdce, který vlastním zaviněním poruší povinnost stanovenou zákonem a zasáhne tak do absolutního práva poškozeného, nahrádí poškozenému, co tím způsobil. Povinnost k náhradě vznikne i škůdcí, který zasáhne do jiného práva poškozeného zaviněním porušením zákonné povinnosti stanovené na ochranu takového práva.
531 § 2913 NOZ: “(1) Poruší-li strana povinnost ze smlouvy, nahradí škodu z toho vzniklou druhé straně nebo i osobě, jejímž zájmu mělo splnění ujednané povinnosti zjevně sloužit.
532 Kamila Bubelova 2010: 3
121

mum standard of decency of all righteous persons. At first glance, the concept seems to hold some potential for the courts to establish something like a duty to care, built on the ethical norms in the society. However, only an intentional breach of *boni mores* establishes grounds for liability.

Ad 2. The following conditions establish statutory liability under Czech civil law:

- A person caused damage to another person.
- The damage is caused by a breach of a statutory obligation. In case the damage is to absolute rights, any breach of any statutory obligation will establish liability. If relative rights are at stake, only a breach of a specific duty devised to protect these rights will have such effect.
- Fault, which in case of a breach of statutory obligation is presumed to be negligence. A person can exculpate herself by proving that she did not act negligently. Gross negligence or intent must be proven by the claimant. In general, a person is considered to act negligently if she doesn’t act according to what can be reasonably expected in private matters from an average person. That a person has the mind of an average man and the capability to use it with usual care and caution is generally presumed by Czech civil law. However, what is considered to be an average mind depends on the particular group or profession that a person belongs to, e.g. a system administrator is expected to have the mind of an average system administrator. Therefore, if a person proclaims to have a special skill, knowledge or care, or promises to perform an action which requires such special skill, knowledge or care, and does not use such special attributes, it is presumed that she acts negligently. Professionals such as network administrators are therefore required to comply with a higher standard of care than non-professionals. Fault is not required to establish liability in specific cases provided by the law: in these cases, objective responsibility arises.

Ad 3. Liability can also arise from a breach of contract. This type of liability only binds the contractual party that is in breach of the contract against the other contractual party or a person in whose benefit the contract was clearly concluded, although past case law has

---

533 Svestka et al. 2013-VI: 923.
536 Svestka et al. 2013-I: 30.
537 Svestka et al. 2013-VI: 951.
538 § 2910-2912 NOZ.
540 § 2913 NOZ.
extended this liability somewhat further.\textsuperscript{541} Contractual liability is an objective liability and the party that is in breach of contract can be relieved of her liability only if she can prove that performance of the contract was prevented by a temporary or permanent, exceptional, unpredictable and impassable obstacle which has arisen independently of her will. This exception to liability cannot be applied if the obstacle arose from the personal situation of the party who is in breach, or if it arose at a time when performance should have already occurred. A contract can also specify that the party is obliged to overcome certain obstacles, in which case the liability will not be limited by the existence of such obstacle.\textsuperscript{542} The contractual party can also be in breach in case the damage is caused primarily by actions of third-parties,\textsuperscript{543} if she was under a contractual duty to protect the other party from such actions.

Besides the three general types of liability, the NOZ recognizes a number of special liability regimes. Of these only one seems to have any relevance to this report: the liability for damages caused by a faulty product, which could theoretically come into play with regard to e.g. hardware or software manufacturers or vendors.\textsuperscript{544} This special liability was introduced to Czech civil law by the transposition of Council Directive 85/374/EEC.\textsuperscript{545} The liability for a faulty product lies with the manufacturer or the person that marked the product with their name or by other means, or with the supplier. If the product is imported, the liability lies with the supplier, even if the manufacturer is known. The product is considered faulty when it is not as safe as it can reasonably be expected to be with regard to all circumstances, especially the way in which it is introduced to and propagated on the market, the purpose it serves and the time in which it was introduced. The safety of the product is generally understood in terms of the consumers’ health,\textsuperscript{546} however, a broader understanding of safety should not be refused out of hand. The liability for a faulty product is a type of objective liability, although certain facts mitigate the liability of the manufacturer or the supplier; such facts exist in particular if the fault of the product is caused by the damaged party, if the fault did not exist at the time of introduction of the product on the market, or if the state of technical and scientific knowledge at the time of its introduction did not allow the fault to

\textsuperscript{541} On the basis of the old Civil Law the Supreme Court ruled that the party in breach of contract not is only liable for the damage caused to the other party of the contract, or a subject in whose favor the contract was concluded, but also to such persons damaged by the breach of contract in whose legal sphere the obligation had an impact.

\textsuperscript{542} § 2913 NOZ.

\textsuperscript{543} NS 32 Odo 1180/2004.

\textsuperscript{544} See section on Software vendors for the discussion whether software can be considered a product for the purposes of this provision.

\textsuperscript{545} Svestka et al. 2013-VI: 1047.

\textsuperscript{546}
be recognised.\footnote{\textit{§} 2939-2943 NOZ.} An important note to make here is that the provisions on liability for faulty products only protect consumers, not actors pursuing their commercial activities.\footnote{\textit{Svestka et al. 2013-VI: 1064.}}

5.5.1.3. Liability of particular types of subjects

5.5.1.3.1. ISPs

ISPs are subject to the general legal rules applicable to all legal subjects.\footnote{\textit{Polčák 2007: 51.}} Moreover, specific rules establish a separate regime for ISPs, regarding in particular their liability for the information they transmit or store. Next to these specific rules, certain principles restrict the scope of actions that ISPs can take (as an obligation or voluntarily) to prevent cybercrime. These include i.a. the protection of privacy enshrined in the Bill of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms,\footnote{Art. 7(1), 10(2), 13 of the Bill of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms (Listina základních práv a svobod).} the principle of net neutrality that is promoted by the Czech Telecommunications Bureau,\footnote{See: http://www.ctu.cz/cs/download/obecna_pravidla_a_doporuceni_pro_vyuzivani_rizeni_datoveho_provozu_19122013.pdf} and the ‘right to internet access’ which has been affirmed by the Czech Constitutional Court.\footnote{I.ÚS 22/10 from 7. 4. 2010.} Potential preventive actions of ISPs, such as inspection of data, the blocking of websites and services, or the blocking particular users might violate these principles and therefore be in violation of the law.

Radim Polčák briefly sketches a few arguments for and against holding the ISPs liable for third-party content or information. An argument in favour of liability is that ISPs provide the infrastructure for disseminating such information and derive profit from this. Excluding their liability would put them in a privileged position compared to other parties. Additionally, even if they were held liable, they could in turn claim damages from the originator of the information. However, there are strong arguments against liability of ISPs. First of all, the traffic that ISPs transmit through their infrastructure is enormous and any of it could potentially be illegal. Secondly, the ISP may provide the infrastructure used for an illegal activity, but the importance of a particular informational connection for the ISP is negligible. The profit that it gains from a single connection is marginal, even though the damage such connection can cause may be significant. Thirdly, the services are often provided anonymously and it would often be practically impossible for the ISP to identify the originator of the illegal content and claim a regressive compensation. It is therefore clear that establishing objective responsibility of ISPs would require them to actively monitor all the traffic flowing through their infrastructure, which would not only pose practical difficulties, but also cause
numerous issues, including infringements of privacy and data protection.553 The arguments against full liability of ISPs have prevailed. Under Czech law, all ISPs are excluded from objective liability, meaning that they are never liable for illegal communications of which they are not aware.554 This was established by statute 480/2004 coll. on selected services of information society. Prior to this piece of legislation, the liability of ISPs was not regulated; it was usually governed by an agreement with the user, which was problematic because the contract law at the time did not allow for the exclusion of liability for illegal acts. At that time, the general preventive duty (see section 5.5.1.1) would apply to ISPs, whose liability in such a case was secondary to the actual perpetrator.555 However, there is no case law about ISP liability under the general preventive duty according to the available sources. In any case, the new statute limits ISP liability to such an extent that the general preventive duty may not have any additional application.

The Czech law (statute 480/2004 coll. on selected services of information society) distinguishes three main types of ISPs and attaches to each a different regime of liability. The law was adopted as a Czech transposition of Directive no. 2000/31/ES, although the negative specification of ISPs’ liability is replaced by a positive specification in the Czech statute. The significance of this choice will be explained later.

The main types of ISPs distinguished by the law are:
- ISPs providing mere conduit, i.e. access providers. These ISPs enjoy the most extensive limitation of liability. They are only liable if the illegal information can be attributed to them, for example if it originates from them, i.e. they created or modified it. They are not liable for information which does not originate from them, even if they know about the illegal nature of such information.556 Their duty to care therefore lies only in making sure that they do not create and disseminate illegal information themselves. They are practically free from worry about private users making claims against them under the argument that their subjective rights are breached.557
- ISPs providing caching. The liability of these ISPs is limited in the same way as the liability of access providers, with the addition that they are also liable if they do not comply with technical standards, contractual technical conditions, or conditions that are generally complied with in the industry.558 These ISPs, therefore, have an additional duty to care that lies in ensuring that proper technical standards are followed.
- ISPs providing hosting services. These ISPs are, in addition to the above, also liable

553 Polcak 2007: 53-54.
554 Polcak 2007: 55.
555 Riha 2008: 120.
556 Riha 2008: 121.
558 §4 Statute 480/2004 coll.
when they should, considering the nature of their activity and the circumstances of the case, have knowledge of the illegality of any information stored or activity, or when they learn about the illegal nature of the stored information and they do not immediately take steps to delete it.\textsuperscript{559} However, these ISPs are not obliged to actively monitor the content of information they store.\textsuperscript{560} Therefore, in practice, liability arises only if the ISP was properly informed about the illegal nature of such information. These rules might discourage ISPs from monitoring for dangerous information. If ignorance means no liability, there is little motivation for the ISPs to actively uncover illegal activities because by learning about it, they become liable if they do not immediately take action.

There are few court cases that could help in understanding how this framework is used in practice. Cases relating to a duty of the hosting ISP to remove illegal posts from discussion forums (defamatory parts) are available, however, to our knowledge, cases relating to cybercrime are not available. The literature is critical of the legislator’s choice of wording of the provisions limiting liability of ISPs.\textsuperscript{561} The provisions originate from Directive 2000/31/EC, which negatively limits the liability of ISP: ISPs are not liable in case of x (exceptions to liability). The Czech law is formulated positively: the ISP is only liable in case of x (cases in which the ISP is liable).

The significance of this difference is that while the Directive intended to establish exceptions to liability rather than separate grounds for liability, meaning that even if none of the exceptions apply, the ISP is not necessarily liable. Liability has to be derived from other legal norms, such as the NOZ. Czech law, however, seems to establish separate and exclusive grounds for the liability of ISPs. According to Polčák, the provisions of statute 480/2004 coll. should work only as a subsidiary norm limiting liability. However, their wording seems to confuse courts,\textsuperscript{562} which apply the provisions as if they establish separate grounds of liability.\textsuperscript{563} The danger of such wording is that it does not seem to allow for any other grounds for liability of ISPs other than those specifically mentioned in the statute, which risks that the law will not adequately cover unpredictable cases.\textsuperscript{564}

In conclusion: Czech law presently does not impose a general duty of care on ISPs to take action to prevent cybercrime. Although, a recent judgment,\textsuperscript{565} similar to the Delfi v. Estonia ECtHR decision, suggests that Czech courts are becoming more open to specifically talk about preventive duties of the ISPs, the decision is not final and remains isolated. As
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\item \textsuperscript{559} §5 Statute 480/2004 coll.
\item \textsuperscript{560} §6 Statute 480/2004 coll.
\item \textsuperscript{561} Polčák 2012: 150; Riha 2008: 125.
\item \textsuperscript{562} E.g. judgment of the High Court in Prague from 2.3.2011 c.j. 3 Cmo 197/2010-82.
\item \textsuperscript{563} Polčák 2012: 150.
\item \textsuperscript{564} Riha 2008: 125.
\item \textsuperscript{565} 66C 143/2013 – 510.
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the law stands, only when an ISP has been informed about malicious information or content may the ISP be held to take action to remove such information or content. A particular duty that the ISPs do have under the Electronic Communications Act is a duty to collect traffic data and store it for a period of 6 months for the purposes of law enforcement.\textsuperscript{566} Finally, the fact that no specific statutory duty exists does not mean that certain duties of care cannot be contractually agreed upon between the ISP and its client. The contractual parties are free, within the limits of the law, to decide on the content of their contractual relations.\textsuperscript{567} If the client requires the ISP to take up some protective duties, it is entirely plausible that the ISP would take up such duties given the right incentives.

5.5.1.3.2. Software vendors

This section discusses the liability of software vendors for faulty products – that is, software that does not work as advertised or contains bugs which render it unsecure and prone to cyber-attacks. In his book on software law, Jansa raises the concern that, considering the rapid development of the field, the Czech statutory law does not provide a sufficient regulation of it, while case law about software is negligible.\textsuperscript{568} Furthermore, most of the literature on software law in the Czech Republic focuses on the intellectual property aspects of software protection rather than the liability of software vendors or their responsibility for secure software.\textsuperscript{569}

As specific regulation is lacking and general legal norms can hardly be applied in such a specialized field, the relations will largely be regulated by contracts.\textsuperscript{570} The application of general civil law rules in the field of software seems impractical: these rules in principle expect fulfilment of obligations without faults, which is practically impossible in contemporary software development.\textsuperscript{571}

This report is not extensive enough to contain an explanation on which subjects will be liable for defects in the software. Jansa and Otevrel describe six basic models of software distribution, explaining which subject (manufacturer, distributor, vendor) is liable under each model.\textsuperscript{572} For the purposes of this report we will discuss the liability of software vendors, even though the same liability may under a certain distribution model apply to the manufacturer or distributor.

An assessment of the liability of software vendors under the regime of liability for
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faulty products requires the determination whether software is a thing under the NOZ. The same question was raised by Jan Tomisek, who recognized that the absence of judicial guidance on this question as well as the lack of doctrinal answers prevented him from doing anything beyond arguing for his own opinion. He notes the possibility that the software license can be considered an immaterial thing since it fulfils the legal definition: it is separate from a person, serves the needs of people and can be the object of subjective property rights. Accepting this conclusion would entail that software has to be provided without faults if, in accordance with §1914 of the NOZ, the software has been provided in return for compensation, which could exclude free-of-charge software.

In general, the liability for defects in software will depend on contractual provisions. As the general types of contracts regulated in the NOZ are not applicable in the field of software law, software is generally governed by custom-made contracts. As a result, software is considered faulty when it does not correspond to what was agreed upon in the contract. The software should not only possess the attributes explicitly described in the contract, but also attributes which are standard for the type of software at hand. The purpose of the software is crucial in determining whether an attribute is standard, and thus whether the product is faulty. With regards to security and protection against cyber-attacks, the liability for an antivirus program is likely more readily established than liability for software which serves purposes unrelated to security. Furthermore, software vendors generally do not guarantee the absence of vulnerabilities, which also seems to preclude liability on the basis of a lack of care to avoid such bugs. This might be different if a vulnerability is proven to have been caused by gross negligence.

A general rule in Czech civil law, which will apply in the field software distribution, is that higher standards are expected of business entities and higher protection is attributed to consumers. If someone declares to have expert knowledge, a corresponding expertly care can be reasonably expected.

The lack of liability for vulnerabilities is further made possible by the fact that the NOZ, as opposed to the old ones, does not contain strict limitations on waivers of liability. In practice, software vendors often exclude liability for damage caused by third parties or by the proliferation of malware, and under the NOZ such liability waivers are much
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more likely to hold up than before. It is often stipulated that free software is provided ‘as is’ (jak je), although this seems to be inadmissible.581

As the duties of software vendors largely depend on the precise wording of the contracts, it seems plausible to conclude that they will only have limited duties to care: these contracts will most likely be drafted to limit or exclude their liability, especially in business relations. They may be held liable for breach of the preventive duties in case they fail to address known vulnerabilities of the software, but otherwise it cannot be reasonably expected of them to provide a completely bug-free software. With regards to damage to third parties caused in relation to vulnerabilities in their software, it seems unlikely that liability could be established considering an absence of contractual obligations towards these third parties and the general difficulty to prove the causality between the vulnerability and the damage.

5.5.1.3.3. Businesses
Businesses that are the victim of DDoS attacks may be in breach of their contractual obligations to provide a service (online). Whereas the contractual liability is an objective one and can be exculpated only if performance of the contract was prevented by a temporary or permanent, exceptional, unpredictable and impassable obstacle which has arisen independently of the obliged party’s will (5.5.1.2.), the determination of their liability to their customers will depend on their level of care to take precautionary measures to prevent any threats that could be predicted or overcome. The threat of failing to provide the service due to such attacks and being in breach of their contractual obligations may be an incentive to businesses to put proper precautionary measures in place. However, in practice it may be assumed that such contracts will often include clauses restricting liability. Other subjects may have a statutory duty to provide certain services online, but such breach requires fault to establish liability.

5.5.2. Criminal Law
In their criminal law textbook, Frantisek Novotny, Rudolf Vokoun and Pavel Samal write that computer related criminality is at the centre of public interest in the recent years.582 This statement is not reflected in literature or case law, which are surprisingly scarce on this subject. Nevertheless, Czech criminal law has been recently recodified and includes several criminal offenses related to computers, networks and cyberspace.

The Czech Criminal Code (TZ) belongs to the continental legal system. A key feature of the TZ is its formalism – any behaviour that is not explicitly described in the TZ as a cri-

582 Novotny, Vokoun, Samal 2010: 209.
minal offense cannot be criminally prosecuted and, at the same time, a behaviour that contains all the attributes of a particular crime is to be prosecuted regardless of other considerations.\footnote{Herdova 2009: at: http://www.epravo.cz/top/clanky/co-prinasi-novy-trestni-zakonik-55564.html. [accessed: 5 December 2014].} While the prevention of crime is one of the key functions of Czech criminal law,\footnote{Kratochvil 2012: 17.} this does not entail that the TZ can be interpreted as containing extensive preventive duties subject to criminal sanctions. General principles of Czech criminal law include the principle of balance between public and private interest,\footnote{Kratochvil 2012: 26.} the principle of *nullum crimen sine lege*,\footnote{Kratochvil 2012: 27.} the subsidiarity of criminal repression,\footnote{Kratochvil 2012: 28.} and the prohibition on the use of analogy against the interest of the offender.\footnote{Kratochvil 2012: 39.} This set of principles entail that any criminally sanctioned behaviour has to be explicitly provided for in the TZ and that the provisions need to be interpreted rather narrowly.

In principle, for a certain behaviour to be qualified as a crime the Czech TZ requires this behaviour to be intentional. Only a limited number of crimes can be committed by negligence; namely if the TZ specifically mentions negligence. That said, the line between intent and negligence can be blurry in practice. Czech criminal law distinguishes between two types of intent as well as two types of negligence\footnote{§ 15-19 TZ.} based on two categories of the perpetrator’s psychological relationship to the crime (knowledge and will):\footnote{Kratochvil 2012: 280.}

- **Direct intent**: the perpetrator wants to damage or endanger the legally protected interest of society through conduct which is described by the TZ. In other words, she knows about the possible consequences of her action and wants them to occur. In general, direct intent is not a condition of criminal liability and indirect intent suffices, unless the description of the criminal behaviour contains wording such as ‘with an aim’ or ‘intending’ (knowledge and positive will).

- **Indirect intent**: the perpetrator knows that she can cause such damage or form a threat, and accepts this possibility. In other words, she has knowledge about the danger and is indifferent to the actual consequences. It is worth noting that the Supreme Court has
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interpreted indirect intent rather broadly in the past.\textsuperscript{592} (knowledge and will that is neither positive nor negative)

- Conscious negligence: the perpetrator knows that the damage can occur, but without good reason expects it will not. As with both categories of intent, in this case the perpetrator has knowledge about the possible consequences of her actions; however, the difference is that she has a negative will towards the outcome. (knowledge and negative will)

- Unconscious negligence: the perpetrator does not know that her behaviour may cause the damage, even though she should or could have knowledge of it due to the circumstances and her personal situation. (no knowledge) The expected level of care required for an act to not be considered negligent is based on objective criteria of care (average person) or subjective criteria of care (based on specific attributes, standing and competence of the person).\textsuperscript{593} In principle, the same amount of care is expected of everyone, and only in exceptional circumstances (exercise of a profession) is a higher care expected.\textsuperscript{594}

There is a fine line between indirect intent and conscious negligence. Even though it is clear that certain crimes require intent rather than negligence, in practice it may be less clear whether certain behaviour was intentional or negligent. The line is even more blurry in cases of gross negligence, which is a particularly serious case of conscious negligence and requires the perpetrator’s attitude towards due care to indicate a serious contempt for the interests protected by law. Such serious contempt seems quite close to indifference, which is typical of indirect intent.

Another point to be made is that the person who directly commits the crime is not the only one who may be held criminally liable. The TZ recognizes several categories of aiding and abetting. A person who organizes or instigates the crime or who helps the perpetrator to commit the crime is liable in the same way as the person who actually causes the damage. However, only intentional aiding establishes criminal liability.\textsuperscript{595} Alice Taborova opines that hosting ISPs may, under some circumstances, be criminally liable for aiding the primary criminal. This would in particular be the case if the ISP is aware of the illegal nature of the activity.

\textsuperscript{592} NS(Rt) II TDo 919/2004: “Fault in the form of indirect intent (…) can be assumed also in cases when the perpetrator intended another possible result, not important for criminal law, and the eventuality of the result described in the Criminal Code was unpleasant to him. If the perpetrator knew that as a result of his action the unpleasant result described in the Criminal Code can occur instead of the intended result, and did not count on any concrete facts which would prevent such development, and despite this acted, because he did not want to let go of such action even with the knowledge of the risk.”
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of the hosted information and does not act. In such a case, Táborová argues, indirect intent may be present, as is the required aid: the ISP provides the criminal with the space on the internet to commit the crime.596 A broad definition of aid is also presented by Vladimir Kratochvil, who defines aid as creating conditions which make the criminal behaviour easier than it would otherwise be. Such aid can consist of physical as well as psychological aid, and it can also be provided through omission.597 With regards to physical help, aiding can also consist of actions that are independent of the actions of the primary criminal, as long as the intent to aid her is present.598 The person providing such aid can exculpate herself if she voluntarily stops such aid and removes the danger, or notifies of the danger at a time when it is still possible to remove it.599

Omissions only establish criminal liability if there is a clear duty to act. Such a duty to act can be derived from a contract, from law, or, more specifically, from the position of guarantor.600 As described in the section on ISPs’ liability, they only have a duty to act if they obtain knowledge about illegal information being hosted by them or if they are ordered to do so by a court, but they do not have an active duty to monitor for such information. Therefore, their criminal liability for omissions could only arise if they fail to fulfil the former duties.

There are several specific crimes relating to cybercrime. Hacking is criminalized in §230 of the TZ. It is interesting to note that accessing someone else’s computer is only a crime if the perpetrator broke through security measures.601 Therefore, a certain care of the victim is expected – if no security measures are in place on a computer, merely accessing it without permission is not a crime. However, accessing the computer and unauthorised interfering with the data in any way is a crime regardless of the security measures. Infecting the computer with malware, whether ransomware or for the purposes of DDoS attack, would therefore be a crime irrespective of whether the victim secured her computer. Because §230 requires intent it is unlikely that a third party, such as an ISP, could be complicit of the crime, for example by having lax security measures in place. In order to be complicit, the other party would have to be aware of an imminent attack and also of the potential con-

596 Táborová 2010: 49: In her paper, Alice Táborová writes favorably about the possibility of holding subjects such as the ISPs criminally liable (p. 45) – access providers for commissive action (p. 48), providers of caching services for both acting and omitting action that is required (p. 49), and host pro-viders for aiding the criminal by providing space on the internet (if they know about the illegal nature of the information hosted). However, Táborová stresses the importance of balancing the criminal re-sponsibility with the principle of subsidiarity of criminal repression.
599 Samal 2012: 353.
600 Riha 2008: 120.
tribution of their conduct or omission to the attack, and be willing to take the risk. In such a case, indirect intent could be argued.

A related provision, §231, criminalizes the actions of someone who intentionally, for the purposes of hacking or intercepting communications, manufactures, imports, exports, sells, or offers (…) a device or its components, a manual, a tool or a program which serves to gain unauthorized access to an electronic communications network or a computer, or a password, entry code (…). This crime might be relevant especially in case of hardware or software producers and vendors. If they offer a product, a device or a program that could be used as a tool to gain unauthorized access to a computer, and they know that the person buying it will use it to commit such crime, then they could be held criminally liable. However, such liability would arise only, if the intended crime (hacking) wasn’t committed. If it was committed, the vendor would be liable under §230 for aiding.

The third and last of the primarily computer-related crimes is the crime of damaging data on a computer or memory device or of negligent interference with a computer accessory. Two things make this criminal offense very interesting for the purposes of this report. First, it does not require intent: gross negligence suffices for criminal liability. Secondly, resembling the German criminal law doctrine of Garantenstellung, to establish criminal liability, it is required that the perpetrator is in breach of a duty that stems from her work, profession, standing or function, or from statute or contract. It is, therefore, the specific aspect connected to the person that gives her extra responsibility and requires her to conduct herself with sufficient care, subject to criminal sanctions. If such a person acts or omits to act out of gross negligence and therewith causes data saved on a computer or a memory device to be destroyed, damaged, modified or made useless, or interferes with the technical computer accessories or with the software of a computer, and causes damage to someone else, she may face criminal sanctions - even though the same behaviour of an ordinary person, who is not in her position, would not be subject to criminal sanctions.

The condition of gross negligence is fulfilled in particular if the person concerned repeatedly acts in a negligent way or was previously warned about such misconduct. The duty that is not complied with does not have to be an important one, but the damage caused must be at least 500 000 Czech Crowns (appr. 18 000 EUR). In the context of this provision, it is worth noting the new Cybersecurity Act (see section 5.5.3.) which establishes clear and rather extensive duties to professionals responsible for critical information systems, and other obligations can be established by the National Security Authority based on this
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Act. Non-compliance with these duties resulting in significant damage can lead to criminal liability under §232 TZ.

Another crime which may be relevant is the unauthorized disposal of personal data, even if only negligently.\textsuperscript{606} Unauthorised disposal can take form of publicising, sharing, making accessible personal data, other processing or appropriating of such data. The crime only concerns data that was collected in the exercise of public authority, but it can be committed by anyone.\textsuperscript{607} While not directly connected to cybercrime, criminals can use knowledge of personal data to make potential victims more vulnerable to such attacks. The TZ also criminalizes the unauthorized interception of letters, voice or data messages (...), as well breach of the privacy of writings or of computer data (...) kept in private spaces.\textsuperscript{608} These crimes do, however, require intentional conduct.

The crimes that might be applicable to software or hardware suppliers include breach of economic competition rules\textsuperscript{609} and causing damage to consumers.\textsuperscript{610} Intentional distorting methods of competition such as misleading advertisement or misleading labelling can be criminally prosecuted if significant damage is caused to consumers. Introducing products, services or other works while withholding information about known faults of such products can also be criminally prosecuted. Any action that can mislead the consumer with regard to the quality of the product or service is considered withholding information (e.g. failing to mention the absence of protection against electric shocks or misrepresentations about the results of product testing). For instance, a software producer who introduces an anti-virus program in the knowledge that there is a serious bug in the program which may be utilized by criminals, or who advertises anti-virus software which is incapable of stopping most well-known malware, might be held criminally liable.

Furthermore, the Czech TZ includes two crimes that put certain responsibilities of crime-prevention and crime-reporting on every citizen. The two provisions, not preventing a crime (§367) and not reporting a crime (§368), both include an exhaustive list of crimes that everyone who has knowledge of their occurrence is obliged to report or make an effort to prevent. However, none of the crimes identified in the previous text as covering the field of cybercrime is included in these lists, which clearly indicates that citizens are not criminally liable for not preventing the actions of cybercriminals.

Overall, it seems like the potential of Czech criminal law to assume enforceable duties to care to prevent cybercrime is limited. Professionals working with computers (§232)
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and people in possession of personal data (§180) may be held liable for negligent actions. Hardware and software providers might be held liable for harming customers under §253. Otherwise, only subjects (1) with knowledge about the crime, and (2) positively disposed or indifferent towards it can be held liable for criminal offenses.

5.5.3. Administrative Law

A recent addition to the Czech legislative environment is the new Cybersecurity Act (Statute no. 181/2014 coll.). The law entered into force in January 2015. The goal of the new law is to establish a comprehensive approach to the cybersecurity of the Czech state, amid a growing concern on the dangers posed to the state by cyberterrorism. Cyberterrorism has already impacted some countries in the region, one example being the massive attack on Estonian cyberspace in 2007, during which the websites of banks, public institutions, ministries and the media were paralyzed by massive DDoS attacks. To protect the Czech cyberspace the new law puts in place a system of security standards for the information systems that are essential to the security and public order in the state. Many of these critical elements are not controlled by the state, but the new law establishes lines of legal action for those who do not comply with the security standards. These standards would also be reviewed through compliance audits of all public administration bodies and private parties controlling critical infrastructure. Formally, these functions are to be realised by the National Cyber Security Centre (Národní centrum kybernetické bezpečnosti) which is an organisational part of the National Security Authority (Národní bezpečnostní úřad) and which operates the Computer Emergency Response Team (GovCERT). The task of the GovCERT should not only be to react to existing incidents, but should also focus heavily on prevention and on the suggestion of measures to avert or thwart such attacks.

The new cybersecurity law establishes obligations for various subjects, including providers of electronic communications services, subjects who secure electronic communication networks, institutions or persons managing critical networks, administrators of the systems of critical infrastructure and administrators of its communication system, and administrators of important information systems. Their duties lie mainly in putting in place security standards which consist of organizational measures and technical measures. Examples of organizational measures include risk management, supply chain security, security of human resources, and control and audit of information systems. Examples of technical measures include physical security, tools to confirm the identity of users, and tools to protect against harmful codes and cryptographic tools. The extent of these duties is
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specified in government regulation (Notice 316/2014 Sb.). Other duties include an obligation to report security incidents and to keep records about such incidents. These duties may be considered public law reflections of duties of care and diligence. Insofar as relevant, this shows that businesses and ISPs do, to a certain extent, have a duty to act to prevent cybercrime, although the extent of these duties appears to be limited.

The new law is seen as a big step forward in securing the cyberspace of the Czech Republic. Even though it is limited in scope, as it only covers the infrastructure critical for the exercise of public authority, in this limited sphere it establishes detailed and enforceable obligations aimed at the prevention of cybercrime. It may not offer much protection against malware such as ransomware to individual users, but it could be an important addition to the fight against DDoS attacks, which, after all, very often targets the critical infrastructure covered by the new law.

5.5.4. Conclusion
Czech law follows European Union rules as regards ISP immunity for liability, although choosing a different wording. Hence no general duty of care exists, even though a contractual duty can be agreed upon for customers of the ISP. Software vendors will not be liable if the contractual provisions are sufficiently limited, which they usually are. Hence there are only limited duties of care. Furthermore limitations clauses are allowed, albeit to a lesser extent than in the U.S.A. and The Netherlands. For businesses the same considerations apply: although a contractual duty of care and diligence may exist, actual liability will mostly be very much limited. There is no criminal liability for actors who unintentionally contribute to cybercrime. Noteworthy is only the possibility of criminal liability of software vendors for causing damage to consumers (§ 253 TZ). In particular cases this might form the basis for holding software vendors liable for vulnerabilities. The new Cybersecurity act does provide administrative law rules that can be viewed as laying down particular duties of care and diligence.

5.6. Conclusion
Although the jurisdictions investigated here do to a certain extent recognise duties of care and diligence that may counteract cybercrime, these duties have limited effectiveness. ISPs may be contractually obliged to a minimal diligence for security measures and preventive action, but this diligence is hard to translate into obligations for specific actions. Furthermore, their clients may be unable to claim significant damages, due to contractual

restrictions such as limitation clauses. ISPs are generally not liable towards third parties as long as they remain passive towards the information they transmit. This exemption rule actually provides an incentive for ISPs not to monitor for suspicious traffic. The U.S. rule that ISPs do not lose their immunity merely because of good faith efforts to monitor for certain types of harmful content is an exception. It should furthermore be noted that, although administrative law to some extent requires ISPs to help to prevent cybercrime, other rules and principles, such as the principle of net neutrality, actually prohibit preventive action or at least disincentivise actions such as discriminating between criminal communication and regular traffic. Administrative rules are however, relatively scarce and abstract in most of the jurisdictions studied; The Netherlands is an exception in having a highly detailed set of rules regarding ISPs. Regardless of the legal rules, there are indications that ISPs voluntarily take preventive action. This is understandable as ISPs themselves endure negative consequences from the prevalence of cybercrime.

Software vendors may, depending on the interpretation of the relevant contracts, have a duty of diligence to provide secure software. However, any such duty is usually made harmless by limiting the contractual warrants as regards the lack of security and by stipulating damage limitation clauses under which pure economic loss is not recoverable. Software vendors are not liable to third parties on the basis of negligence, except in special circumstances. The possibilities to hold a software vendor liable are even more limited if the software is provided for free. Product liability rules are not applicable to software, even though an analogous rule of liability for defects, with effective damages, might provide additional incentives for secure software. A notable exception is Brazil, where product liability rules do apply to software. Another exception is the possibility of criminal liability under Czech law for software or hardware that causes damage to consumers. The present economics of the software market provide disincentives against efforts to promote software security by prioritising the rapid marketing of functionality over careful development to avoid security leaks. It should be noted that there are no administrative rules regarding the software sector in general, in stark contrast with the position of ISPs, who are subject to administrative regulation.

Businesses that suffer from cybercrime (either because of malware present on their computers or by being the victim of a DDoS attack) may be required towards their customer to take actions. As regards the presence of malware: this may lead to the leaking of private data, which – given the data protection laws – is usually a breach of contract or a tort towards the individuals whose data is leaked. As regards defence against DDoS attack: such an attack causes the service to be unavailable to customers, which – depending on the kind of service and the contractual relation with the customers – may constitute a breach of contract. Liability, however, is usually limited due to limitation clauses or restrictive warranties.
Other actors, in particular those involved in the general Internet ecosystem (such as registrars, organisations responsible for the protocols and standards that constitute the Internet, or blacklisting organisations), may influence the ease with which cybercrime is conducted, but their actions and choices generally will not establish any liability towards victims of cybercrime.
6. Enforcement of duties of care and diligence

6.1. Introduction
The few duties of care and diligence identified in the previous paragraph do not appear very effective, as breach of these duties would only entail liability to a limited extent. The actual enforcement of these duties is even more limited, as will become clear in this paragraph. However, there are also other mechanisms that might induce compliance. These will be discussed in par. 6.6.

6.2. The Netherlands
As explained in par. 5.2, there currently are only limited obligations to take preventive measures against the forms of cybercrime discussed in this report. As regards enforcement of those obligations that do exist, the following applies.

6.2.1. Private law
Private law enforcement of the obligations discussed is primarily left to the initiative of the individual victim. Apart from the legal obstacles that may stand in the way of an individual claim, discussed in par. 5, it is generally not to be expected that individuals instigate civil proceedings against (for example) an ISP or software vendor on the ground of violation of a zorgplicht. The primary reason is that the damage suffered by individuals because of the kinds of cybercrime discussed here is usually negligible. Even in the case of ransomware criminals are not likely to ask too much money, as the victim might not be able to pay a too large amount. Bearing in mind the slim chances that such a claim is successful and the possibility of mitigation of damages due to contributory negligence on the side of the victim, the costs of starting civil proceedings\(^{614}\) will generally be too high in relation to the possible award of damages. This might be different if the procedure would be accepted for subsidised financial support\(^{615}\), but even then a significant contribution is usually required of the individual, proportionate to income or assets.

For individual businesses the costs need not be a barrier, while the damage may be much larger, particularly in case of a DDoS attack. In this case, disincentives include complications in the area of proof of causality. The causes of a particular DDoS attack lie in a multitude of security breaches that lead to the infection of thousands of individual computers. It is next to impossible to prove which particular software vendors or ISPs have breached duties of care or diligence as a result of which the original causes – the infections – were able to take place. Once a botnet is in place, there are currently only limited possibilities to quickly dismantle or stop the botnet or block an attack. However, if the ISP with which the business has contracted for Internet services is able to limit the effects of the
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\(^{614}\) Which costs are not fully compensated even in case of a successful claim.

\(^{615}\) Gefinancierde rechtsbijstand, funded legal aid.
botnet in some way and neglects to do so, a business might succeed with a claim. In cases of manifest negligence on the side of a particular software vendor or ISP it might be an option to start a collective action to claim a correction of the deficient behaviour, or to claim general damages on behalf of the victims. A claim for damages currently requires a mandate from the victim except if a collective settlement is reached and declared binding, in which case the settlement may cover all victims who have suffered damage, regardless of whether they issued a mandate. These mechanisms offer some room for interest groups to take the lead in enforcement of desirable behaviour. However, such groups are unlikely to start a procedure if there is no clear violation of a duty, particularly if there are no generally accepted standards. At present there appear to be no general interest groups that are active to promote higher security standards for ISPs and software vendors. On the contrary, the trend appears to be to instigate actions against stronger government monitoring of the Internet.

The possibilities for a civil action on the basis of art. 3:305a BW are also available to the government, including governmental authorities. Whether they will do so will depend mostly on policy decisions which, given the limited time and funds available, are most likely influenced by considerations regarding cost, public interest, and the chance of success.

Insofar as a party does decide to start a procedure, Dutch law offers a variety of means for obtaining relevant evidentiary material. There are extensive information duties on the defendant, provisional witness hearings, possibilities for expert evidence, and statutory search orders (on the basis of art. 843a WBRv, comparable to the 'Anton Piller order'). Summary proceedings are available in urgent cases (art. 254 WBRv).

Dutch law offers several remedies: specific performance by an injunction or judicial order (strengthened with a penalty for non-compliance), award of damages, and a declaratory judgement. This allows a court to order, for example, that an ISP is to remove a website from its web server, to disallow certain specific data to be communicated, and to take certain safety measures. A court order should, however, not be too unspecific and should specify clearly the results required.

6.2.2. Criminal law
Enforcement of violations of criminal law is in the hands of the public prosecutor (Officier
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616 Ordering an order of specific performance, on the basis of art. 3:305a BW.
617 On the basis of the WCAM (Dutch Collective Claim Act).
618 Except for the victims who expressly declared to opt out from the settlement.
619 Cf art. 3:305b and 2:1 BW.
620 Art. 19-22 Wetboek van Burgerlijke rechtsvordering (WBRv, Dutch Code of Civil procedure).
621 Although a court order to reach a certain result will be interpreted as that the defendant should make a best effort for that result.
The decision to start a criminal investigation and, subsequently, to start a criminal prosecution is based not only on whether there is sufficient evidence of a norm-violation, but also on expediency (opportuniteitsbeginsel). There should be sufficient reason to prosecute this particular violation in preference to others, given the fact that there is not enough manpower available to follow up on all suspicions of criminal acts. In the case of duties of care and diligence to prevent cybercrime, the violation mostly consists of a failure to take action to prevent the actual criminal from achieving his aims. In general, there appears to be no urgent pressure to prosecute bystanders or non-complicit intermediaries or facilitators of the crime. However, duties of care and diligence to prevent cybercrime might be suitable in specific instances for giving a ‘signal’ that more cautious behaviour is actually required of ISPs and software vendors. As discussed in section 5.2.3, the Criminal Code seems to offer ground to prosecute in case of a clear failure to act, although it is uncertain whether the Hoge Raad would interpret the provisions of the Criminal Code sufficiently extensively.

Insofar as a decision is taken to investigate and prosecute, the police and prosecutor appear to have sufficient powers to obtain the necessary information and evidence for a case against the parties discussed in this report, at least at the national level. Obstacles arise in cross-border contexts, for instance where ISPs or vendors are located abroad while victimisation primarily takes place in the Netherlands, and where the principal perpetrators may be located in yet other countries. Mutual legal assistance procedures can assist to gather evidence in such cross-border cases (particularly among party states to the Cybercrime Convention). However, this requires dual criminality, so that it depends whether ISPs or vendors can also be prosecuted for breach of duties of care and diligence under the laws of the jurisdiction they are located in. Moreover, the success of mutual assistance will depend on the willingness of foreign law enforcement authorities to gather evidence and/or to take over prosecution, which may also be low if it concerns a prosecution of bystanders or non-complicit intermediaries rather than the perpetrators themselves.

6.2.3. Administrative law
As the failure to take action to prevent cybercrime may also constitute a violation of administrative law duties, various government agencies could be empowered to act against such violations. Given the principle of legality, such action must be based on specific legislative provisions that provide for specific sanctions, such as fines or the annulment of licenses. Administrative law could be a valuable supporting factor in state enforcement of desirable behaviour by giving supervisory authorities the power to sanction private parties, thereby providing targeted incentives for correct behaviour. A drawback is that the legality principle causes a delay in the response to new developments. The powers and sanctions generally have to be sufficiently specified, as a result of which constant updates in light of new forms
of undesirable behaviour may be required. Although Dutch administrative law does allow a certain amount of goal-directed regulation in the form of duties of care and diligence, there is strong doctrinal resistance against adopting this type of regulation.\footnote{See for example Hendrikse & Rinkes 2012 as regards a general duty of care for financial service providers, and earlier experiences with such duties for environmental protection.}

Enforcement of administrative obligations in telecommunications law is in the hands of the ACM\footnote{Cf. Gijrath 2014: Ch. 3.} and, as regards continuity the Agentschap Telecom, of the Ministry of Economic Affairs.\footnote{Art. 15.1 Tw, Art. 1(d) Besluit continuïteit openbare elektronische communicatienetwerken en -diensten of 19 October 2012, Stb. 2012, 514, art. 2(1) Besluit aanwijzing toezichthouders Telecommunicatie.} In particular the ACM is fairly active in enforcing regulation applicable to ISPs. Failure to comply with the relevant administrative rules may also constitute an economic misdemeanour under the Economic Offences Act (Wet op de economische delicten),\footnote{In particular violation of art. 11a.1 Tw, see art. 1(1) Wet op de economische delicten.} which could lead to criminal prosecution. However, this is rare.

6.3. U.S.A.

6.3.1. Private law
Regarding private law enforcement, individual victims may take action by starting a normal court procedure to claim damages.\footnote{Generally about civil procedure: Farnsworth 2010, p. 109-110.} This course of action will normally be unfeasible for private individuals given the high costs involved, and may be impractical given the negligible damage they suffered. Businesses may have suffered significant losses and may have enough resources for legal proceedings to be economically feasible. However, private individuals and businesses alike will usually find themselves subject to exemption clauses which limit the possible award of damages to such a low amount that legal action is impractical. Injunctions usually will not offer much relief as most companies already provide updates to patch security vulnerabilities.

With regard to individual action against a software vendor, the problem is that it is hard to prove whether the loss is caused by the vulnerability. A later infection by malware need not be caused by one specific vulnerability. For victims of DDoS attacks, causality will be impossible to prove, as the botnet clients will in all probability have been installed through many different infection methods.

For collective action, the U.S. legal system has the class action.\footnote{The federal class action is regulated in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 23, and Title 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d), 1453, and 1711–1715. The state of California has different rules for class actions.} According to federal law, a class action may be started by at least one individual who is representative of the
whole class, i.e. who has been harmed by the alleged breach of contract or tort. Once the action has been certified as a class action, the court may – if it finds against the defendant – award damages for the whole class. Parties may also reach a settlement, although this requires the court’s approval. The settlement then becomes binding for the whole class. Although a class action can be an effective means to provide incentives for businesses to comply with legal requirements towards consumers, in particular if individual damages are low, there is criticism too. Some settlements offer only very little compensation for individuals and some class action litigators display unethical behaviour. Class actions have been instigated in cases of loss of private data by companies like Sony and Dropbox. That might provide an incentive to businesses to improve their security. Businesses may try to avoid the risk of class action by modifying their general terms and conditions or their terms of service to disallow class actions. There are few class actions based on software vulnerabilities. The problem with such class actions appears to be that the mere existence of a vulnerability is not considered to be a breach, in particular if the vulnerability was not previously known by the vendor and if a patch was made available quickly.

6.3.2. Criminal law

The law of criminal procedure is largely found in the statutory law of states, showing considerable differences between the various states. The US District Attorney may decline or authorize prosecution in cases where there are arguably grounds for criminal prosecution. Given that there appears to be little ground to suppose that ISPs or software vendors who act in good faith (though somewhat negligently) are aiding and abetting cybercrime,
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628 There are other requirements as well, see Rule 23 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
629 Rule 23(e) Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
630 See Zitrin & Langford 1999.
633 Such as against HP for a printer software vulnerability (https://techbuddha.wordpress.com/2011/12/08/class-action-lawsuit-against-hp-for-not-disclosing-security-vulnerabilities-has-huge-implications/), against Samsung for a bug that freezes its mobile phones (http://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/lawsuit-news/1966-samsung-galaxy-s-defect-class-action-lawsuit/). The latter, however, appears not to be a pure software case as it involves hardware hence a product.
634 Farnsworth 2010, p. 122.
it does not seem likely that the District Attorney will prosecute for breach of a duty of care and diligence.

As regards enforcement, criminal investigators can make use of a variety of instruments that oblige parties such as ISPs to cooperate, such as the Federal Wiretap Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2522, the Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2701-2711, and the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA), 47 U.S.C. §§ 1001 et. seq. A number of government agencies work towards combating cybercrime, including several divisions of the Department of Justice, and, regarding international cooperation efforts of the Department of State and the Department of Homeland Security. Also involved are the Private Office, the FBI and the CIA.

6.3.3. Administrative law
As regards administrative law governing ISPs, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) supervises and enforces the rules. The FCC is in charge of ensuring the efficiency of the U.S. communications network. It derives authority from Title 47 U.S.C., which places the FCC under an obligation to create ‘regulations for common carriers, rules for interconnection between telecommunications carriers, rules to ensure 9-1-1 services, and regulations to promote diversity of information sources and services provided in cable communications’. Arguably the FCC may promulgate rules and standards regarding cybersecurity.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) does have some enforcement powers, but those do not relate to prevention of cybersecurity as such. The actions by the FTC in this respect mostly involve encouragement for action by other parties. There is dispute as to whether net neutrality would fall under the purview of the FTC.

With regard to the enforcement of notification rules, this differs between various states.

6.4. Brazil
The enforcement of duties of care and diligence in Brazil is primarily the responsibility of
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636 Mehra 2010: 671-675.
637 Mehra (2010: 679-681), also mentioning Department of Commerce, National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) and United States Trade Representative, Office of Intellectual Property and Innovation. These agencies are however not relevant for the present research.
638 Deflem & Shutt 2012, p. 3.
640 Sherling 2014: 587, also 570.
641 As argued forcefully by Sherling 2014: 589ff.
642 Boliek 2011.
643 Shaw 2010: 531-534 with details.
the victims, who can claim damages in an individual court procedure. If the case is based on the general law of obligations (contract law) or tort law, the victim has to prove causality and loss (Art. 333, I, of the Brazilian Code of Civil Procedure). Civil liability claims lapse after a period of three years (Art. 206, §3, V, BrCC). If the damage, however, is caused by a product or service in the framework of a consumer relation, the specific set of laws of the BrCDC comes into play. The inversion of the burden of proof is among the most important procedural aspects of consumer torts (Art. 6, VIII, BrCDC). The BrCDC establishes that the burden of proof is inverted in favour of the consumer in three specific situations, in which this prerogative emanates from the law and does not depend on evaluation by the court.644

First, in the case of defective products, the supplier will be liable for the damage claimed by the consumer unless he is able to prove one of the exceptions to liability listed in Art. 12, §3, BrCDC, namely: I - he did not place the product on the market; II – the product is not defective; III – the fault rests entirely with victim or a third party. In the absence of such proof, the court will recognize the elements of the tort to uphold the consumer claim. While the system is beneficial to the consumer – at least in theory –, the victim is still expected to present a reasonable and credible measurement of the material and possible moral, esthetic, or reputational damages. This can be particularly challenging in the context of cybercrime, as the individual damage caused to each affected user can be rather small.

Second, and similarly to defective products, the supplier of a defective service will be liable for the damages claimed by the consumer unless he can prove that the service is not defective or that the defect is the exclusive fault of the victim or of a third party (Art. 14, §3, BrCDC). Therefore, the consumer does not need to prove the defect of the product or service: it is for the supplier to rebut these claims.645

Third, it is for the supplier to prove that the information provided to the consumer or to ads and marketing services is accurate (Art. 38, BrCDC),

Consumer liability claims lapse after different terms. Noticeable vices prescribe after a term of 30 days for perishable products and services or after 90 days for non-perishable products and services, counting from the day on which the product or service was effectively delivered (Art. 26, I, II, BrCDC). The term for claims about hidden vices starts the day on which the vice became evident (Art. 26, §3, BrCDC). Finally, damage claims linked to defective products or services prescribe after a term of 5 years, counting from the moment in which the damage and its author became known (Art. 27, BrCDC).

Complaints for consumer torts can be filed by individuals or via collective actions

Consumer class actions remove the financial burden from the consumer, as there is no advance payment of the procedural costs (including the costs of the claim, legal fees and expert expenses) and as the claiming association cannot be condemned to pay the other party’s costs, except if it acted in bad faith (Art. 87, BrCDC). Nevertheless, class actions can only be initiated by a set of legitimate parties, as prescribed by Art. 5, of Law 7.347/1985. Only public prosecutors, public attorneys, entities of the Federal State, autarkies, foundations, state-owned companies, and civil society associations are authorized to bring consumer class actions to court. Individual consumers may decide to join the collective action, after which they can obtain an individual award of damages, but may also opt out of the claim. Although the legislator waived the procedural costs for collective actions and the Brazilian Federal Constitution grants possibilities of free access to justice (Art. 5, LXXIV), the procedural costs of individual claims are still a major impediment to access to justice, especially if the individual damages are difficult to assess, as in cases of reputational damage and data loss. The individual remedies available to consumers therefore seem to provide an ineffective means of enforcement.

6.5. Czech Republic
This section will discuss the enforcement of duties of care and diligence in the Czech Republic that were identified in the previous chapter. The discussion is limited by the complete absence of case law related to the enforcement of such duties of care and diligence with regards to the three aspects of cybercrime discussed in this report. Given that case-law regarding such duties of care and diligence is absent (or at least could not be identified during the research for this project), the following analysis is not based on the enforcement as grounded in practice, but rather on the theoretical possibilities and barriers of enforcing duties of care and diligence.

Because many of the duties of care and diligence are established by contracts, especially in software law, it is crucial for their enforcement that the contracts are drafted clearly and properly. Martin Maisner mentions several problems of such contracts that arise in Czech practice: (1) unclear specification of the obligation (attributes of the program), (2) use of specialized terminology that is not clearly defined and is often interpreted differently by the parties, and (3) use of (improperly) translated English terminology that is not suita-
ble in Czech legal system.\footnote{Maisner 2011: 84-86.} These shortcomings hamper the enforcement of obligations in software contracts.

The Czech Code of Civil Procedure (OSRˇ) gives the parties several tools to enforce obligations that others have towards them or to claim the compensation of damages caused by the breach of such obligations. A reconciliation procedure endorsed by the Court may under certain circumstances be used to reach a settlement. The Court can also decide to take a precautionary measure or secure evidence before the main proceedings. A party who claims that someone has an obligation (stemming from the law, a legal relation or a breach of law) towards her can file an action to perform the obligation. The claimant has to prove that the defendant is indeed subject to this obligation.\footnote{Maisner 2011: 93.} Both parties have the option to appeal the judgment in the first instance and, in specific circumstances, also to appeal the decision of the appeal court. The length of proceedings can significantly hinder the enforcement of duties established by substantive law. The average length of civil proceedings differs per court, ranging from 122 days to 876 days, with 369 being the average in the Czech Republic.\footnote{Pravni prostor. 28 November 2014: available at: http://www.pravniprostor.cz/clanky/ostatni-pravo/novy-projekt-mapa-prutahu. [accessed: 1 February 2015].} Considering the added length of the appeal procedures,\footnote{A table (updated as of 2011) of the average length of judicial procedures: http://www.czso.cz/csu/2012edicniplan.nsf/1/9A002AD93B/$File/0001122702.xls (Statistical Bureau of the Czech Republic).} the judicial delays and related costs of the proceedings can be a serious deterrent to anyone wishing to enforce such duties to care or diligence, especially since the state of substantive law makes it far from clear whether such duties actually exist or not.

These practical issues related to the cost and length of judicial procedures might be mitigated by the possibility to take collective action, under which a large number of victims act together. However, the option for collective actions is provided for only indirectly in §159a(2) of the OSRˇ: the decision of the court in matters specified in §83(2) is not only binding for the parties of the hearing, but also for other persons having claims towards the defendant stemming from the same conduct or the same state of the affairs. This is of limited value since it only applies to a limited set of case scenarios and does not provide for true collective action.

Although an important tool of enforcement, lawsuits are not the only and perhaps not the most efficient way of enforcing duties to care. Often a simple notification of the relevant subject about ongoing illegal activity can lead to the solution. In fact, as mentioned in chapter 5, such notification can in certain cases establish to duty to act that did not exist previously.
In criminal law, enforcement problems have also been observed. While the public prosecutors are obliged by law to prosecute every crime that is made known to them,\textsuperscript{653} the law enforcement authorities might not have the capacity to properly investigate every incident of cybercrime. In practice, the norms of criminal procedure are not capable of keeping up with developments in the field and often hinder or slow down the law enforcement authorities. The procedures take too long and often a suitable procedure is missing altogether.\textsuperscript{654}

The enforcement of rules about the prevention of cyber-attacks is especially problematic since the target of the crime, in contrast with the cybercriminal, cannot know when and how the attack will be executed. Nonetheless, Jakub Harašt\'a is of the opinion that proper analyses of the risks and setup of security standards and policies can prevent a large portion of such attacks. In the Czech Republic, this role is currently fulfilled by the Strategy for the field of cybersecurity in the Czech Republic for the period of 2011-2015, which aims to create effective policies to strengthen the critical information systems, incorporate security standards and their control, detect dangers and devise solutions to minimize such dangers.\textsuperscript{655} Harašt\'a also identifies a number of challenges of the implementation of cybersecurity project in the Czech Republic and the Central and Eastern European region in general: (a) rejection of control measures by the public (influenced by the recent experience with totalitarian regimes), (b) insufficient expertise of public officials, who are often selected for political reasons rather than competence, and (c) the problem of corruption that often delegitimizes the implementation of projects in the eyes of the public.\textsuperscript{656}

Maisner is of the opinion that the public sector should cooperate more intensively with IT sector associations and, together with the private sector, build best practice systems. As an inspiration he mentions the UK’s Nominet.\textsuperscript{657}

\textsuperscript{653} § 2(3) Code of Criminal Procedure (TrR\').
\textsuperscript{654} Taborova 2010: 44.
\textsuperscript{655} Harasta 2013: 80.
\textsuperscript{656} Harasta 2013: 86.
\textsuperscript{657} Maisner 2011: 279.
6.6. Alternatives for compliance

6.6.1. Introduction
The literature on alternative means of regulation (understood here as improving compliance) is vast and cannot be fully discussed here. However, a number of specific means and practices are relevant to the present topic. We will focus on those.

6.6.2. Cybersecurity insurance
One consequence of the rise of notification laws in the U.S.A. is the consequent rise of cybersecurity insurance.\textsuperscript{658} Insurance companies offer insurance against the risks associated with security breaches that have to be notified.\textsuperscript{659} This typically covers damage to digital assets, interruption of business, and possibly reputational damage.\textsuperscript{660} But the insurance policy may be more extensive by also providing coverage for the cost of notifying affected customers, IT defensive services, forensic investigation, legal advice and assistance, or public relation services. The policy may be to pay for these services, but the insurer may also suggest experienced service providers who are able to step in at short notice. Extended coverage is particularly useful for small and medium-sized businesses, which may not have the means to employ a specialised staff for such eventualities.

A beneficial effect of insurance is that the insurance company has an incentive to critically assess and reduce the risks of breach, and can – through the mechanisms of premium reduction and conditional performance in case of an actual breach – effectively and efficiently enforce risk-reducing measures. Because insurance companies with a sufficiently broad portfolio may obtain extensive experience with a wide variety of breaches, they may come to adopt and enforce an empirically grounded set of best practices to prevent and counteract security breaches, potentially reducing the number of such breaches.\textsuperscript{661}

The resulting improvement of compliance with the ultimate government goal of minimising security breaches is obtained with minimal supervisory cost to the government, as the costs are mostly borne by the companies which are open to such risks.

This phenomenon of regulation through notification may be applicable in specific other cases as well.


\textsuperscript{659} Naturally the actual coverage may be broader.

\textsuperscript{660} Constantin 2014, see also Sembhi 2013.

\textsuperscript{661} The U.S. Department of Homeland Security is aware of this, see http://www.dhs.gov/publication/cybersecurity-insurance. See also positive: Peters 2014: 1199-1201.
6.6.3. Self-regulation and soft law

Even a brief survey conveys many examples of soft law initiatives to combat cybercrime. These are not binding, but they do give an impression of what non-obligatory actions are possible. Does soft law in this regard lead to more compliance? As pointed out above, business organisations may on occasion play a role in improving compliance as well. This is often discussed under the heading of self-regulation or soft law. Existing initiatives might have only limited effect on the topic at hand.\footnote{Cf. OECD 2012a: 50, recognising the need for governments to foster the development of standards.}

\textit{ISPs.} The United States Internet Industry Association (USIIA), in which ISPs are organised, has been concerned with cybercrime and has discussed self-regulation of the industry, but rejected any assumption of a legal obligation to police the Internet.\footnote{Mehra 2010: 684-685, citing a brief from the USIIA in a 2006 court case. See also Rowe a.o. 2011, noting the role of the FCC, and describing international developments.} For a long time, ISPs have been encouraged to take steps to combat botnets and malware.\footnote{For example in 2005 the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) encouraged ISPs to action: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2005/05/24/operation_spam_zombie/.} In March 2012, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) similarly unveiled that a group of ISPs voluntarily adopted recommendations to address vulnerabilities that facilitated cybercrime.\footnote{http://www.fcc.gov/document/csric-adopts-recs-minimize-three-major-cyber-threats, and http://www.fcc.gov/document/fact-sheet-csric-recommendations, see also http://www.infoworld.com/article/2619627/network-security/u-s--isps-commit-to-new-cyber-security-measures.html. In July 2014 the FCC requested comments on implementation of these best practices: http://www.fcc.gov/document/pshsb-seeks-comment-csric-iii-cybersecurity-best-practices} These best practices included an Antibot Code of Conduct, which encouraged ISPs to engage in “(1) end-user education to prevent bot infections; (2) detection of bots; (3) notification of potential bot infections; (4) remediation of bots; and (5) collaboration and sharing of information.” ISPs in the Netherlands are loosely organised. ISPconnect and the Dutch Hosting Provider Association are associations of ISPs, but only a minority of ISPs are a member of either of these. Furthermore several ISPs are a member of Nederland ICT. Although ISPs may discuss best practices and try to take preventive action on a voluntary basis, there are as yet no binding standards or rules. In The Netherlands, there are numerous initiatives where organisations such as ECP.nl, corporations, government and NGOs cooperate to improve (the use of) IT in the Netherlands. Several projects involve education to improve end user security awareness.

At present ISPs appear to do take significant action to prevent and combat cybercrime, both individually and collectively. These actions, however, are still only taken on voluntary basis. ISP best practices are a promising development which – if sufficient room is provided by privacy regulation, see sections 7.4 and 8.2 – may eventually help in combating cybercrime.
Software vendors. In the U.S.A. the Software and Information Industry Association (SIIA) organises software vendors. This organisation regularly publishes revised model general terms and conditions, which are used by many Dutch IT companies. These terms and conditions are perceived as relatively favourable to IT companies and less so to their clients. These conditions aim at taking the most recent technological developments into account as well as the latest legal developments regarding IT. Although the industry recognises numerous competing standards and methodologies for software development, an IT company is only obliged to follow these if the contract contains an obligation to this end. At present there are no indications that contracts regularly contain express obligations to observe specific standards so as to ensure software security. The standards that are referred to are mostly internationally recognised standards. There is not an abundance of public documentation of software vendors on standards and other practices that are applied. The lack of discussion hinders learning of earlier mistakes and thereby limits the possibility of developing practical, effective standards. Nonetheless there is reason to assume that most major companies do take security seriously and do take action. However, such a positive attitude is not obligatory and may not be universally adopted. Furthermore, the actions taken at present still do not appear sufficient to prevent the occurrence of many vulnerabilities in widely used mass market software.

A large number of software development standards have been developed, many of them by prominent standard-setting organisations such as ISO, IEEE and IEC. These standards are not always publicly (freely) available. They have been adopted at various rates within the industry. Regardless of the merits of these standards, and the contribution they may have had to increase the level of security compared to what it was before, the fact remains that these standards at present have not managed to prevent all vulnerabilities even for the companies that adopted them. The International Telecommunication Union
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has been involved in combating cybercrime.\textsuperscript{675} One particular initiative (still in progress) is the development and investigation of ICT standards to improve security.\textsuperscript{676} One effort has been the categorisation of approved standards in a database.\textsuperscript{677} The mere existence of such a database already indicates the practical failure of current standardisation in this area, as the existence of multiple standards means in practice that there is not one widely-used standard. Nonetheless there may be some feasible, effective standards available that simply have not found universal adherence. This would be a subject for further, IT-specific research.

There are no clear indications that professional or business organisations may play a large role to improve the quality of software. Although the reputation of software vendors as a group would arguably benefit from higher quality software, the main obstacles in reaching that goal appear at present to be not merely the lack of standards or best practices, but also the lack of compliance with such standards in practice (possibly caused partly by a lack of security awareness and strong economic disincentives (s. 4.4.3)). Business organisations lack the resources to counter these influences; in particular, they cannot enforce group compliance, even if that would be in the interest of the group. This is compounded by the fact that there is no mandatory membership in such organisations: software may be developed and published by anyone. Although many software vendors may actively work towards providing secure software, there is no legal sanction if a specific vendor neglects to do so, thereby gaining an advantage of other business who do spend time and money to prevent vulnerabilities.

Businesses. Businesses (in particular in specialised industries, such as health care or finance) may exchange the experiences they have with data breaches and DDoS attacks,\textsuperscript{678} possibly with the help of external IT service providers. The U.S. Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) has, for example, issued a statement\textsuperscript{679} that their members\textsuperscript{680} expect financial institutions to take a number of specific steps to mitigate the risk of DDoS attacks. The statement does not appear to contain strict legal obligations, but it

\textsuperscript{675} See also the UN resolution 55/63 of 4 December 2000: Combating the criminal misuse of information technologies.
\textsuperscript{676} http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/studygroups/2013-2016/17/Pages/default.aspx,
\textsuperscript{677} http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/security/main_table.aspx
\textsuperscript{679} The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, National Credit Union Administration, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, and State Liaison Committee.
\textsuperscript{680} See also the earlier Februari 2013 alert of the NCUA,
may have legal repercussions if it is not followed. As there is a large variety of sectors and businesses which adopted self-regulatory instruments, an exhaustive overview cannot be provided. It would also not contribute to the question which duties actually exist.

*Internet architecture organisations.*681 One particular form of soft law is the institutional organisation of the Internet. The Internet is constituted by a set of protocols and standards that govern the communication between the servers and clients that make up the Internet,682 as well as the applications that use the Internet and are often identified with it.683 Another option, apart from the improvement of software security by avoiding bugs, might be to modify the Internet communication protocols in order to make measures against cybercrime easier (for example, to facilitate the tracing of botnet commands).684 However, this would be a complicated technical matter, perhaps difficult to realise, and it might lead to less efficient (hence slower) Internet communication. It may also run into political and legal difficulties, including conflicts with principles like net neutrality and privacy. As communication protocols are not within the scope of the present research, we will not discuss this issue further.

### 6.6.4. Specific intermediaries

Another manner in which cybercrime can be regulated is through specific intermediaries, other than ISPs, which are part of the various business chains involved in software and Internet technology. A prominent example is the app store. App stores function as gatekeepers for a part of the market.685 These stores could, in principle, apply particular requirements as to the quality of the software offered through the store. This control is, however, not absolute. An app store owner is not in the position to exhaustively check for the absence of vulnerabilities.686 Nonetheless, some improvement may be obtainable through specific demands. Examples are:687

---

681 Cf. Brenner & Clarke 2005: 28, 33. A description of organizations responsible for Internet architecture is generally to be found under the heading of Internet governance, see for example Bygrave & Bing 2009 and Schermer & Lodder 2014.

682 Such as the IP and TCP protocols.

683 Such as the File Transfer Protocol (FTP), e-mail protocols such as POP3.

684 See the critical discussion (with references) in Barnes 2004: 286-287, see also OECD 2008: 53 that states “Technical measures such as filtering, DNSSEC, sinkholing and many others could be examined to understand how they would help fight malware.” Such techniques might be facilitated by changes in Internet protocols.

685 They are not absolute gatekeepers, as it remains possible to install software outside such stores.

686 In particular as many legitimate applications may exhibit network behaviour superficially similar to that of malware, such as interaction with a centralised server, sending IP requests to third party web-sites.

687 Partly inspired by Warner & Sloan 2012.
• requiring the notification or publication of which security standards or practices are adhered to,
• requiring the adherence to these security standards to be subjected to external auditing,
• in the absence of any auditing and/or standards or practices; the requirement to explain how security is safeguarded,
• the grading of security of software on the basis of the information provided,
• imposing a ‘security surcharge’ for software for which the developer did not provide sufficient material on security quality.

There may be reasons for a specific app store to abstain from some or all of these possible demands, for example because of the competition between app stores. Nonetheless, there are measures which could be taken. However, these intermediaries cannot be held liable for insecure software offered in their store, given the conditions under which such stores operate. Imposing mandatory liability appears to go too far: this would lead to a high degree of intervention in which software is available, which the majority of computer users apparently finds undesirable.688 This measure could bring about a situation in which third parties can decide what software an individual user can install on his computer.

6.6.5. Arbitration

As a final note, a brief remark about alternative dispute resolution, in particular arbitration, is provided. Arbitration in itself does nothing to improve compliance with duties of care and diligence, given the restrictions detailed in par. 5. Only in specific, relatively close-knit sectors with few businesses may the existence of a customary single arbitration court provide additional incentives for businesses to comply. In the construction industry or in finance there are indications that arbitrators who originate from the industry are stricter because they know precisely what measures can be taken and can reasonably be expected. Companies in such a sector might fear reputational damage amongst their peers, which might stimulate voluntary compliance. A provisional analysis of the software industry suggests that this sector is too diverse for such mechanisms to operate.

Furthermore, it does not at present appear to be feasible to stimulating arbitration. Attempts at including arbitration clauses in software agreements are currently looked at with suspicion, as it is rather feared that this would lead to outcomes even more favourable for the software industry. Although arbitration might offer lower costs for the plaintiff (if the rule would be that the software vendor would have to bear the costs of arbitration in most cases) and overcome possible problems with international litigation and enforcement,689 this currently is not a feasible prospect.

688 Cf. s. 8.3 on stricter regulation of available software.
689 An example of a successful arbitration arrangement is the ICANN arbitration for domain name disputes.
6.7. Conclusion

There is relatively little enforcement of the duties of care and diligence that were found. The primary reason is that the costs of a procedure outweigh the possible award of damages. Furthermore, there are difficulties with the proof of causality relating to contributory causes. Collective action may be more successful in some cases.

Furthermore, the effect of notification duties on insurance currently stands out among the alternative compliance mechanisms.
7. International norms for prevention of cybercrime

7.1. Introduction
Cybercrime has received much international attention.⁶⁹⁰ There have been many reports,⁶⁹¹ investigations and discussions. There are, however, few specific norms.

7.2. Private law
There are relatively few supranational or international private law norms that impose duties of care and diligence. For the present research the only relevant norm is arts. 12-15 E-commerce Directive 2000/31/EC, which provides ISPs with an exemption of liability for the information which is transmitted or hosted, on the condition that (to paraphrase) the ISP remained passive with respect to the information.⁶⁹² Once the ISP is informed of the unlawful nature of the content, the ISP no longer qualifies for this exemption and will usually need to remove the information or disallow access (Notice and Take Down).

7.3. Criminal law
There is considerable international activity in criminal law which targets cybercrime. Most of these measures, however, are regionally oriented or cover other cybercrimes than those that are the subject of this report.⁶⁹³ We will focus only on those initiatives which bear direct relevance to the current research.

One of the major successes in the international field is the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime of 23 November 2001.⁶⁹⁴ The convention obliges member states to establish specific cybercrimes as criminal offences. These include, as far as relevant here, obtaining illegal access to a computer (art. 2), illegal interception of data (art. 3), data interference (art. 4, which includes damaging or deleting data), serious hindering of the functioning of a system (art. 5, which may involve transmitting data), and the making available devices, including computer programs, that aid in the aforementioned offences (art. 6). Article 11 stipulates that also aiding and abetting these offences need to be criminalised, but since this is limited to intentional aiding and abetting ‘with intent that such offence be com-

---

⁶⁹⁰ See also materials and references on http://www.cybercrimelaw.net/Cybercrimelaw.html
⁶⁹² See the more detailed discussion in s. 5.2.2.
⁶⁹³ See the overview in UNODC 2013: 63-76.
mitted’, this will not apply to ISPs or software vendors who do not fulfil duties of care and diligence (unless they knowingly build in bugs in software in order to facilitate cybercrimes).

Furthermore, the convention obliges member states to have sufficient investigation powers in place to enable cyber-investigations, such as the obligation to preserve and disclose traffic data (art. 17), search and seizure of stored computer data (art. 19), real-time collection of computer data (art. 20), and interception of content data (art. 21). Finally, to facilitate mutual assistance among party states, the convention contains many provisions on mutual cooperation and assistance (art. 23-34).

The EU has adopted the Directive 2013/40/EU of 12 August 2013 on attacks against information systems. It establishes minimum rules regarding the criminal sanctions for attacks on information systems. This replaces EU Framework Decision 2005/222/JHA on attacks against information systems. Art. 8(1) Directive 2013/40/EU obliges Member States to ensure that aiding and abetting the offences of art. 3 through 7 is also a criminal offence. However, the offences require criminal intent; hence it is to be assumed that only aiding and abetting with criminal intent is to be made punishable.

These initiatives are only tangentially relevant to the present research, as they mostly aim to clarify that the criminal activities themselves are to be punishable without saying much about obligations to take preventive action resting on other parties.

7.4. ISPs, privacy rights and Internet principles
Combating cybercrime is further complicated as certain precautions and preventive measures may conflict with fundamental rights. The necessity to balance fundamental rights with crime prevention is recognised at both ends of the regulatory debate.

The principal conflict involves the possibilities of ISPs to monitor network traffic. Although there are various technically feasible measures to detect suspicious traffic and to find and disable botnet clients, the actual application of such measures may violate fundamental rights or principles. As already pointed out (s. 5.2.2), ISPs are generally expected to remain neutral as to the information transmitted and stored. This role is hard to reconcile with a more active approach to monitor and filter for undesirable content. Four specific conflicts may be identified.

1. An active ISP may no longer qualify for the exemption of liability, as it applies only to ISPs that remain passive. As discussed above, most legal systems only exempt passive

---

695 Involving illegal access to information systems, illegal system interference (among which DDoS attacks), illegal data interference, illegal interception, and misuse tools for committing said offences.
696 See cons. 17 Directive 2013/40/EU.
697 For example cons. 28 Directive 2009/136/EC recognises that net neutrality must not prejudice the requirements of security of the network.
698 See also Martin & Andrade 2012, and compare Rowe a.o. 2011, also Pannetrat 2011.
ISPs from liability, although the U.S. is a major exception by allowing ISPs to more actively filter for some kinds of illegal content without thereby necessarily losing their exemption.

(2) ISPs may be forbidden by public law to discriminate between various forms of content. This is a side-effect of the discussion on the principle of net neutrality. This principle basically states that ISPs have to treat all traffic equally and may not block or otherwise hinder the transmission of certain content.\(^699\) This principle is currently being debated in various jurisdictions,\(^700\) while it has been established in statutory law in a few jurisdictions, including the Netherlands (s. 5.2.4) and Brazil.\(^701\) The Dutch implementation of this principle does allow an exception in case of security.\(^702\) However, it is not always easy to determine with sufficient certainty that specific content or traffic supports cybercrime. For example, in case of a DDoS attack it would make sense to delay all requests sent to the website server that is under attack. However, some of those requests are bound to be bona fide requests made by innocent users.

An ISP which is too active in delaying communication from suspected malware may easily be accused of illegally discriminating against a legitimate application,\(^703\) particularly if the malware is connected with or integrated with a legitimate application.\(^704\) The risk that the ISP may incur heavy fines\(^705\) if found to be in violation of net neutrality strongly discourages a more active approach.

(3) An ISP may wish to block a computer that has been infected with malware. However, this is only possible by disallowing the owner of the computer access to the Internet. Various jurisdictions find that such measures are disproportional and require an ISP to at least provide advance warning.\(^706\) This limits the possibility of quick responses to, for example, an ongoing DDoS attack. Even if advance warning is provided, ISPs appear not to be very active in blocking suspected botnet clients. It is not entirely clear whether this is because they are unsure whether a customer’s computer is actually hosting a botnet clients, because ISPs do not actually try to find botnet clients, or because they are unwilling

\(^{699}\) Field 2010, Wong 2011.


\(^{701}\) See art. 3(IV) and 9 Marco Civil.

\(^{702}\) Note that in Brazil art. 9 Marco Civil does not appear to recognize such an exception.

\(^{703}\) Cf. Murtagh 2009, arguing that blocking sites for copyright infringement may deprive users also of lawful content and should therefore not be allowed by the FCC.

\(^{704}\) Such as malware in the form of a browser extension.

\(^{705}\) In The Netherlands two telecommunication companies providing Internet access were fined EUR 200,000 and 250,000 in January 2015: https://www.acm.nl/nl/publicaties/publicatie/13762/Boetes-KPN-en-Vodafone-voor-overtreden-regels-netneutraliteit/.

\(^{706}\) For The Netherlands see s. 5.2.4.
to actually combat cybercrime by cutting off consumers from the Internet.\footnote{Assumedly most ISPs do have contractual provisions that allow them to remove Internet access in the case of illegal activity from their computer.}

Admittedly, this measure may not directly lead to the desired result of users cleaning their computers. A user may simply lack the expertise to clean the computer himself and may not have sufficient funds to hire an expert to do it for him. The malware may be hard to find and remove. Hence an Internet ban might turn out to be semi-permanent for a large number of users. Given the importance of Internet access in society, which tends to be viewed as close to a fundamental right, such an effect is generally considered undesirable.\footnote{See La Rue 2011, and cons. 29 of Directive 2013/40/EU, also the decision of the French Constitutional court of 10 June 2009, no 2009-580, English translation available at http://www.conseil-constitutionnel.fr/conseil-constitutionnel/root/bank_mm/anglais/2009_580dc.pdf.}

(4) ISPs might actively try to determine which of their customers have been infected with malware. An ISP may monitor traffic, in particular when spam is sent out or a DDoS attack is in progress. This would presumably lead to a list of suspected customers or IP addresses, which may be verified after additional activity has been observed. However, such monitoring may, dependent on the applicable rules, be viewed as a violation of privacy.\footnote{Martin & Andrade 2012, Morrison 2011 regarding mail inspection.}

Monitoring in this way requires storage of personal data (including IP addresses and traffic patterns), an examination of actual content (in order to detect communication with the bot herder),\footnote{Called ‘deep packet inspection’, which is controversial and may be illegal in some jurisdictions.} or similar activities. All of this is highly controversial. Furthermore, criminals may complicate such activities by using proxies\footnote{Albeit an ISP might during a DDoS attack cut off requests sent through proxies, this could also hinder regular traffic and might again be considered to violate the principle of net neutrality.} or other techniques to hide the actual IP address of the computer infected by the malware or botnet client.

The conclusion is that a more active ISP may quickly run afoul of fundamental rights as they are presently conceived and explicated in more detailed rules. This is not to say that fundamental rights are incompatible with the prevention of cybercrime. It does, however, mean that in order to motivate ISPs to become more active, it is necessary to provide more clarity as to which actions by ISPs are allowed and which are not. It is necessary to rethink and revise current rules in order to find a proper balance between privacy (and related rights) and cybercrime prevention.\footnote{Cf. the conclusion of Martin & Andrade 2012.}
7.5. Conclusion

The international norms that can be found at present are of limited value to prevent cyber-

crime through the imposition of duties of care and diligence on victims or third parties. In

particular the application of fundamental rights of privacy and receiving information and the prin-

ciple of net neutrality in an extensive manner is hard to reconcile with a more active role of ISPs, as ISPs would have to monitor, filter, and block content associated with cybercrime. Although these rights and principles do allow exceptions for the prevention of abuses and criminal activities, these exceptions are not yet sufficiently elaborated to give ISPs the required guidance as to what is to be expected from them.

The norms that exist as regards software quality have not obtained sufficient general recognition and adherence to operate as a general standard.
8. Improving compliance

8.1. Introduction
The picture described thus far contains only limited legal duties of care and diligence to aid in the prevention of cybercrime. Insofar as these duties exist, they are, furthermore, hard to enforce. Following on the previous two chapters, we will in this chapter investigate some alternative means to stimulate compliance with any duties of care and diligence, whether these are legally recognised duties or socially desirable duties to do more to combat cybercrime. We will discuss several suggestions found in the literature, as well as suggestions that are inspired by other approaches discussed here.

It should be noted that these suggestions generally attempt to avoid laying further burdens on responsible companies that already follow and promote secure practices. The aim is rather to provide such companies with a level playing field, by forcing less responsible companies to spend the same amount of effort. Furthermore, the suggestions aim at providing companies who for example desire to contract for secure software or services with additional tools to actually allow them to do so.

8.2. ISPs
As the analysis of the position of ISPs makes clear, although ISPs are strongly incentivised to combat cybercrime they may not fully act on those incentives because they are confronted with conflicting duties of care and diligence. On the one hand they are presumed to be responsible for neutral, private, unhindered Internet communication on behalf of Internet users, but on the other hand they are supposed to be responsible for active monitoring of Internet traffic in order to prevent cybercrime on the Internet, again on behalf of Internet users. Current legislation strongly stresses the former duty, while many policy makers and legal scholars argue for the latter duty. The conflicting duties, and legal limitations to act, can schematically be presented as follows.

---

713 See also Moore 2010, who focuses more on disclosure.
714 See particularly s. 7.4.
If we wish to improve matters, the first step would be to decide and acknowledge that a strictly neutral Internet with open communication is not the only relevant value. If it would be decided that an open Internet is more important than combating cybercrime, we can uphold the current legislative status quo,\textsuperscript{716} but in that case one should acknowledge that cybercrime is the price we pay for our principles.

If it is decided that conflicting duties have to be further balanced, the existing rules should be revised to openly recognise the conflict,\textsuperscript{717} thereby allowing sufficient room for ISPs to determine an appropriate policy to balance the demands of neutrality (including privacy) and security. Currently the rules regarding net neutrality and privacy are highly restrictive. The phrasing of the security exceptions to these principles suggests that ISPs run a high risk of violating neutrality and privacy rules if their actions are found not to fulfil the precise criteria for an exception on behalf of security.\textsuperscript{718}

Similarly, the immunities for civil liability of ISPs provide strong incentives to remain passive.\textsuperscript{719} They provide a chilling effect\textsuperscript{720} against more active monitoring, as evidenced by the U.S. experience. Given the fact that ISPs have conflicting duties, it is unavoidable to allow them some discretionary room to decide how to balance these duties.\textsuperscript{721} Good faith efforts to achieve such a balance should be encouraged instead of punished.

Hence ISP should not directly lose their immunity for liability merely because they have taken action to filter undesirable content. An exception can be made for negligence bordering on intentionally cooperating with criminals. It is possible that in the future, if more experience has been gained, the immunities may be reconsidered in case ISPs have failed to observe even minimal standards of security.

Furthermore, rules on net neutrality and privacy should allow more room for a discretionary balancing of the conflicting interests or principles. The consequence may be that different ISPs have different policies: while some may prioritise privacy, others may stress security. This need not be undesirable, as long as users have sufficient options and do not face unduly high financial burdens to obtain connectivity to the service of their choice. Such diversity may indeed provide room for experiences as to which practices work and which balance is favoured by the markets.

Diversity in policies may also provide added incentives for ISPs to take into account the interests of security. Although bona fide ISPs already have significant incentives to pre-

\textsuperscript{716} As for example argued by Harper 2005.
\textsuperscript{717} Cf. ENISA 2011: 4, 126-127.
\textsuperscript{718} Cf. Brenner & Clarke 2005: 39, arguing for allowing filtering and blocking.
\textsuperscript{719} See also the discussion in Ziniti 2008.
\textsuperscript{720} Cf. Prins & Schellekens 2004 and 2005.
\textsuperscript{721} An interesting and somewhat similar alternative is the notion of allowing ISPs a ‘graduated response’, as detailed by Hua 2014.
vent and combat malware as it interferes with regular Internet traffic,722 these incentives may still be insufficient to stimulate further experiments with the development of best practices and standards. Additional incentives723 could be found, for example, if ISP customers could contract for security and would have an actual remedy in case of a breach of warranties regarding security.724 Various legal instruments are possible, such as mandatory implied warranties, a prohibition of full exclusion of economic loss, or a mandatory minimum amount of liquidated damages. The selection of ISPs with proper attention to security might even become part of the assessment of a business’ security measures, providing further incentives for ISPs to take account of security.725 A non-legal measure would be a mandatory governement standard for procurement of ISP services, which would demand heightened security services: this would stimulate a market for upmarket security ISP service.

As ISPs currently already appear to discuss and exchange best practices as regards security efforts, there are sufficient indications that a thriving practice of care and diligence towards security may develop. Additional softer measures might be notification and publication duties for security breaches, incidence of malware, amount of originating of DDoS attacks, and the efforts taken to prevent and detect malware.

For specific measures that have already proven to be feasible and effective, explicit rules in administrative law may be appropriate,726 Examples that are currently still controversial but might be effective are take down orders for websites found to intentionally distribute malware,727 injunctions to avoid a private party registering and operating a certain domain name,728 and measures against ‘rogue ISPs’.729 Whether such measures are to be adopted or, on the contrary, are to be avoided because of the principles of net neutrality or an open Internet, is the domain of politics. We only point out the possibility of such measures.

Appropriate standards of care should be developed and enforced by the involved parties themselves.730 Government regulation and enforcement is to be reserved for extreme cases only.

723 ENISA 2011: 128 remarks on the need for additional incentives.
725 Brenner & Clarke 2005: 38 and 46, suggesting also licensing of ISPs.
726 Sherling (2014: 596 and 606) argues for FCC imposed standards, or alternatively for a duty of dis-closure by the ISP of the security practices followed. On p. 605 he proposes also certification.
728 Cf. on an attempt to forbid the use of ‘piratebay.se’: http://www.thelocal.se/20150210/swedish-court.
729 ISPs that intentionally neglect to take even basic security measures, see OECD 2009: 102.
730 This is in line with the suggestion of fostering partnerships with ISPs (OECD 2012a: 45, OECD 2012b).
8.3. Software vendors

As discussed above (s. 4.4.3), software vendors as a group currently do not have sufficient incentives to spend much effort on improving software security in order to avoid vulnerabilities. The legal framework presently does not enforce duties of care and diligence for software security. Liability only exists for defects that were known but not communicated, or defects that became known at a later time and were not patched with sufficient speed.\footnote{An exception appears to be Brazilian law.} The problem here appears to be not only a lack of a legal duty of care and diligence, but, more importantly, that there are strong disincentives to taking the extra effort for secure software. There is a premium on being first to market with new functionality, while users do not discriminate between secure and unsecure software when making the decision to buy a particular software package. Although the legal framework allows software vendors large discretion as to how to develop software, this discretion is not universally used to adopt good security practices. Thereby software vendors who do take efforts for secure software are disadvantaged compared to vendors who disregard security, as the latter group saves time and money. Schematically this may be described as follows.

The problem with unsecure software is exacerbated by the lack of a community: software vendors (and developers) do not as a matter of course discuss amongst each other good development practices with a view to improve security. Even though specific large software companies and/or companies within their network may have developed a culture of security with open discussions and proper standards, this is not shared with other companies, let alone the software sector as a whole.

In other sectors the answer would be stricter regulation of the sector. In the case of software, this solution is not to be recommended as this would amount to the institutionalisation of strict regulation of the software industry by requiring software engineers and programmers to follow formalised education programs and take entry exams, similar to

\[\text{Software vendors} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Duty of care and diligence} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Discretion to act} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Legal limitations} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Economic disincentive} \]
the arrangements in regulated professions like doctors and lawyers or advocates. Although such a measure would probably raise security awareness in the profession, it does not appear to be feasible. The resulting costs would be disproportionate for most software companies. Furthermore, this would effectively end the tradition of ‘garage’ startups formed by enterprising individuals without formal diplomas.

A slightly different approach would be to tackle the other end of the distribution chain: imposing entry barriers for the publication or distribution of software. However, this again appears to be infeasible as consumers prefer the freedom to install the software they desire, regardless of where they found it.

Nonetheless, this approach allows for a ‘softer’ incentive. Governments could provide market incentives for better security by requiring government organisations to demand higher security and quality standards for the software being procured, including what is called ‘security by design’. The ‘carrot’ of government contracts might induce at least part of the market to improve standards and practices. This is still not a complete solution as there are apparently currently no clear, generally accepted standards that guarantee the absence of vulnerabilities. Software vendors could simply go through the motions by advertising very general standards and practices without actually achieving superior security. Care should be taken to adopt standards that provide actual improvements to security. Incidentally, this approach of procurement standards could and should be extended also to other IT services.

Because of the absence of clear effective standards that are universally recognised it is also not an option to impose strict regulation of software development. In other words: there is as of yet no practice of care and diligence. Hence the solution would be to provide incentives to foster such a practice.

A simple, albeit controversial, solution would be to adopt a form of product liability for software. This has already been advocated by many scholars (s. 5.3.2.3). The law would then have to recognise a liability for unknown (but knowable through best effort or due care) defects. This would have to be coupled with a restriction to the extent to which liability may excluded by contract, and with provisions that allow the recovery of pure economic

---

732 See also Chandler 2004: 243 and 254-255, referencing Zittrain, for the undesirability of limiting users’ control of which software to install.
733 Cf. Almond 2009, arguing that business purchasers should ask for security, driving up the market for everyone. Also Gijrath 2012, OECD 2012a: 50.
734 This is deduced from the fact that such a standard, if adopted by a company, would lead to vulnerability-free software, which however at present is inexistent and is even said to be impossible.
736 Otto 2009 argues therefore for (broad) standard based regulation instead of detailed standards.
737 Pinkney 2002: 72.
loss or of a fixed amount, possibly allowing or mandating punitive damages in aggravated circumstances. Even if individual customers would still have insufficient incentives to instigate an action, the threat of collective action (such as class actions) would incentivise software developers to strive towards higher security standards.

However, such an approach is not unproblematic. It would strongly disincentivise the provision of free software.\[^{738}\] By raising the general costs of making and selling software it would impose a high barrier of entrance to the software market. This would arguably stifle innovation in software.\[^{739}\] One should bear in mind that, in contrast with the automobile industry (to which the software industry is often compared), software is a low-cost, low-priced product with small development investments and with many competitors, instead of the oligopoly that automobile manufacturers, who were perfectly capable of taking extensive measures to improve product safety, form. For cases of gross negligence towards security there may already be a remedy in most jurisdictions.

A more practical alternative is to focus only on the main source of malware infections, to wit widely used mass-market software. Criminals focus on widely used software as this provides the highest returns on infection. Even if only mass-market software is made more secure, this could provide a significant reduction in the incidence rate of cybercrime. Furthermore, such software is commonly produced by large companies who arguably are in a position both financially and technologically to take a significant effort to improve security. Product liability for software might therefore be limited to mass-market software that has reached a certain level of market penetration. However, this still seems to be a measure of last resort, as the consequences towards liability appear possibly disproportionate to the effect desired. Furthermore, it should be noted that this does not address widely used free software.\[^{740}\]

For free software (including Open Source software) a possibility could be assuming an obligation of a business to ensure a minimum level of security of the software used. Such an obligation may actually be assumed also in the case of commercial software. For commercial software the vendor might have a duty to check for and avoid vulnerabilities, and businesses often have a support contract with the vendor that supposedly would provide the business among others with a right to receiving patches for any vulnerabilities discovered. However, a support contract is not mandatory, and patches may be received also without a support contract. In case free software is used, a support contract is less

\[^{738}\] Unless the rules only apply to software provided for monetary consideration. However, this begs the question as to how to classify apps provided for free, but consideration is found in extensive usage of the customer’s private data by the vendor.


\[^{740}\] Such as the Apache webserver, or the Single Sign On (SSO) protocol software which was affected by the HeartBleed vulnerability.
common, while there is no right to receive patches or a duty on the developers to avoid and check for vulnerabilities. For such software the obligation to ensure a minimum level of security might entail that the business should hire an IT service provider who will check the software for vulnerabilities and provide patches.\footnote{Such services do exist for open source software, see for example Red Hat, Inc.} Thereby there would be an incentive for such activities for free software too. This would allow for spreading the costs of security efforts over the businesses that benefit from it.\footnote{Possibly the businesses that hire such a provider would receive patches or warning earlier than others, thereby having an incentive to hire such services. Open source software generally (with some exceptions) requires improvements to be made available to the general public as well.}

An alternative is to create market incentives through information duties. These can comprise the labelling of security measures \footnote{Brenner & Clarke 2005: 44.} and a duty of disclosure or notification of vulnerabilities (possibly not publicly but only to a government agency). Like in the food industry, mandatory labelling may encourage consumers to become aware of the security aspect of software.\footnote{Cf. Warner & Sloan 2012.} Even if not all consumers will be interested in this aspect, it might again influence at least part of the market, which might turn the tide. It should, however, be admitted that presently consumers apparently do not even care about highly publicised vulnerabilities in software.\footnote{This is in essence the debate between proponents and detractors of the approach of open source software. We only point out the standpoints on either side; it requires an IT-specific research to determine which side is correct.} It should be noted that information may be provided in various degrees, and not all suggestions require publication of all measures to the general public.

A more important measure would be to couple labelling rules and notification rules with mandatory ‘lemon laws’ which allow customers to return the software in case of deliberate misinformation,\footnote{Cf. Barnes 2004.} or in case certain kinds of vulnerabilities are found (in particular more egregious vulnerabilities that would have been easy to avoid). This would provide an easy remedy for customers which, in turn, might provide more incentives for software vendors to prevent such vulnerabilities. However, this again may be a disproportionate measure considered in relation to the aim of avoiding vulnerabilities.

Furthermore, mandatory labelling could encourage public discussion on appropriate security standards. It could lead to private organisations providing rankings of standards or practices. As noted above, currently there appears to be insufficient communication on an industry-wide basis to allow the development of generally adopted and implemented standards. Alternatively, the establishment of private foundations or associations which aim
to increase software security may provide added incentives, in particular if they can and will instigate actions against software vendors who structurally prove negligent.747

Also, private initiatives such as bounty programs might be stimulated. Funding could be obtained partly through fines imposed on software vendors whose software has been found to be deficient, in particular if the vulnerabilities can be attributed to gross negligence or if the company cannot show that it structurally takes preventive measures. Similarly, funded white hat hacking 748 in order to detect vulnerabilities in widely used mass-market software might have beneficial effects.

Another possible measure is to adopt the approach used for aviation safety.749 Pilots and other aviation professionals may in several jurisdictions report incidents without thereby incurring liability, with the aim of encouraging pilots to learn from each other’s mistakes. Furthermore, in the U.S.A. the National Transportation Safety Board, equipped with wide investigative powers, investigates accidents, performs studies to learn from these accidents, and publicises reports to disseminate this knowledge.750 This facilities an inter-business learning that would otherwise not occur, and promotes a general culture or practice of aviation safety.751 Notification duties may support such a ‘National Cybersecurity Board’ by providing additional information on cybercrime incidents.752

Increased liability rules and/or notification rules might also give rise to beneficial practices based on the policies of software insurance for vendors.753

Additional measures are to subsidise, support or encourage research on and standardisation of the prevention of vulnerabilities. Although this is not a solution in itself, it might be a crucial element of a more complete strategy.

These measures might be further strengthened by public law enforcement in cases of gross negligence.

747 Possible remedies could be injunctions or orders to take specific actions, or discovery proceedings to make clear what kind of actions are actually taken to avoid vulnerabilities. Currently such information could be hard to obtain, partly due to the fact that it may be qualified as confidential and commercially sensitive.

748 Hacking not for criminal purposes but solely to inform interested parties about the vulnerability in order for it to be corrected.

749 Cf. OECD 2012a: 50, pleading for government leadership in facilitating information sharing, also ENISA 2011: 128.

750 See 49 U.S.C. § 1131a. Several other jurisdictions have similar organisations.

751 See Kooijmans, Tjong Tjin Tai & De Waard 2014, ch. 5, also on the confidentiality of information provided to the NTSB.


753 Cf. s. 6.6.2 also Levy & Bell 1990: 27 and Pinkney 2002: 73.
8.4. Businesses
At present businesses appear to have already mostly sufficient incentives to take security measures against cybercrime due to their own interests and the existing legal framework. From the viewpoint of duties of care and diligence, the occurrence of security incidents does not prove that the existing duties are inadequate; incidents are an unavoidable part of life. Admittedly, there are some disincentives.\textsuperscript{754} In particular the costs for additional security may lead to a cost-benefit analysis with the outcome that a business decides to take less security measures than desirable from an outside perspective. Furthermore the lack of expertise of a business may lead to a lower security level than desirable.\textsuperscript{755}

However, if the aim is to increase the level of security provided, the following might be considered.\textsuperscript{756}

With respect to security breaches due to insecure software and/or later infections with ransomware, the current framework of notification duties appears to be a largely efficient and effective method due to the involvement of the insurance industry.

A soft measures that might improve security is generally raising security awareness within industry. At present there apparently are still many businesses (particularly smaller businesses) who neglect to take some of the basic security measures that are available at low cost. This may be due to a lack of expertise or lack of awareness of the problem. One step further would be to help develop or promote a simple set of best practices to be used by businesses who want to promote security.

\textsuperscript{754} Cf. OECD 2009: 129-136.

\textsuperscript{755} As Mueller 2006 points out, cybersecurity is becoming a highly specialised subject which businesses may not be able to arrange on their own.

\textsuperscript{756} Brenner & Clarke 2005: 42-43 also suggest a duty on management to follow basic security standards. The rise of notification duties and consequent cybersecurity insurance nowadays covers this aspect. On p. 44-46 they also suggest mandatory insurance, which however has the disadvantage of not allowing insurers to refuse bad risks.
An additional measure to stimulate secure practices in businesses is to institute mandatory security audits, similar to financial audits. For specific regulated sectors there may already exist rules for security as part of regular audits. This would stimulate a market for IT security services, and lead to further discussion of secure practices. If a general obligation for security audits is found to be undesirable, this could be limited to specific sectors where security breaches would be particularly undesirable, to companies above a certain size, or in other ways. If mandatory security audits are found to be infeasible, one might look at softer means to stimulate such audits (such as requiring government contractors that handle sensitive or personal data to have such audits). Incidentally, if businesses would have to hold security audits, government organisations should be under the same obligation.

The incidence of security breaches would arguably diminish if software would be more secure (s. 8.3). For free software, businesses could provide themselves with security services by contracting for such services (s. 8.3).

As a related option: businesses at present may find it difficult to contract with software vendors or IT service providers without significant limitation clauses. Thereby businesses may not always be able to effectively enforce a duty of care or diligence violated by a software vendor or IT service provider. As a regulatory measure one could requiring explicit information or warning about such clauses. One step further would mandatory laws prohibiting certain forms of exclusion. However, as this could have farreaching consequences for the whole system of private law, this is not to be directly recommended.

From the perspective of the individuals who experience a loss of personal data, additional remedies may be considered, such as allowing the recovery of pure economic loss or moral damage or a minimum amount of mandatory fixed (liquidated) damages. This could be limited to specific vital sectors, as it could be argued that customers generally should be expected to bear themselves the small loss of value incurred by temporary inavailability of a service, or to take appropriate measures for alternatives. Furthermore this could be limited to cases of gross negligence only.

With respect to DDoS attacks: the customers of businesses experience loss of service. Businesses generally already try to avoid DDoS attacks as they may cause costumers to take their business elsewhere (both during and after the attack). Adding further incentives seems superfluous. If the view is that customers should have effective remedies, one may again consider recovery of pure economic loss or mandatory fixed damages.757

Furthermore, a national cybersecurity board, as discussed in section 8.3 for software vendors, might also be instituted to investigate security breaches and DDoS attacks, again with the aim of providing inter-business learning of earlier incidents.

For specific sectors, in which continuity of service is of supreme importance, more

---

757 Tjong Tjin Tai 2013.
specific legislation may be considered. It is already clear from the overview in chapter 5 and 6 that relevant supervisory agencies have taken initiatives to adopt more stringent measures. The question which specific rules to adopt relates to the technical matter of how to ensure continuity of the service in the face of a DDoS attack.

8.5. Conclusion
We have provided a number of suggestions to improve compliance. These are all aimed at stimulating good practices of care and diligence, to be strengthened primarily through private enforcement and for which public enforcement is an instrument of last resort only. These suggestions have been summarized at the beginning of this report. We should, however, not forget that these measure should be combined also with traditional public law enforcement and other governance measures. Prosecution of cybercriminals provides at the very least moral support to private initiatives, while also being effective in uprooting central causes of cybercrime. Furthermore, sufficiently keeping legislation up to date for being able to handle new forms of cybercrime is also required. These topics, however, are outside the scope of this report.
9. Conclusions

Duties of care and diligence have been used as tool to examine whether actors indirectly involved in the occurrence of cybercrime may be legally required to take preventive action and whether it is possible to provide further encouragement to action. This assumes a perspective in which private parties take the lead to developing good practices, with public regulation and enforcement primarily providing support. To avoid misunderstanding it is to be stressed that this report has been specifically requested not to examine the role of criminals, private individuals, or government as such (particulary in its role as prosecuting crimes). Naturally significant efforts in these areas are also required to effectively combat cybercrime. The suggestions described in this report should therefore not be read as solely putting the burden on the actors on which this report focuses.

Although there are numerous actions that ISPs, software vendors and businesses could take to prevent cybercrime, such actions are not always taken to the fullest extent possible. This is due to a combination of economic and legal disincentives for ISPs and software vendors, as well as a lack of commitment or expertise on the part of businesses. Notwithstanding significant efforts by many of these actors, there are also numerous individual actors who do not show sufficient interest and effort towards creating a secure environment. Insofar as there is some legal recognition of duties of care and diligence to act against cybercrime, actual enforcement of such duties is difficult due to limitation of damages and problems of proof. There are few hard, easily applicable and enforceable standards.

Several measures are conceivable that might encourage further action. These have been listed at the section ‘Possibilities for improvement’ at the beginning of this report. It should be noted that such actions will not completely prevent cybercrime, if only because one of the causal factors of cybercrime is a lack of security awareness of private users, which is hard to remedy and is outside the scope of this report.

The measures suggested comprise a variety of means with the focus on

- providing private parties sufficient discretionary room to allow them to determine best practices and standards, using the contextual knowledge at their disposal, tailored to the specific circumstances in which they are involved,
- adding (further) incentives and removing disincentives to actually take measures for further care and diligence,
- encourage public exchange of information to foster a culture of care and diligence, providing opportunities for learning from each other’s experiences.

In addition private mechanisms, such as beneficial influences of insurance, and public enforcement, in case of gross negligence, may strengthen such measures.

By encouraging and to a certain extent institutionalising such duties of care and diligence against cybercrime, a culture of Corporate Digital Responsibility may be promoted.
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Annex 2. Legislation and case law

2.1. Treaties
Budapest Convention on Cybercrime of 23 November 2001

2.2. EU legislation and case law

Legislation
Directive 85/374/EEC
Directive 95/46/EC
Directive 2000/31/EC (art. 12-15, recital 42)
Directive 2002/58/EC
Directive 2006/24/EC
Directive 2009/136/EC (Cons. 28)
Directive 2013/40/EU of 12 August 2013 (3, 8(1), Cons. 17, 29)
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Case law
ECJ 29 January 2008, case C-275/06 (Promusicae/Telefónica)
ECJ 23 March 2010, cases C-236/08-C-238/08 (Google Adwords)
ECJ 12 July 2011, C-324/09 (L’Oréal/eBay)
ECJ 24 November 2011, case C-70/10 (Scarlet Extended/Sabam)
ECJ 16 February 2012, case C-360/10 (SABAM/Netlog)
ECJ 8 April 2014, cases C-293/12 and C-594/12

2.3. Dutch legislation and case law

Legislation
Besluit aanwijzing toezichthouders Telecommunicatiewet (2(1))
Besluit continuïteit openbare elektronische communicatienetwerken en diensten, oktober 2012 (1(d))
Dutch Code of Civil procedure (WBRv) (19-22, 843a, 254)
Dutch Civil Code of 1838 (art. 1402)
Dutch Criminal Code (WvSr) (23, 45, 47, 48, 54a, 138a-old (138ab), 139d para 2, 161ter,
Dutch Telecommunication Act (Tw) (1.1(a), 2.1, 7.4a(1)(b)(d), 11a1(2), 2(1), 11.2a, 11.3, 11.3a, 11.5, 13.2a, 15.1, 15.2)
Wet bescherming persoonsgegevens (Wbp)
Wet Collectieve Afwikkeling Massaschade (WCAM)
Wet op de economische delicten

Case law
HR 10 June 1910, W. 9038 (Zutphense juffrouw)
HR 31 January 1919, W. 10365 (Lindenbaum/Cohen)
HR 2 December 1966, NJ 1967/42 (Haringkar).
HR 22 November 1974, NJ 1975/149 (Struikelende broodbezorger).
HR 14 April 2006, NJ 2006/259.
HR 5 June 2009, NJ 2012/182-184 (Effectenlease).

Gerechtshof Amsterdam 22 November 2001, LJN AD7868, Computerrecht 2002/2, p. 94 (Kirche in Not/Cap Gemini)
2.4. U.S. legislation and case law

Legislation
ALI Principles of the law of software contracts (§ 2.02 (b), § 3.05, § 4.02)
California Civil Code (§ 1708-1725, 1798)
California data security breach notification law of 2002
California Penal Code (502)
Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act
Communications Decency Act (§ 230)
Digital Millenium Copyright Act
Federal Criminal Code (FCC)
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (§ 23)
Federal Wiretap Act
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 1996 (HIPAA) Breach Notification Rule, 45 CFR §§ 164.400-414
Personal Data Notification & Protection Act (proposal)
Restatement (Second) of Contracts (1981)
Restatement (Third) of Torts (§ 7(a)) § 19, § 19a
Restatement of the Law (Second) Torts (§ 314 + 314A, 356(1), 402A)
Stored Communications Act
Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.) (art. 1-9, § 2-306-2, 2-313, 2-314, 2-315, 2-316, 2-719
Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA) (§ 406, 804)
Uniform Electronic Transactions Act
17 U.S.C. (§512 (a-d))
18 U.S.C. (§ 2, 3, 1030, 2510-2522, 2701-2711)
28 U.S.C. (§ 1332(d), 1453, 1711-1715)
47 U.S.C. (§ 151, 230 (c)(2), 1001)

Case law
Abdallah v. Caribbean Sec. Agency, 557 F.2d 61, 63 (3d Cir. 1977)
Bloor v. Falstaff Brewing Corp 601 F.2d 609 (2d Cir. 1979).
Dundee Cement Co v. Chemical Labs., 712 F.2d 1166, No. 82-2894 (7th Cir. 1983).
scocal.stanford.edu/opinion/jaire-corp-v-gregory-30547
ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447 (7th Cir. 1996)
Rosemond v United States, case no. 12-895, decided 5 March 2014
com/hdocs/docs/cyberlaw/usanchetaind.pdf.
Verizon v. FCC, 740 F.3d 623 (D.C. Cir. 2014)
Vining v. Avis Rent-A-Car 354 So. 2d 54, 55 (Fla. 1977))

2.5. Brazilian legislation and case law

Legislation
Brazilian Code of Civil Procedure (333)
Brazilian Criminal Code (13, §2)
Brazilian Software Act (10, §1, II of Law 9.609/1988)
Brazilian Civil Code (BrCC) (112, 113, 186, 187, 188, 206, 233-242, 243-246, 247-249, 250-251,
389-393, 421, 422, 476, 927, 930, 931, 932, 945, 2035)
Brazilian Code of Consumer Defence (BrCDC) (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 14, 18, 19, 20, 24, 26, 27, 38,
51, 81, 87)
Brazilian Civil Code of 1916
Law 7.347/1985 (1, 5)
Federal Constitution, art. 5, inc. LXXIV
Marco Civil da Internet (Law 12.096/2014) (§ 1 to VI, art. 9, 10, 18 to 21)
Presidential Decree 7.692/2013
Telecommunications Act (Law 9.472/1997)

2.6. Czech legislation and case law

Legislation
Předpis č. 316/2014 Sb., Vyhláška o bezpečnostních opatřeních, kybernetických
bezpečnostních incidentech, reaktivních opatřeních a o stanovení náležitostí podání v
oblasti kybernetické bezpečnosti / Cybersecurity Notice.
Ústavní zákon č. 2/1993 Sb., Listina základních práv a svobod / Bill of Fundamental Rights
and Freedoms (art. 7(1), 10(2), 13)
Zákon č. 141/1961 Sb., trestní řád (TrŘ) / Code of Criminal Procedure (2(3))
Zákon č. 99/1963 Sb., občanský soudní řád (OSŘ) / Code of Civil Procedure (159a(2))
Zákon č. 40/1964 Sb., občanský zákoník (OZ) / Civil Code (1964) (415, 574(2))
Zákon č. 480/2004 Sb., zákon o některých službách informační společnosti / Statute on
selected services of information society (4, 5, 6)
Zákon č. 127/2005 Sb., zákon o elektronických komunikacích / Electronic Communications
Statute (§ 97(3))
183, 230, 231, 232, 248, 253, 367, 368)
Zákon č. 89/2012 Sb., občanský zákoník (NOZ) / Civil Code (2012) (1725, 1914, 2898, 2900,
2901, 2902, 2903, 2908, 2909, 2910, 2911, 2912, 2913, 2939-2943)
Zákon č. 181/2014 Sb., zákon o kybernetické bezpečnosti / Cybersecurity Act (Statute no.
181/2014 coll.).

Case law
NS(Rt) 11TD0 919/2004.
3 Cmo 197/2010-82.
1 Cmo 303/2013-166.
2.7. Others

Art. I:1:103, VI-3:102 Draft Common Frame of Reference
Art. 1383 French Code Civil
French Cour de Cassation 6 October 2006, case 05-13.255
French Cour Constitutionnel, decision no 2009-580, 10 June 2009.
### Annex 3. Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>Autoriteit Consument en Markt (Netherlands Authority for Consumers and Markets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABGB</td>
<td>Allgemeines Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (Austrian Civil Code)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALI</td>
<td>American Law Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application programming interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGB</td>
<td>Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (German Civil Code)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrCC</td>
<td>Brazilian Civil Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrCDC</td>
<td>Brazilian Code of Consumer Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIC</td>
<td>Brazil, Russia, India and China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW</td>
<td>Burgerlijk Wetboek (Dutch Civil Code)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERT</td>
<td>Computer Emergency Response Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CISO</td>
<td>Chief Information Security Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Content Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS</td>
<td>Distributed Denial-of-Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMCA</td>
<td>Digital Millenium Copyright Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNSSEC</td>
<td>Domain Name System Security Extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>Digital Versatile Disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECJ</td>
<td>European Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECLI</td>
<td>European Case Law Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECP</td>
<td>Electronic Commerce Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEC</td>
<td>European Economic Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>Federal Communications Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FENIT</td>
<td>Federatie van Nederlandse Ondernemingen in de Informatietechnologie (Federation of Dutch Information Technology Industry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFIEC</td>
<td>Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC</td>
<td>Federal Trade Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>File Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Hoge Raad (Dutch Supreme Court)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information and Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC</td>
<td>International Electrotechnical Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRC</td>
<td>Internet Relay Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Organization for Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>Internet Service Provider</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IT  Information Technology
ITU  International Telecommunication Union
LJN  Landelijk Jurisprudentie Nummer
NCUA  National Credit Union Administration
NJ  Nederlandse Jurisprudentie
NJB  Nederlands Juristenblad
NTIA  National Telecommunications and Information Administration
OECD  Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
OpenSSL  Open Secure Socket Layer
OS  Operating System
P2P  Peer-to-peer
PHP  PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor (originally: Personal Home Page)
POP3  Post Office Protocol 3
PSN  Playstation Network
RAM  Random Access Memory
s. section
SaaS  Software as a Service
SAP  Systemen, Anwendungen und Produkte SE
SCADA  Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
SIIA  Software and Information Industry Association
SLA  Service Level Agreement
SQL  Structured Query Language
TCP  Transmission Control Protocol
Tw  Telecommunicatiewet (Dutch Telecommunications Act)
UCC  Uniform Commercial Code
UCITA  Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act
UETA  Uniform Electronic Transactions Act
UNODC  United Nations Office for Drugs and Crime
USAM  United States Attorneys' Manual
U.S.A.  United States of America
USB  Universal Serial Bus
USIIA  United States Internet Industry Association
WBRv  Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering (Dutch Code of Civil Procedure)
WCAM  Wet Collective Actie Massaschade (Dutch Collective Claims Act)
WiFi  Wireless Fidelity
WPNR  Weekblad voor Privaatrecht, Notariaat en Registratie
WvSr  Wetboek van Strafrecht (Dutch Criminal Code)
Annex 4. Glossary

**Blacklist(ing)**
A technique whereby non-profit and commercial organisations may contribute to combating botnets, spam and the distribution of malware. It consists of an organisation keeping a list of ‘suspect’ IP addresses. Subscribers to the particular blacklist can then refuse to allow traffic to and from the blacklisted addresses. (4.4.5)

**Botnet**
A group of malware infected computers (also called “zombies” or bots) that can be used remotely to carry out attacks against other computer systems. (4.5.3)

**Botnet clients**
The computers (or the botnet malware on those computers) that have become part of a botnet.

**Botnet herder**
The individual who commands and controls a botnet. (4.2)

**Bounty programs**
A practice whereby a reward (bounty) is offered for first-time reporting of bugs, in particular bugs that are vulnerabilities. (4.4.3)

**Buffer overflow**
A software bug whereby the amount of memory reserved for a software routine is exceeded, with the result that data is being written in other parts of the memory, which can lead to execution of code contained in that part of the data. (4.4.3)

**Bug**
Software error. (4.4.3)

**DDoS attacks**
Concentrated attacks on a website server or groups of servers that are designed to render the website unavailable (which leads to a Denial of Service). (4.6.3)

**Deep Packet Inspection**
Examining the content of Internet communication (which is transmitted in discrete ‘packets’ of bytes; ISPs normally only examine the headers of the packet and not the content). (4.2)

**Embedded software**
Software that is part of hardware and is not directly accessible to the user, i.e. is embedded within the equipment. An example is the software of a washing machine.

**Exploit**
Bug that can be exploited by criminals (4.4.2)

**Firewall**
Software tool that limits Internet communication by only allowing certain kinds of channels and/or programs to communicate (4.5.4)

**Freeware**
Software made available for free (4.3)

**Hacking**
Intentionally trying to obtain access to a computer without the computer owner’s knowledge.

**Hosting**
Store content and and make the content available through the Internet (4.3)
Internet Service Providers: Organisations that provide specific services central to the operation of the Internet. (4.3)

Jailbreaking: Removing security features of a system to allow installation of content that otherwise would be disallowed by the system, such as software not accepted by the app store. This may involve completely removing the original operating system from the device. (4.4.2)

Keyloggers: Malware that logs all keyboard input and transmits the logs to another computer (4.5.2)

Malware: “A piece of software inserted into an information system to cause harm to that system or other systems, or to subvert them for use other than that intended by their owners” (OECD 2008: 10). (4.5.2)

Mere Conduit: Transmission only, referring to Internet service providers who only transmit data without any interference.

Notice and takedown: The practice that hosting ISPs if properly notified of arguably illegal content upon receipt of the notice subsequently take down the content.

Open source software: Software that is provided for free, with the source code being made publicly available and with the condition that others may freely modify the code provided that any modifications made are also made available for free, publicly, on the same conditions. (4.4.3)

Outsourcing: Contracting with an external IT service provider to perform IT services that previously were provided by employees of the business itself.

Patches: Updates to software that fix bugs in the software.

Pop-up blockers: An Internet browser facility or extension that disallows websites from being able to open new Internet browser windows (that ‘pop up’ in front of the previous window).

Ransomware: Malware that attempts to extort money from a victim by encrypting files and demanding payment for their restoration. (4.6.2)

Shrink-wrap license: A license that aims at becoming accepted through the act of the user opening the shrink wrap which encloses the physical software package (containing a diskette, CD or DVD).

Software as a Service: Software made available as a service, i.e. the software is installed only on computers of the service provider. (4.3)
Spam  
Unsolicited e-mail.

Spyware
Malware that spies on the user (4.5.2)

Wizards
Part of a program that guides the user through the configuration process for the program. (4.3)

Zombies
Botnet clients (4.5.3)
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